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and state law now requi~es employers to provide 
employees access t(r l. n f o PIT1a. t: ion on .;:tny hazar·dous 
tQ wh:i.ch [),3_ i 1 y 
Chronicle uses hazardous ~hemicals in their· photo~raphy, print 
setting, plate making and printing operations. The Occupational 
Safety and Health Associatir)n ( OSHPt) has adopted the Hazar·d 
c:ommu n i cat: i 0 n Standard and Montana has passed the Employee & 
Community Hazardous Ch~~·mir::al Infor-mation Act, both of whi•::h 
govern the use of hazardous chemicals in the workplace. 
A hazardous chemical and waste analysis was performed on the 
Bozeman Daily Chronicle so that a set of compliance guidelines 
could be established. The following report establishes t hE• 
guidelines which the Bozeman Daily Chronicle should follow in 
order- to ensure that they are meeting federal and state require-
conr:::<i.~r·n:lng haz.ar·dous chemica.l use and 
dispos.:tl. 
The Bozeman Daily Chronicle ~as a~d is presently in complia-
nee with federal and disposal but 
v;;:tr· i ous :i.ndir::·::tted i rt the guidelines, must be made in 
order for requirements to be met concerning the sate handling and 
use r:of hazardous chemicals. As of May 25, 1986 the Bozeman Daily 
Chronicle is responsible for complying with federal and state law 
concerning h~zardous communications. 
1 
lNIBODUCIIOt-.1 
Federal and State Laws 
On November 25, 1985 two laws became effective which govern 
the use of hazardous chemicals in the workplace. The 1985 Montana 
Legislature passed the ''Employee and Community Hazardous Chemical 
Information Act" which is cl•::.S1'?ly tailored to the Hazard Communi-
cation Standard which was adopted by the O•:cupa tiona 1 Safety and 
Health Administration ( Refer to Appendix A, pages 1:2·-28 for· 
complete copies of the two laws). Also, in conjunction with safe 
use of hazardous chemicals, law requires proper disposal 
waste products that are generated from the use of hazardous 
chemi c.:t 1 s. 
The Environmental Protection Agency has established outlines 
for industry to follow in order to help ensure that hazardous 
waste is properly disposed. The outline established by the 
EPA incor·por·ate~; P•H'tions of the Solid Waste Disposal Act, and 
the Clean Air and Water Acts. The Code Of Federal Regulations~ 
Volumes 29~ 40 and 49 outline the federal requirements of proper 
hazardous chemical use and hazardous waste disposal. (7,8,9) 
Why the Bozeman Daily Chronicle? 
The Hazardous Communication Standard requires that any 
business with one of 20 industrial classifications must •dhere to 
the requirements outlined within the standard. The Boteman Daily 
Chronicle has a standard industr·ia i classifi~ation.of SIC 27 
2 
J.Jnd<.."!r· "Pr·inting a.nd Publishing". TtHs- Montana law e::<b:nds to any 
employer who employs workers who may be exposed to hazardous 
in the workplace. Under fede~al and stabs- law the 
Bozeman Daily Chronicle is required by law to provide employees 
with hazardous chemical information as well as t~ take precautio-
ns to protect worker safety and health. Th~ Code of Federal 
RegulationS 7 Volume 40 lists waste product~ produced by the 
Bozeman Daily Chronicle, therefore the Bozeman Daily Chronicle 
must adhere to waste disposal laws also. (8) 
Manufacturer Responsibility 
In order for employer~ to comply with federal and state 
requirements concerning chemical use and waste disposal, the· 
manufacturers of the hazardous chemicals must provide chemical 
information to the buyers. For the purpos~ of worker safety and 
health, the manufacturer of chemicals is obligated to determine 
if the chemicals are defined as hazardous by the Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration. Hazardous che~ical determina-
tion is guided by 4 documents decided on by OSHA. They are CFR 
29-1910 <Subpar·t Z>, the Threshold Limit Values, the National 
Toxicology program list and the International Agency for 
I. 
Research on Cancer. 
1. For details on the 4 documents see reference #4. 
Hazardous Chemical & Waste Analysis for the Bozeman Daily 
Chronicle 
with feder·al and ~tate requirements, a hazardous chemical and 
waste analysis was performed. From the analysis an individua-
lized set of complia.nce guidelines were then estab"l:i.sh<?.d. The 
major emphasis was on guidelines for safe use of hazardous 
chem:i cal s, although consideration was given to hazardous waste 
generation and. disposal. 
4 
Pr-oject Appr-oach 
Thi~ , Bozeman. Dai 1 y Chronic 1 e per·fo:•r·ms sever·a 1 types of 
operations daily ih order to publish the newspaper. The facility 
develops a majority of the photographs that are included in the 
paper. The newspaper print is also typeset and therefore, a 
photographic processor develops typeset film. Plates used on the 
printing press are developed using photographic negatives and 
plate sensitizing chemicals. Lastly, printing operations involve 
the use of inks and cleaning solvents. In summary, the majority 
of chemicals used by the Bozeman Daily Chronicle are used for 
photographic processing and actual newspaper printing. Refer to 
Appendix A, page 44 for an overview of the four main operational 
areas within the Bozeman Daily Chronicle. 
In order to begin a chemical use and waste analysis the 
facility~s chemicals were first inventoried. Upon determining 
exactly what chemicals were present, manufacturer informatipn was 
obtained to determine which workplace chemicals were actually 
classi·Fi~HI as hazardous. Appendix A, pages 45--51 list the 
chemical products u~ed by the newspaper that are considered 
haz•:ir·dous. Once the chemical information was obtained, the 





Compliance guidelin~s are being published by a numbe~ of 
businesse~; in an attempt to aid ~usinesses in establishing 
'.~.Ui~.All.fi~S f~~-~~ ~ .• a~~ r_~I •. ITll·r .. ~l IJS• sri~ p~~,r-r' w~~t~ dl·-p·ss"l . • .J- "' ' ..... •~ ............. '.J • ·r'"' .... => ~ => '·'·=· • 
3, 4 and 5 are all publications which 6utline.the 
requirements of the federal and state laws for saf~ chemical 
use. Although the ~ublications were used .for reference, the 
•:•r·g.::tniz;ation and i~dividualization.of the compliance guidelines 
of the analyzer. At this particular point in time, the compliance 
guidel i.nes established f•)l~ th~::: Bc•zeman Daily Chr·•:.nicle are among 
the first of their type in the Bozeman area. Original information 
was not as prevalent as were customized recom~endations tailored 
to the particular characteristics of the business. 
Two types of information were necessary for the completion 
of the compliance guidelines. Under federal and state laws 
concerning chemical use, employees mu~t have access to informa-
tion concerning th~·.hazardous chemicals to which they rn.;:l.y I:H"' 
exposed. T~erefore, info~mation binders are provided 
for employ access. Also, the employer, usually by way of their 
management, must train the employees on chemical use as well as 
have complete knowledge of proper procedures they must follow 
within their daily functions. For these reasons, the Bozeman 
Daily Chronicle received informatio.n for direct use by the 
employees as well as information for internal business use <Refer 
to Appendices A and B for details). 
Employee Information 
The foundation for compliance with the Hazardous Communicat-
i ::.• thE! Wr-itten Hazar-dous Communication Program 
<Refer to Appendix A, pages 29-44 for the actual program). The 
program establishes guidelines for the employer to follow in 
order to ensure that employees have access to hazardous chemical 
information as well as have proper training in chemical use. 
Chemical product lists, as uH~ll a c; mat''? r· i a 1 
sheets, both organized by operational ~rea, are also included in 
the employee information binders <Refer to Appendix A, pages 
45-127 for complete chemical information). 
Appendix A also includ1'?d information that enables the 
employee to decipher information listed for particular chemi-
cals. The Material Safety Data Sheet Guide is includ~~d 
bind<::.·r· ~.•o that employees can find out answers to many of the 
that may have concerning particular chemicals. The 
guide outlines the information contained on the Material Safety 
Data Sheets <MSDS), as well as includes a glossary of common MSDS 
terms (Refer to Appendix A, pages 128-157). 
A hazardous material identification system <HMiaJ is also 
defined for the employees in order that they understand label and 
placards that may appear on cont:a.iner-·s ;:.tnd tua.ll ~:.;. 1 • f.ippendi::-:: f-1., 
pages 158-163 define the marking system for the reader as well 
as provides an example. All the chemicals in the workplace have 
--------------------------------~-------------------------------
1. See page 159 for details on the HMIS. 
been as s i g n e d .a HM IS r-at i n 9 s o t hat w or· k e r· s w i 1 1 u n de r· s tan d t he 
degree for health, flammability and reactivity hazard that they 
are working around <Refer to Appendix A, pages 164-167 for the 
chemical product HMIS ratin9s). 
Lastly in the employee information binder is a set of work 
practices for routine and non-routine tasks as well as a s~t of 
emergency procedures <Refer to Appendix A, pages 168-186 for the 
practice and procedure guidelines). These guidelines are availab-
le to the employees to help ensure increased worker safety with 
the handling and use of hazardous chemicals. 
Employer Information 
There is compliance information concerning chemicaT use and 
waste disposal that employees are not legally entitled access to. 
Such i nfor·mat i Qn includes special compliance forms, the employee 
training outline, community right-to know requirements and 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency requirements. Appendix B, 
pages 18$-220, contains all the information just listed above. 
Due to the possibility of inspection, liability and employee 
information request, several compliance forms need be kept by the 
employer. An employee training log verifies employee training, 
the contractor acknowledgement log verifies contrattor notificat-
ion and understanding of the chemicals they may be exposed to and 
employee information forms verify employee requests for chemical 
information. Appendix B, 188-193 contain copies of the 
special compliance forms. 
Fede~al and state laws ~equire that employe~s must, at least 
annually, t~ain thei~ employees on the safe handling and use of 
the hazardous chemi~als in the workplace. Appendix B, pages 
194-206 outline the information on whi~h the Bozeman Daily Ch~on­
icle should train their e~ployees. 
Montana/s Employee and Community Hazardous Chemical Informa-
tion Act requires that the community has access to the chemical 
list for the Bozeman Daily Chronicle, as well as access to the 
chemical information listed on the MSDS. Appendix B , pages 
207-211 outline the requirements of the Bozeman Dail·y Chronicle 
with regard to the Bozeman Community. 
Lastly contained in the employer information are the 
Environmental Protection Agency's hazardous waste disposal 




Overview of the Compliance Guidelines 
Th<::.· compliance in information 
provided for the Bozeman Daily Chronicle safe u5e of 
hazardous chemicals in the workplace as well as proper disposal 
of waste products generated in the photography, plate making and 
pr·int:in9 op-=~r·at:ions. ·rhe Bozeman Daily Chronicle must keep 
abreast on changing federal and state regulations. The compli-
ance guidelines were established accord1ng to present laws with 
out anticipation for future changes. Appendices A and B summarize 
the information that was provided to the Bozeman Daily Chronicle. 
Employer Liability and Employee Welfare 
The federal and state laws that are presently effective were 
to pr·ot-<:!ct h uma.n life as well as the surrounding 
environment. Progress has been slow to enfor·ce 
the inspecting and monitoring mill1ons of 
ha.zar·dou~:; chemicals as well a.s genE!r·a.t{~! 
hazardous waste. The advantage of employee access to chemical 
information is that of maintaining a check and ba 1 a.nce system 
bt."!t:I!J~~.·en uJor·k\?.r· safety and health, and technological developments 
that require human participation. Worker safety and hea.l th cr.:tn 
not be improved merely by way of written compliance guidelines. 
Both the employer and the employee must take an active interest 
in the protection of human life and the envi~onment. 
10 
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§1910.1200 Hazard communication. 
1Sec.1910.1200 added by 48 FR 53280, 
November25, 1983] 
(a) Purpose. ( 1) The purpose of this 
section is to ensure that the hazards of all 
chemicals produced or imported by 
. chemical manufacturers or importers are 
evaluated, and that information 
concerning their hazards is transmitted to 
affected employers and employees within 
the manufacturing sector. This 
transmittal of information is to be 
accomplished by means of comprehensive 
hazard communication programs, which 
are to include container labeling and other 
forms of warning, material safety data 
sheets and employee training. 
(2) This occupational safety and health 
standard is intended to address 
comprehensively the issue of evaluating 
and communicating chemical hazards to 
employees in the manufacturing sector, 
and to preempt any state law pertaining to 
this subject. Any state which desires to 
assume responsibility in this area may 
only do so under the provisions of § 18 of 
the Occupational Safety and Health Act 
(29 U.S.C. 651 et seq.) which deals with 
state jurisdiction and state plans. 
(b) Scope and application. (1 J This 
section requires chemical manufacturers 
or importers to assess the hazards of 
chemicals which they produce or import, 
and all employers in SIC Codes 20 
through 39 (Division D, Standard 
Industrial Classification Manual) to 
provide information to their employees 
about the hazardous chemicals to which 
they arc exposed, by means of a hazard 
communication program, labels and other 
forms of warning, material safety data 
sheets, and information and training. In 
addition, this section requires distributors 
to transmit the required information to 
employees in SIC Codes 2Q-39. 
(2) This section applies to any chemical 
which is known to be present in the 
workplace in such a manner that 
employees may he exposed w1dcr normal 
conditiom, of usc or in a lorcsccahlc 
emergency. 
(.i) This section applies to lahoratoncs 
only as follnws: 
(1! Employers shall ensure that lahds on 
incoming containers of hazardous 
chemicals are not removed or defaced; 
(ii) Employers shall mamtain any 
material safety data sheets that arc 
received with incoming shipments of 
hazardous chemicals, and ensure that 
they arc readily accessible to laboratory 
employees; and, 
(iii) Employers shall ensure that 
laboratory employees arc apprised of the 
hazards of the chemicals in their 
workplaces in accordance with paragraph 
(h) of this section. 
(4 J This section docs not require 
labeling of the following chemicals: 
(i) Any pesticide as such term is defined 
in the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and 
Rodenticide Act (7 U.S.C. 136 et seq.) 
when subject to the labeling requirements 
of that Act and labeling regulations issued 
under that Act by the Envirorm1ental 
Protection Agency; 
(ii) Any food, food additive, color 
additive, drug, or cosmetic, including 
materials intended for usc as ingredients 
in such products (e.g., flavors and 
fragrances), as such terms arc defined in 
the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act 
(21 U.S. C. 301 et seq.) and regulations 
issued under that Act, when they arc 
subject to the labeling requirements of 
that Act and labeling regulations issued 
under that act by the Food and Drug 
Administration; 
(iii) Any distilled spirits (beverage 
alcohols), wine, or malt beverage intended 
for non-industrial use, as such terms arc 
defined in the Federal Alcohol 
Administration Act (27 U.S. C. 201 ct seq.) 
and regulations issued under that Act, 
when subject to the labeling requirements 
of that Act and labeling regulations issued 
under that Act by the Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco, and Firearms; and, 
(iv) Any consumer product or 
hazardous substance as those terms arc 
defined in the Consumer Product Safety 
Act (15 U.S.C. 2051 ct seq.) and Fcdcral 
Hazardous Substances Act ( 15 U.S.C. 
1261 ct seq.) respectively, when subject to 
a consumer product safety standard or 
lahdin~~ reqtmcmcnt ot thosv Act~, or 
rq.,'ubtmns issued under tho~l· Acts hy thv 
Consumer Product ~a!cty Commission. 
('1\ Th1~ section doc~ not apply to: 
(II Any hazanlou~ wa~tc a~ !-oUch tem1 i~ 
ddmnl hy the ~olid Wa~tc drspos:ll Act, 
a~ amended hy the Hco.,ourcl· 
Conservation and kccovery act of 1976, as 
an1ended (42 U.S.C. 69()] et scq.L when 
subject to re,(.,'l.llatiom issued under that 
Act by the Envirorm1cntal Protcction 
Agency; 
(ii) Tobacco or tobacco products; 
(iii\ Wood or w<x>d products; 
(iv) Articles; and, 
(v)Foods, drugs, or cosmetics intended 
for personal consumption by cmployccs 
while in the workplace . 
(c) Definitions. "Article" means a 
manufactured item: li) Which is formed to 
a specific shape or design during 
manufacture; (ii) which has end usc 
function(s) dependent in whole or in part 
upon its shape or design during end usc; 
and (iii) which docs not release, or 
othcnvisc result in exposure to, a 
hazardous chemica: under normal 
conditions of usc. 
"Assistant Secretary" means the 
Assistant Secretary of Labor for 
Occupational Safety and Health, U.S. 
Department of Labor, or designee. 
"Chemical" means any clement, 
chemical compound or mixture of 
clements and/or compounds. 
"Chemical Manufacturer" means an 
employer in SIC Codes 20 through 39 
with a workplace where chcmical(s) arc 
produced for usc or distribution. 
"Chemical name" means the scientific 
designation of a chemical in accordance 
with the nomenclature system developed 
by the International Union of Purc and 
Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) or the 
Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS) rules of 
nomenclature, or a name which will 
clearly identify the chemical for the 
purpose of conducting a hazard 
evaluation. 
"Combustible liquid" means any liquid 
having a flash point at or above I OOoF 
(:~?.HoC), hut below 200°F (93.3°C), except 
any mixture having components with 
flash points of 2(XloF (93.3"C), or higher, 
the total volume of which make up 99 
percent or more of the total volume of the 
mixture. 
"Common name" means any 
designation or identification such as code 
name, code number, trade name, brand 
name or generic name used to identify a 
chemical other than by its chemical 
name. 
"Compressed ga~" mean~: 
(i) A gas or mixture of gases having, in a 
container, an absolute pressure exceeding 
40 psi at 70°F (21.1 oq or, 
(ii) A gas or mixture of gases havmg, m a 
container, an absolute pressure exceeding 
104 psi at 130°F (54.4°C) regardless of the 
pressure at 700F (2l.l oq; or, 
(iii) A liquid having a vapor pressw'i.: 
exceeding40 psi at l00°F (37.8aq as 
determined by ASTM D-323-72. 
"Container" means any bag, barrel, 
bottle, box, can, cylinder, drum, reaction 
vessel, storage tank, or the like that 
contains a hazardous chemical. For 
purposes of this section, pipes or piping 
systems arc not considered to be 
containers. 
"Designated representative" means any 
individual or organization to whom an 
employee gives written authorization to 
exercise such employee's rights under this 
section. A recognized or certified 
collective bargaining agent shall be 
treated automatically as a designated 
representative without regard to written 
employee authorization. 
"Director" means the Director, 
National Institute for Occupational Safety 
and Health, U.S. Department of Health 
and Human Services, or designee. 
"Distributor" means a business, other 
than a chemical manufacturer or 
importer, which supplies hazardous 
chemicals to other distributors or to 
manufacturing purchasers. 
"Employee" means a worker employed 
by an employer in a workplace in SIC 
Codes 20 through 39 who may be exposed 
to hazardous chemicals under normal 
operating conditions or foreseeable 
emergencies, including, but not limited to 
production workers, line supervisors, and 
repair or maintenance personnel. Office 
workers, grounds maintenance personnel, 
security personnel or non-resident 
management are generally not included, 
unless their job performance routinely 
involves potential exposure to hazardous 
chemicals. 
· "Employer" means a person engaged in 
a business within SIC Codes 20 through 
39 where chemicals arc either used, or are 
produced for usc or distribution. 
"Explosive" means a chemical that 
causes a sudden, almost instantaneous 
release of pressure, ga~, and heat when 
subjected to sudden shock, pressure, or 
high temperature. 
"Ell:posurc" or "exposed" means that 
an employee is subjected to a hazardous 
chemical in the course of employment 
through any route of entry (inhalation, 
ingestion, skin contact or absorption, etc.), 
and includes potential (e.g., accidental or 
possible) exposure. 
"Flammable" means a chemical that 
falls into one of the following categories: 
(i)"Aerosol, flammable" means an 
aerosol that, when tested by the method 
described in 16 CFR 1500.45, yields a 
flame projection exceeding 18 inches at 
full valve opening, or a flashback [a flame 
extending back to the valve) at any degree 
of valve opening: 
(ii) "Gas, flammable" means: 
(A) A gas that, at ambient temperature 
and pressure, forms a flammable mixture 
with air at a concentration of thirteen [13) 
percent by volume or less; or, 
(B) A gas that, at ambient temperature 
and pressure, forms a range of flammable 
mixtures with air wider than twelve [12) 
percent by volume, regardless of the lower 
limit; 
(iii) "Liquid, flammable" means any 
liquid having a flash point below lOOoF 
(37.8oC), except any mixture having 
components with flashpoints of l00°F 
(37.8oC) or higher, the total of which 
make up 99 percent or more of the total 
volume of the mixture. 
(iv) "Solid, flammable" means a solid, 
other than a blasting agent or explosive as 
defined in §1910.109(a), that is liable to 
cause fire through friction, absorption of 
moisture, spontaneous chemical change, 
or retained heat from manufacturing or 
processing, or which can be ignited readily 
and when ignited bums so vigorougly and 
persistently as to create a serious hazard. 
A chemical shall be considered to be a 
flammable solid if, when tested by the 
method described in 16 CFR 1500.44, it 
ignites and bums with a self-sustained 
flame at a rate greater than one-tenth of 
an inch per second along its major axis. 
"Flashpoint" means the minimum 
temperature at which a liquid gives off a 
vapor in sufficient concentration to ignite 
when tested as follows: 
\'-\ 
(i) Taghahm· Closed Tester [sec 
American National Standard Method of 
Test fnr Flash !'oint by Tag Closed Tester, 
Z 11.24-197<) iASTM l) Sh-79)) lor liquid, 
wah a VI~cosity of leo, than 4:1 Saybolt 
UI11\'L'TSal Sn:ondc (SUS) at ICXJT (.i7.WC), 
that do not corJtam suspended solid~ and 
do not have a tendency to form a surface 
film under test; or, 
(ii) Pensky-Martens Closed Tester [see 
American National Standard Method of 
Test for Flash Point by Pensky-Martens 
Cll lSed Tester, Zll. 7-1979 (ASTM D 93-
79)\ for liquids with a viscosity equal to or 
greater than 45 SUS at 100°F [37.8°C), or 
that contains suspended solids, or that 
have a tendency to form a surface film 
under test; or, 
(iii) Setaflash Closed Tester (see 
American National Standard Method of 
Test for Flash Point by Setaflash Closed 
Tester (ASTM D 32 78-78)). Organic 
peroxides, which undergo 
autoaccelerating thermal decomposition, 
are excluded from any of the flashpoint 
determination methods specified above. 
"Foreseeable emergency" means any 
potential occurrence such as, but not 
limited to, equipment failure, rupture of 
containers, or failure of control 
equipment which could result in an 
uncontrolled release of a hazardous 
chemical into the workplace. 
"Hazard warning" means any words, 
pictures, symbols, or combination thereof 
appearing on a label or other appropriate 
fom1 of warning which convey the 
hazards of the chemical[s) in the 
container(s). 
"Hazardous chemical" means any 
chemical which is a physical hazard or a 
health hazard. 
"Health hazard" means a chemical for 
which there is statistically significant 
evidence based on at least one study 
conducted in accordance with established 
scientific principles that acute or chronic 
health effects may occur in exposed 
employees. The term "health hazard" 
includes chemicals which are 
carcinogens, toxic or highly toxic agents, 
reproductive toxins, irritants, corrosives, 
sensitizers, hepatotoxins, ncphrotoxins, 
neurotoxins, agents which act on the 
hematopoietic system, and agents which 
damage the lungs, skin, eyes, or mucous 
membranes. Appendix A provides further 
definitions and explanations of the scope 
of health hazard!-. covered hy this section, 
and Appendix B tk·scrihcs the criteria to 
he used to determine whether or not a 
chcm1cal i~ to he considered hazardous for 
purpo~es of this standarJ. 
"ldcntitv" means anv chen1ical or 
common ~amc which is indicated on the 
material safety data sheet (MSDS) for the 
chemical. The identity used shall permit 
cross-references to be made among the 
required list of hazardous chemicals, the 
label and the MSDS. 
"hnmediatc usc" means that the 
hazardous chemical will be under the 
control of and used only by the person 
who transfers it from a labeled container 
and only within the work shift in which it 
is transferred. 
"lmponer" means the first business 
with employees within the Customs 
Territory of the United States which 
receives hazardous chemicals produced in 
other countries for the purpose of 
supplying them to distributors or 
manufacturing purchasers within the 
United States. 
"Label" means any written, printed, or 
graphic material displayed on or affixed to 
containers of hazardous chemicals. 
"Manufacturing purchaser" means an 
employer with a workplace classified in 
SIC Codes 20 through 39 who purchases a 
hazardous chemical for use within that 
workplace. 
"Material safety data sheet (MSDS)" 
means written or printed material 
concerning a hazardous chemical which 
is prepared in accordance ·with paragraph 
(g) of this section. 
"Mixture" means any combination of 
two or more chemicals if the combination 
is not , in whole or in pan, the result of a 
chemical reaction. 
"Organic peroxide" means an organic 
compound that contains the bivalent -0-
0-structurc and which may be considered 
to be a structural derivative of hydrogen 
peroxide where one or both of the 
hydrogen atoms has been replaced by an 
organic radical. 
"Oxidizer" means a chemical other 
than a blasting agent or explosive as 
defined in §l9IO.l09(a), that initiates or 
promotes combustion in other materials, 
thereby causing fire either of itself or 
through the release of oxygen or other 
gases. 
"Physical hazard" means a chemical for 
which there is scientifically valid 
evidence that it is a combustible liquid, a 
compressl·d gas, explosive, flammable, an 
organic pcroxidL·, an oxidizer, pyrophorit, 
unstable !reacuvcl or watl'r-reacti\'L'. 
"Produce" n1eans to manufacturl', 
process, fonnulatt:, or repackage. 
"Pyrophoric" means a chemical that 
will ignite spontaneously in air at a 
temperature of 130°F !54.4°C) or below. 
"Responsible party" means someone 
who can provide additional infom1ation 
on the hazardous chemical and 
appropriate emergency procedures, if 
necessary. 
"Specific chemical identity" means the 
chemical name, Chemical Abstracts 
Service (CAS) Registry Number, or any 
other information that reveals the precise 
chemical designation of the substance. 
"Trade secret" means any confidential 
formula, pattern, process, device, 
information or compilation of 
information (including chemical name or 
other unique chemical identifier) that is 
used in an employer's business, and that 
gives the employer an opportunity to 
obtain an advantage over competitors 
who do not know or usc it. 
"Unstable (reactive)" means a chemical 
which in the pure state, or as produced or 
transported, will vigorously polymerize, 
decompose, condense, or will become 
self-reactive under conditions of shock, 
pressure, or temperature. 
"Usc" means to package, handle, react, 
or transfer. 
"Water-reactive" means a chemical 
that reacts with water to release a gas that 
is either flammable or presents a health 
hazard. 
"Work area" means a room or defined 
space in a workplace where hazardous 
chemicals are produced or used, and 
where employees arc present. 
"Workplace" means an establishment 
at one gcographicalloeation containing 
one or more work areas. 
(d) Hazard determination. ( 1) Chemical 
manufacturers and irnponcrs shall 
evaluate chemicals produced in their 
workplaces or imponed by them to 
detemlinc if they arc hazardous. 
Employers arc not required to evaluate 
chemicals unless they choose not to rely 
on the evaluation performed by the 
chemical manufacturer or importer for 
the chemical to satisfy this requirement. 
\~ 
!21 Chcm1cal manufacturers, imponer~ 
or employer~ evaluating chemical!> shall 
1denufy ami consider the availabk 
!:>cicntitic evidence conccming sucl1 
:u::arJ-.. For health ha::a1d~, evidence 
whJCh i~ statistically significant and 
which 1~ ba!>L'U on at least one positive 
study conductt:d in accordance with 
established scientific principles is 
considered to be sufficient to establish a 
hazardous effect if the results of the study 
meet the definitions of health hazards in 
this section. Appendix A shall be 
consulted for the scope of health hazard.<; 
covered, and Appendix B shall be 
consulted for the criteria to be followed 
with respect to the completeness of the 
evaluation, and the data to be reponed. 
(3) The chemical manufacturer, 
irnponer or employer evaluating 
chemicals shall treat the following 
sources as establishing that the chemicals 
listed in them are hazardous: 
(i) 29 CFR Pan 1910, Subpan Z, Toxic 
and Hazardous Substances, Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration 
(OSHA); or, 
Iii) Thieshold Limit Values for 
Chemical Substances and Phvsical 
Agents in the Work Fnviionnjent. 
American Conference of Governmental 
Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) (latest 
edition!. 
The ~hcmical manufacturer, irnponer, 
· or employer is still responsible for 
evaluating the hazards associated with the 
chemicals in these source lists in 
accordance with the requirements of the 
standard. 
(4) Chemical manufacturers, importers 
and employers evaluating chemicals shall 
treat the following sources as establishing 
that a chemical i!i a carcinogen or 
potential carcinogen for hazard 
communication purposes: 
(i) National Toxicology Program (NTJ>), 
Annual Report on Carcinogens (latest 
edition); or, 
(ii) International Agency for Research 
on Cancer (IARC), Monographs (latest 
edition); or, 
(iii) 29 CFR Pan 1910, Subpart Z, Toxic 
and Hazardous Substances, Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). 
Note.-The Registry of Toxic Effects of 
Chemical Substm1ces published by the 
National Institute for Occupational Safety 
and Health (NIOSH) indicates whether a 
chemical has been found by NTP or lARC 
to be a potential carcinogen. 
(5) The chemical manufacturer, 
importer or employer shall determine the 
hazards of rruxtures of chemicals as 
follows: 
(i) If a mixture has been tested as a 
whole to determine its hazards, the 
results of such testing shall be used to 
determine whether the mixture is 
hazardous; 
(ii) If a mixture has not been tested as a 
whole to determine whether the mixture 
is a health hazard, the mixture shall be 
assumed to present the same health 
hazards as do the components which 
comprise one percent (by weight or 
volume) or greater of the mixture, except 
that the mixture shall be assumed to 
present a carcinogenic hazard if it 
contains a component in concentrations 
of 0.1 percent or greater which is 
considered to he a carcinogen under 
paragraph (d)i4) of this section; 
(iii) If a mixture has not been tested as a 
whole to determine whether the mixture 
is a physical hazard, the chemical 
manufacturer, importer, or employer may 
usc whatever scientifically valid data is 
available to evaluate the physical hazard 
potential of the mixture; and, 
(iv) If the employer has evidence to 
indicate that a component present in the 
mixture in concentrations of less than one 
percent (or in the case of carcinogens, less 
than O.l percent) could be released in 
concentrations which would exceed an 
established OSHA permissible exposure 
limit or ACGIH Threshold Limit Value, 
or could present a health hazard to 
employees in those concentrations, the 
mixture shall be assumed to present the 
same hazard. 
(6) Chemical manufacturers, importers, 
or employers evaluating chemicals shall 
describe in writing the procedures they 
use to determine the hazards of the 
chemical they evaluate. The written 
procedures are to be made available, upon 
request, to employees, their designated 
representatives, the Assistant Secretary 
and the Director. The written description 
may be incorporated into the written 
hazard communication program required 
under paragraph (c) of this section. 
(c) Written hazard communication 
program. (I) Employer;. shall develop and 
implement a written hazard 
commwlication program for their 
workplace which at least descnbes how 
the criteria specified in paragraph;, (f), (gi, 
and (h) of this section for label~ and other 
form;. of warning, material safety data 
sheets, and employee information and 
training will be met, and which also 
includes the following: 
(i) A hst of the hazardous chemicals 
known to be present using an identity 
that is referenced on the appropriate 
material safety data sheet (the list may be 
compiled for the workplace as a whole or 
for individual work areas!; 
(ii) The methods the employer will usc 
to inform employees of the hazards of 
non-routine tasks (for example, the 
cleaning of reactor vessels), and the 
hazards associated with chemicals 
contained in unlabeled pipes in their work 
areas; and, 
(iii) The methods the employer will use 
to inform any contractor employers with 
employees working in the employer's 
workplace of the hazardous chemicals 
their employees may be exposed to while 
performing their work, and any 
suggestions for appropriate protective 
measures. 
(2) The employer may rely on an 
existing hazard communication program 
to comply with these requirements, 
provided that it meets the criteria 
established in this paragraph (c). 
(3) The employer shall make the 
written hazard communication program 
available, upon request, to employees, 
their designated representatives, the 
Assistant Secretary and the Director, in 
accordance with the requirements of 29 
CFR l910.20(c). 
(f) Labels and other forms of warning. 
( l) The chemical manufacturer, 
imponcr, or distributor shall ensure that 
each container of hazardous chemicals 
leaving the workplace is labeled, tagged 
or marked with the following 
information: 
(i) Identity of the hazardous 
chemical(s); 
(ii) Appropriate hazard warnings; and, 
(iii) Name and address of the chemical 
manufacturer, importer, or other 
responsible party. 
(2) Chemical manufacturers, 
importers, or distributors shall ensure 
lfo 
that each container of hazardou!' 
chemical!-> leaving thL· workplace is 
labeled, tagged, or marked in accordance 
with thi~ section in a marmcr which doc" 
not conflict with the rcquircn1l'nt.., of the 
Ha:::ardou~ Matcnal,, Transportation Act 
(lt-: U.S. C. Jk()J et ;,cy.l and regulation~ 
issued under that Act by the Department 
of Transportation. 
(3)lf the hazardous chemical is 
regulated by OSH.t\ in a substance-
specific health standard, the chemical 
manufacturer, imponer, distributor or 
employer shall ensure that the labels or 
other forms of warning used are in 
accordance \o\'i.th the requirements of that 
standard. 
(4) Except as provided in paragraphs 
(f)(S) and (f)(6) the employer shall ensure 
that each container of hazardous 
chemicals in the workplace is labeled, 
tagged, or marked with the following 
information: 
(i)Identity of the hazardous chemical(s) 
contained therein; and, 
(ii) Appropriate hazard warnings. 
(5) The employer may use signs, 
placards, process sheets, batch tickets, 
operating procedures or other such 
written materials in lieu of affixing labels 
to indi\idual stationary process 
containers, as long as the alternative 
method identifies the containers to which 
it is applicable and conveys the 
information required by paragraph (£)(4) of 
this section to be on a label. The written 
materials shall be readily accessible to the 
employees in their work area throughout 
each work shift. 
(6) The employer is not required to label 
portable containers into which hazardous 
chemicals are transferred from labeled 
containers, and which are intended only 
for the immediate use of the employee 
who performs the transfer. 
(7) The employer shall not remove or 
deface existing labels on incoming 
containers of hazardous chcnlicals, unless 
the container is immediately marked 
with the required information. 
(8) The employer shall ensure that 
labels or other forms of warning arc 
legible, in English, and prominently 
displayed on the container, or readily 
available in the work area throughout 
each work shift. Employers having 
employees who speak other languages 
may add the information in their 
language to the material presented, as 
long as the information is presented in 
English as well. 
(9) The chemical manufacturer, 
importer, distributor or employer need 
not affix new labcb to comply with this 
section if existing labels already convey 
the required information. 
(g) Material safety data sheets. ( ll 
Chemical manufacturers and importers 
shall obtain or develop a material safety 
data sheet for each hazardous chemical 
they produce or import. Employers shall 
have a material safety data sheet for each 
hazardous chemical which they usc. 
(2)Each material safety data sheet shall 
be in English and shall contain at least the 
following information: 
(i) The identity used on the label, and, 
except as provided for in paragraph (f) of 
this section on trade secrets: 
(A) If the hazardous chemical is a single 
substance, its chemical and common 
narne(s); 
(B) If the hazardous chemical is a 
mixture which has been tested as a whole 
to determine its hazards, the chemical 
and common narne(s) of the ingredients 
which contribute to these known hazards, 
and the common narne(s) of the mixture 
itself; or, 
(C) If the hazardous chemical is a 
mixture which has not been tested as a 
whole: 
( 1) The chemical and common name(s) 
of all ingredients which have been 
determined to be health hazards, and 
which comprise 1% or greater of the 
composition, except that chemicals 
identified as carcinogens under paragraph 
(d)l4) of this section shall be listed if the 
concentrations are 0.1% or greater; and, 
(2) The chemical and common name(s) 
of all ingredients which have been 
determined to present a physical hazard 
when present in the mixture; 
(ii) Physical and chemical 
characteristics of the hazardous chemical 
(such as vapor pressure, flash point); 
(iii) The physical hazards of the 
hazardous chemical, including the 
potential for fire, explosion, and 
reactivity; 
(iv) The health hazards of the hazardous 
chemical, including signs and symptoms 
of exposure, and any medical conditions 
which arc generally recognized as being 
aggravated by exposure to the chemical; 
(v) The primary route(s) of entry; 
(vi) The OSHA permissible exposure 
limit, ACGIH thre~hold limit value, and 
any other exposure limit used or 
recommended bv the chemical 
manufacturer, i~1portcr, or employer 
preparing the material safety data sheet, 
where available; 
(vii) Whether the hazardous chemical is 
listed in the National Toxicology Program 
(NTP) Annual Report on Carcinogens 
(latest edition) or has been found to be a 
potential carcinogen in the International 
Agency for Research on Cancer (lARCl 
Monographs (latest edition), or by OSHA; 
(viii) Any generally applicable 
precautions for safe handling and usc 
which are knov.rn to the chemical 
manufacturer, importer or employer 
preparing the material safety data sheet, 
including appropriate hygienic practices, 
protective measures during repair and 
maintenance of contaminated equipment, 
and procedures for clean-up of spills and 
leaks; 
(ix} Any generally applicable control 
measures which arc known to the 
chemical manufacturer, importer or 
employer preparing the material safety 
data sheet, such as appropriate 
engineering controls, work practices, or 
personal protective equipment; 
(x) Emergency and first aid procedures; 
(xi) The date of preparation of the 
material safety data sheet or the last 
change to it; and, 
(xii) The name, address and telephone 
number of the chemical manufacturer, 
importer, employer or other responsible 
party preparing or distributing the 
material safety data sheet, who can 
provide additional information on the 
hazardous chemical and appropriate 
emergency procedures, if necessary. 
(3) If no relevant information is found for 
any given category on the material safety 
data sheet, the chemical manufacturer, 
in1porter or employer preparing the 
material safety data sheet shall mark it to 
indicate that no applicable information 
was found. 
(4) Where complex mixtures have 
similar hazards and contents (i.e., the 
chemical ingredients arc essentially the 
same, but the specific composition varies 
from mixture to mixture), the chemical 
manufacturer, importer or employer may 
prepare one material safety data sheet to 
apply to all of these ~1milar mtxture~. 
('i) The chemical manufacturer, 
importer or employer prcpanng till' 
material safety data sheet shall ensure that 
the mfonnat1on is recorded aceuratdv and 
reflect;; the suemiflc cvJdencc used u'l 
making thL' hx:ard detemm1;1tion. If the 
chemit:al manufacturer, importer or 
employer becomes newly aware of any 
significant information regarding the 
hazards of a chemical, or ways to protect 
against the hazards, this new information 
shall be added to the material safety data 
sheet within three months, If the 
chemical is not currently being produced 
or imported the chemical manufacturer or 
importer shall add the information to the 
material safety data sheet before the 
chemical is introduced into the workplace 
again, 
(6) Chemical manufacturers or 
importers shall ensure that distributors 
and manufacturing purchasers of 
hazardous chemicals are provided an 
appropriate material safety data sheet 
with their initial shipment, and with the 
first shipment after a material safety data 
sheet is updated. The chemical 
manufacturer or importer shall either 
provide material safety data sheets with 
the shipped containers or send them to 
the manufacturing purchaser prior to or at 
the time of the shipment. If the material 
safety data sheet is not provided with the 
shipment, the manufacturing purchaser 
shall obtain one from the chemical 
manufacturer, importer, or distributor as 
soon as possible. 
(7) Distributors shall ensure that 
material safety data sheets, and updated 
information, arc provided to other 
distributors and manufacturing 
purchasers of hazardous chemicals. 
(8) The employer shall maintain copies 
of the required material safety data sheets 
for each hazardous chemical in the 
workplace, and shall ensure that they are 
readily accessible during each work shift 
to employees when they are in their work 
area(s). 
(9) Material safety data sheets may be 
kept in any fom1, including operating 
procedures, and may be desigTied to cover 
groups of hazardous chemicals in a work 
area where it may be more appropriate to 
address the hazards of a process rather 
than individual hazardous chemicals. 
However, the employer shall ensure that 
in all cases the required information is 
provided for each hazardous chemical, 
and is readily accessible during each work 
shift to employees when they arc in the 
work arca(s). 
( 1 0) Material safety data sheets shall 
also be made readily available, upon 
request, to designated repesentatives and 
to the Assistant Secretary, in accordance 
with the requirements of 29 CFR 
1910.20(e). The Director shall also be 
given access to material safety data sheets 
in the same manner. 
(h) Employee information and training. 
Employers shall provide employees with 
information and training on hazardous 
chemicals in their work area at the time 
of their initial assignment, and whenever 
a new hazard is introduced into their 
work area. 
(I ) Information. Employees shall be 
informed of: 
(i) The requirements of this section; 
(ii) Any operations in their work area 
where hazardous chemicals are present; 
and, 
(iii) The location and availability of the 
written hazard communication program, 
including the required list(s) of hazardous 
chemicals, and material safety data sheets 
required by this section. 
(2) Training. Employee training shall 
include at least: 
(i) Methods and observations that may 
be used to detect the presence or release of 
a hazardous chemical in the work area 
(such as monitoring conducted by the 
employer, continuous monitoring 
devices, visual appearance or odor of 
hazardous chemicals when being released, 
etc.); 
(ii) The physical and health hazards of 
the chemicals in the work area; 
(iii) The measures employees can take 
to protect themselves from these hazards, 
including specific procedures the 
employer has implemented to protect 
employees from exposure to hazardous 
chemicals, such as appropriate work 
practices, emergency procedures, and 
personal protective equipment to be used; 
and, 
(iv) The details of the hazard 
communication program developed by 
the employer, including an explanation of 
the labeling system and the material 
safety data sheet, and how employees can 
obtain and usc the appropriate hazard 
/ 
information. 
(i) Trade secrets. The chemical 
manufacturer, importer or employer may 
withl10ld the specific chemical identity, 
including the chemical name and other 
specific identification of a hazardou;, 
chemical, from thL· material safety data 
sheet, provided that: 
(i) The claim that the information 
withheld is a trade secret can be 
supported; 
(ii) Information contained in the 
material safety data sheet concerning the 
properties and effects of the hazardous 
chemical is disclosed; 
(iii) The material safety data sheet 
indicates that the specific chemical 
identity is being withheld as a trade 
secret; and, 
(iv) The specific chemical identity is 
made available to health professionals, in 
accordance with the applicable provisions 
of this paragraph. 
(2) Where a treating physician or nurse 
determines that a medical emergency 
exists and the specific chemical identity 
of a hazardous chemical is necessary for 
emergency or first-aid treatment, the 
chemical manufacturer, importer, or 
employer shall immediately disclose 
the specific chemical identity of a trade 
secret chemical to that treating physician 
or nurse, regardless of the existence of a 
written statement of need or a 
confidentiality agreement. The chemical 
manufacturer, importer, or employer may 
require a written statement of need and 
confidentiality agreement, in accordance 
with the provisions of paragraphs (i)(3) and 
(4) of this section, as soon as 
circumstances permit. 
(3) ln non-emergency situations, a 
chemical manufacturer, importer, or 
employer shall, upon request, disclose a 
specific chemical identity, otherwise 
permitted to be withheld under paragraph 
(i)(I) of this section, to a health 
professional (i.e., physician, industrial 
hygienist, toxicologist, or epidemiologist) 
providing medical or other occupational 
health services to exposed employec(s) if: 
(i) The request is in writing; 
(ii) The request describes with 
reasonable detail one or more of the 
following occupational health needs for 
the information: 
(A) To assess the hazards of the 
chemicals to which employees will be 
18 
exposed; 
(B) To conduct or assess sampling of the 
workplacL" atmosphere to determine 
l"mployet' exposure kvel<>; 
(Cl To r.:onduct pre-assignment or 
periodic ml'dical surveillance of exposed 
employee"; 
(D) To provide medical treatment to 
exposed employees; · 
(E) To select or assess appropriate 
personal protective equipment for 
exposed employees; 
(F) To design or assess engineering 
controls or other protective measures for 
exposed employees; and, 
(Gl To conduct studies to determine the 
health effects of exposure. 
(iii) The request explains in detail why 
the disclosure of the specific chemical 
identity is essential and that, in lieu 
thereof, the disclosure of the following 
information would not enable the health 
professional to provide the occupational 
health services described in paragraph (ii) 
of this section: 
(A) The properties and effects of the 
chemical; 
(B) Measures for controlling workers' 
exposure to the chemical; 
(C) Methods of monitoring and 
analyzing worker exposure to the 
chemical; and, 
(D) Methods of diagnosing and treating 
harmful exposures to the chemical. 
(iv) The request includes a description · 
of the procedures to be used to maintain 
the confidentiality of the disclosed 
information; and, 
(v) The health professional, and the 
employer or contractor of the health 
professional's services (i.e., downstream 
employer, labor organization, or 
individual employer), agree in a written 
confidentiality agreement that the health 
professional will not usc the trade secret 
information for any purpose other than 
the health need(s) asserted and agree not 
to release the information under any 
circumstances other than to OSHA, as 
provided in paragraph (i)(6) of this section, 
except as authorized by the terms of the 
agreement or by the chemical 
manufacturer, importer, or employer. 
(4) The confidentiality agreement 
authorized by paragraph (i)(3)(iv) of this 
section: 
(i) May restrict the usc of the 
information to the health purposes 
indicated in the written statement of 
need; 
(ii) May provide for appropriate legal 
remedies in the event of a breach of the 
a~'Tl'ement, including stipulation of a 
reasonable pre-estimate of likely 
damages; and, 
(iii) May not include requirements for 
the posting of a penalty bond. 
(5) Nothing in this standard is meant to 
preclude the parties from pursuing non-
contractual remedies to the extent 
permitted by law. 
(6) If the health professional receiving 
the trade secret information decides that 
there is a need to disclose it to OSHA, the 
chemical manufacturer, importer, or 
employer who provided the information 
shall be informed by the health 
professional prior to, or at the same time 
as, such disclosure. 
(7) If the chemical manufacturer, 
importer, or employer denies a written 
request for disclosure of a specific 
chemical identity, the denial must: 
(i) Be provided to the health professional 
within thirty days of the request; 
(ii) Be in writing; 
(iii) Include evidence to support the 
claim that the specific chemical identity 
is a trade secret; 
(iv) State the specific reasons why the 
request is being denied; and, 
(v) Explain in detail how alternative 
information may satisfy the specific 
medical or occupational health need 
without revealing the specific chemical 
identity. 
(8) The health professional whose 
request for information is denied under 
paragraph (i)(3! of this section may refer 
the request and the written denial of the 
request to OSHA for consideration. 
(9) When a health professional refers the 
denial to OSHA under paragraph (i)(8) of 
this section, OSHA shall consider the 
evidence to determine if: 
(i) The chemical manufacturer, 
importer, or employer has supported the 
claim that the specific chemical identity 
is a trade secret; 
(ii) The health professional has 
supported the claim that there is a 
medical or occupational health need for 
the information; and, 
(iii) The health professional has 
demonstrated adequate means to protect 
the confidentiality. 
(10) (i) If OSHA determines that the 
specific chemical identity requested 
under paragraph (i )(.~) of this section is not 
a hona fide trade secret, or that it i!> a trade 
secret but the requesting hcalth 
professional has a legitimate medical or 
occupational health need tor the 
information, has executed a \\'Tittcn 
confidentiality agreement, and has shown 
adequate means to protect the 
confidentiality of the information, the 
chemical manufacturer, importer, or 
employer will be subjected to citation by 
OSHA. 
(ii) If a chemical manufacturer, 
importer, or employer demonstrates to 
OSHA that the execution of a 
confidentiality agreement would not 
provide sufficient protection against the 
potential harm from the unauthorized 
disclosure of a trade secret specific 
chemical identity, the Assistant Secretary 
may issue such orders or impose such 
additional limitations or conditions upon 
the disclosure of the requested chemical 
information as may be appropriate to 
assure that the occupational health 
services are provided without an undue 
risk of harm to the chemical 
manufacturer, importer, or employer. 
( ll) If, following the issuance of a 
citation and any protective orders, the 
chemical manufacturer, importer, or 
employer continues to withhold the 
information, the matter is referrable to 
the Occupational Safety and Health 
Review Commission for enforcement of 
the citation. ln accordance with 
Commission rules, the Administrative 
Law Judge may review the citation and 
supporting documentation in camera or 
issue appropriate protective orders. 
(12) Notwithstanding the existence of a 
trade secret claim, a chemical 
manufacturer, importer, or employer 
shall, upon request, disclose to the 
Assistant Secretary any information 
which this section requires the chemical 
manufacturer, importer, or employer to 
make available. Where there is a trade 
secret claim, such claim shall be made no 
later than at the time the information is 
provided to the Assistant Secretary so that 
suitable determinations of trade secret 
status can be made and the necessary 
protections can be implemented. 
( 13) Nothing in this paragraph shall be 
construed as requiring the disclosure 
., 
under any circumstance!> of proces!> or 
percentage of mixture inlom1atJon which 
is tradL· secret. 
(i) l:JI(•ct i\'C clatn Employer~ shall he in 
compliancl' with thi~ section within thL· 
following period-.: 
( l) Chemical manufacturers and 
imponcrs shall label containers of 
hazardou~ chemicals leaving their 
workplaces, and provide material safety 
data sheets with initial s.hipmcnts by 
November 25, 1985. 
(2) Distributors shall be in compliance 
with all provisions of this section 
applicable to them by November 25, 
1985. 
(3) Employers shall be in compliance 
with all provisions of this section by May 
25, 1986, including initial training for all 
current employees. 
Appendix A to §1910.1200-Health 
Hazard Definitions (Mandatory) 
Although safety hazards related to the 
physical characteristics of a chemical can 
be objectively defined in terms of testing 
requirements (e.g., flammability), health 
hazai-d definitions are less precise and 
more subjective. Health hazards may 
cause measurable changes in the body-
such as decreased pulmonary function. 
These changes are generally indicated by 
the occurrence of signs and symptoms in 
the exposed employees-such as 
shortness of breath, a non-measurable, 
subjective feeling. Employees exposed to 
such hazards must be apprised of both the 
change in body function and the signs and 
symptoms that may occur to signal that 
change. 
The determination of occupational 
health hazards is complicated by the fact 
that many of the effects or signs and 
symptoms occur commonly in non-
occupationally exposed populations, so 
that effects of exposure are difficult to 
separate from normally occurring 
illnesses. Occasionally, a substance 
causes an effect that is rarely seen in the 
population at large, such as 
angiosarcomas caused by vinyl chloride 
exposure, thus making it easier to 
ascertain that the occupational exposure 
was the primary causative factor. More 
often, however, the effects arc common, 
such as lung cancer. The situation is 
further complicated by the fact that most 
chemicals have not been adequately 
tested to determine their health hazard 
potential, and data do not exist to 
substantiate these effects. 
There have been many attempts to 
categorize effects and to define them in 
various ways. Generally, the terms 
"acute" and "chronic" are used to 
delineate between effects on the basis of 
severity or duration. "Acute" effects 
usually occur rapidly as a result of short-
term exposures, and are of short duration. 
"Chronic" effects generally occur as a 
result of long-term exposure, and are of 
long duration. 
The acute effects referred to most 
frequently are those defined by the 
American National Standards Institute 
(ANSI) standard for Precautionary 
Labeling of Hazardous Industrial 
Chemicals {Z129.1-1982)-irritation, 
corrosivfty, sensitization and lethal dose. 
Although these are important health 
effects, they do not adequately cover the 
considerable range of acute effects which 
may occur as a result of occupational 
exposures, such as, for example, narcosis. 
Similarly, the term chronic effect is 
often used to cover only carcinogenicity, 
tet·atogenicity, and mutagenicity. These 
effects are obviously a concern in the 
workplace, but again, do not adequately 
cover the area of chronic effects, 
excluding, for example, blood dyscrasias 
(such as anemia), chronic bronchitis and 
liver atrophy. 
The goal of defining precisely, in 
measurable terms, every possible health 
effect that may occur in the workplace as 
a result of chemical exposures cannot 
realistically be accomplished. This does 
not negate the need for employees to be 
informed of such effects and protected 
from them. 
Appendix B, which is also mandatory, 
outlines the principles and procedures of 
hazard assessment. 
For purposes of this section, any 
chemicals which meet any of the 
following definitions, as determined by 
the criteria set forth in Appendix B, are 
health hazards: 
1. Carcinogen: A chemical is 
considered to be a carcinogen if: 
(a)lt has been evaluated by the 
International Agency for Research on 
Cancer (IARC), and found to be a 
carcinogen or potential carcinogen; or, 
(b)It is listed as a carcinogen or 
potential carcinogen in the Annual 
Report on Carcinogens published by the 
National Toxicology Program (NTP) 
(latest edition); or, 
(c)lt is regulated by OSHA as a 
carcinogen. 
2. Corrosive: A chemical that causes 
visible destruction of, or irreversible 
alterations in, living tissue by chemical 
action at the site of contact. For example, 
a chemical is considered to be corrosive if, 
when tested on the intact skin of albino 
rabbits by the method described by the 
U.S. Department of Transportation in 
Appendix A to 49 CFR Part 173, it 
destroys or changes irreversibly the 
structure of the tissue at the site of 
contact following an exposure period of 
four hours. This term shall not refer to 
action on inanimate surfaces. 
3. Highly toxic: A chemical falling 
within any of the following categories: 
(a) A chemical that has a median lethal 
dose (LD50) of 50 milligrams or less per 
kilogram of body weight when 
administered orally to albino rats 
weighing between 200 and 300 grams 
each. 
(b) A chemical that has a median lethal 
dose (LD50) of 200 milligrams or less per 
kilogram of body weight when 
administered by continuous contact for 
24 hours (or less if death occurs within 24 
hours) with the bare skin of albino rabbits 
weighing between two and three 
kilograms each. 
(c) A chemical that has a median lethal 
concentration (LC50) in air of 200 parts per 
million by volume or less of gas or vapor, 
or 2 milligrams per liter or less of mist, 
fume, or dust, when administered by 
continuous inhalation for one hour (or 
less if death occurs within one hour) to 
albino rats weighing between 200 and 300 
grams each. 
4./rritant: A chemical, which is not 
corrosive, but which causes a reversible 
inflammatory effect on living tissue by 
chemical action at the site of contact. A 
chemical Is a skin irritant if, when tested 
on tht.: intact skin of albino rabbits by the 
mcthod5 of l 6 CFR 1500.4 J forfour hours 
exposure or by other appropriate 
techniques, it results in an empirical scort.: 
of five or mort.:. A chemical is an eye 
irritant if so dctem1incd w1dcr the 
procedure listed in 16 CFR 1500.42 or 
other appropriate techniques. 
5. Sensitizer: A chemical that causes a 
substantial proportion of exposed people 
or animals to develop an allergic reaction 
in normal tissue after repeated exposure 
to the chemical. 
6. Toxic: A chemical falling within any 
of the following categories: 
(a) A chemical that has a median lethal 
dose (LD50) of more than 50 milligrams 
per kilogram but not more than 500 
milligrams per kilogram of body weight 
when administered orally to albino rats 
weighing between 200 and 300 grams each. 
(b) A chemical that has a median lethal 
dose (LD50) of more than 200 milligrams 
per kilogram but not more than 1,000 
milligrams per kilogram of body weight 
when administered by continuous 
contact for 24 hours (or less if death 
occurs within 24 hours) with the bare 
skin of albino rabbits weighing between 
two and three kilograms each. 
(c) A chemical that has a median lethal 
concentration (LC50) in air of more than 
200 parts per million but not more than 
2,000 parts per million by volume of gas 
or vapor, or more than two milligrams per 
liter but not more than 20 milligrams per 
liter of mist, fume, or dust, when 
administered by continuous inhalation for 
one hour (or less if death occurs within 
one hour) to albino rats weighing between 
200 and 300 grams each. 
7. Target organ effects. The following is 
a target organ categorization of effects 
which may occur, including examples of 
signs and symptoms and chemicals which 
have been found to cause such effects. 
These examples are presented to illustrate 
the range and diversity of effects and 
hazards found in the workplace, and the 
broad scope employers must consider in 
this area, but are not intended to be all-
inclusive. 
a. Hepatotoxins: ................................ .. 
Signs and Symptoms: .................. . 
Chemicals which produce liver dam~e. 
jaundice; liver enlargement. 
Cherruc.als: ................................. . 
b. Nephrotoxins: ............................... .. 
SI!:flS and Symptoms: ................. .. 
Carbon tetrachloride, nitrosamines. 
Chemicals which produce kidi1ey damage. 
Edema; pmteinuna 
Chemicals: ................................. . Halogenated hydrocarbons, uranmm. 
c. Neurotoxms: ................................. .. Chemicals which produce their pnmary toXIc efiects on the nervous 
system. 
Si!:fiS and Symptoms: .................. . 
Chemical" ................................. . 
Narcosis; behavioral chru1~c,, decrease m motor function' 
Mercury; carbon disulfide 
Decrease hemoglobin function, deprive the body tissues of oxygen. d. Agents which act on the blrod or 
hematopoietic system: .................. .. 
Signs and Symptoms: ................. .. 
Chemicals: ................................ .. 
Cyanosis, loss of consciousness. 
Carbon monoxide, cyanides. 
e. Agents which damage the lung: ..... .. 
Signs and Symptoms: ................. .. 
Chemicals which irritate or damage the pulmonary tissue. 
Cough; ti.ghmess in chest; shortness of breath. 
Chemicals: ................................ .. Silica; asbestos. 
f. Reproductive toxins: ...................... . 
Signs and Symptoms: .................. . 
Chemicals which affect the reproductive capabilities including 
chromosomal damage (mutations) a.Ild effects on fetuses !teratogenesis). 
Birth defects; sterility. 
Chemicals: ................................. . Lead,DBCP. 
g. Cutaneous hazards: 
Signs and Symptoms: .................. . 
Chemicals which affect the dermal layer of the body. 
Defatting of the skin; rashes, irritation. 
Chemicals: ................................. . Ketnnes; chlorinated compounds. 
h. Eye hazards: .................................. .. 
Signs and Symptoms: ................. .. 
Chemicals which affect the eye or visual capacity. 
Cnnjunctivitis; corneal damage. 
Chemicals: ................................. . Organic solvents; acids. 
Appendix B to § 1900.1200-Hazard 
Determination (Mandatory) 
The quality of a hazard communication 
program is largely dependent upon the 
adequacy and accuracy of the hazard 
determination. The hazard determination 
requirement of this standard is 
performance-oriented. Chemical 
·manufacturers, importers, and employers 
evaluating chemicals are not required to 
follow any specific methods for 
determining hazards, but they must be 
able to demonstrate that they have 
adequately ascertained the hazards of the 
chemicals produced or imported in 
accordance with the criteria set forth in 
this Appendix. 
Hazard evaluation is a process which 
relies heavily on the professional 
judgment of the evaluator, particularly in 
the area of chronic hazards. The 
performance-orientation of the hazard 
determination does not diminish the duty 
of the chemical manufacturer, importer, 
or employer to conduct a thorough 
evaluation, examining all relevant data 
and producing a scientifically defensible 
evaluation. For purposes of this standard, 
the following criteria shall be used in 
making hazard determinations that meet 
the requirements of this standard. 
l. Carcinogenicity: As described in 
paragraph (d)(4) and Appendix A of this 
section, a determination by the National 
Toxicology Program, the International 
Agency for Research on Cancer, or OSHA 
that a chemical is a carcinogen or 
potential carcinogen will be considered 
conclusive evidence for purposes of this 
section. 
2. Human data: Where available, 
epidemiological studies and case reports 
of adverse health effects shall be 
considered in the evaluation. 
3. Animal data: Human evidence of 
health effects in exposed populations is 
generally not available for the majority of 
chemicals produced or used in the 
workplace. Therefore, the available 
results of toxicological testing in animal 
populations shall be used to predict the 
health effects that may be experienced by 
exposed workers. In particular, the 
definitions of certain acute hazards refer 
to specific animal testing results (sec 
Appendix A). 
4. Adequacy and reporting of data: The 
results of any studies which arc designed 
and conducted according to established 
scientific principals, and which report 
statistically significant conclusions 
regarding the health effects of a chemical, 
shall be a sufficient basis for a hazard 
determination and reported on any 
material safety data sheet. The chemical 
manufacturer, importer, or employer may 
also report the results of other 
scientifically valid studies which tend to 
refute the findings of hazard. 
2\ 
Appendix C to § 1 900.1200-lnfonnation 
Sources (Advisory) 
The following is a hst of available claw 
sources which the chemical 
manufacturcr, importer, or employer may 
wish to consult to evaluate the hazard!-> of 
chcmJcals they produce or import: 
-Any information in their own 
company files such as toxicity testing 
results or illness experience of company 
employees. 
-Any information obtained from the 
supplier of the chemical, such as material 
safety data sheets or product safety 
bulletins. 
-Any pertinent information obtained 
from the following source list (latest 
editions) should be used: 
Condensed Chemical Dictionary 
Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., 13::> West 
50th Street, New York, NY 10020 
The Merck Index; An Encyclopedia of 
Chemicals and Drugs 
Merck and Company, Inc., 126 E. 
Lincoln Avenue, Rahway, NJ 07()(iS 
!ARC Monographs on the Evaluation of 
the Carcinogenic Risk of Cnemicals 
taMan 
Geneva: World Health Organization, 
International Agency for Research 
on Cancer, 1972-1977. · 
(Multivolume work), 49 Sheridan 
Street, Albany, New York 
Industrial Hygiene and Toxicology, hy 
F. A. Patty 
John Wiley &. Sons, Inc., New York, 
NY (Five volumes) 
Clinical Toxicology of Commercial 
Product,<, 
Gleason, Gosselin and Hodge 
Casarett and Doull's Toxicology; The 
Basic Science of Poisons 
Doull, Klassen and Amdur, Macmillan 
Pubhshing Co., Inc., New York, NY 
Industrial Toxicology, hy Alice Hamilton 
and Harriet L. Hardy 
Publishing Sciences Group, Inc., 
Acton, MA 
Toxicology of the Eye, hy W. Morton 
Grant 
Charles C Thomas, :~0 1-32 7 East 
Lawrence Avenue, Sprin~ield, IL 
Recognition of Health Hazards in 
Industry hy William A. Burge-.;s 
John Wiley and Sons, 60S Third 
Avenue, New York, 
Chemical Hazards of the Workplace by 
Nick H. Proctor and fames P. Hughes 
J.P. Lipincott Company, 6 Winchester 
Terrace, New York, NY 10022 
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics 
Chemical Rubber Company, 18901 
Cranwood Parkway, Cleveland, OH 
44128 
Threshold limit Values for Chemical 
Substances and Physical Agents in 
the Workroom Environment with 
Intended Changes 
American Conference of 
Governmental Industrial 
Hygienists, 6500 Glenway Avenue, 
Bldg. D-5, Cincinnati, OH 45211 
Note-The following documents are on 
sale by the Superintendant of Documents, 
U.S. Government Printing Office, 
Washington, D.C. 20402. 
Occupational Health Guidelines 
NIOSHIOSHA (NIOSH Pub. No. 
81-123) 
NIOSH/OSHA Pocket Guide to 
Chemical Substances 
NIOSH Pub. No. 78-210 
Registry of Toxic Effects of Chemical 
Substances 
U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services, Public Health 
Service, Center for Disease Control, 
National Institute for Occupational 
Safety and Health (NIOSH Pub. No. 
8Q-102) 
The Industrial Environment-Its 
Evaluation and Control 
U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services, Public Health 
Service, Center for Disease Control, 
National Institute for Occupational 
Safety and Health (NIOSH Pub. No. 
74-117) 
Miscellaneous Docwnents-National 
Institute for Occupational Safety and 
Health 
1. Criteria for a recommended standard 
• • • Occupational Exposure to"----" 
2. Special Hazard Rrviews 
3. Occupational Hazard Assessment 
4. Current Intelligence Bulletins 
Bibliographic Data Bases 
Service Provider and File Name 
Bibliographic Retrieval Services (BRS), 
Corporation Park, Bldg. 702, Scotia, 










SCIENCE CITATION INDEX 
SSIE 
Lockheed-DIALOG, Lockheed Missiles 
& Space Company, Inc., P.O. Box 
44481, San Francisco, CA 94144 
AGRICOLA 
BIOSIS PREV. 1972-PRESENT 
BIOSIS PREV.1969-71 
CA CONDENSATES 197Q-71 
CASEARCH 1972-76 
CA SEARCH 1977-PRESENT 
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SCI SEARCH 1978-PRESENT 
SCISEARCH 1974-77 
SSIE CURRENT RESEARCH 
SDC-ORBIT, SDC Search SeiVicc, 














Chemical Information System (OS), 
Chemical Information Systems, Inc., 
7215 York Road, Baltimore, MD 
21212 
Structure & Nomenclature Search 
System 
Acute Toxicity (RTECS) 
Clinical Toxicology of Commercial 
Products 
Oil and Hazardous Materials 
Teclmical Assistance Data System 
National Library of Medicine, 
Department of Health and Human 
Services, Public Health Service, 
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, 
MD20209 
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to ensure the safety of persons working on them or passing under them or 
by them and to prevent them from falling or to prevent any material that 
may be used, placed, or deposited on them from falling. 
History: En. Sec. 1, Ch. 107, L. 1909; re-en. Sec. 2672, R.C.M. 1921; re-en. Sec. 2672, R.C.M. 
1935; amd. Sec. 8, Ch. 187, L. 1977; R.C.M. 1947, 69-1401. 
50-77-102. Temporary floors for protection of workmen. (I) It 
shall be the duty of every owner, person, or corporation who shall have the 
direct and immediate supervision or control of the construction or remodeling 
of any building having more than three framed floors, whether some or all of 
said floors are above or below the established street grade, to provide and lay 
upon the upper side of the joists or girders, or both, of the first floor below 
the riveters and structural steel setters a plank floor, which shall be laid to 
form a good substantial temporary floor for the protection of employees and 
all persons engaged above or below or on such temporary floor in such build-
ing. 
(2) Where the permanent floor is in place on the floor herein required to 
be planked, a temporary protective floor shall not be required. 
(3) If the floor or permanent floor of the second floor, any other floor 
above the second, or roof is being placed previous to the permanent floor 
immediately below the t1oor which is being arched or planked, a good substan-
tial temporary floor shall be laid on the joists and girders of the next lower 
floor. 
(4) For the purpose of this section, the lowest framed floor in the building 
shall be considered the first floor. 
History: En. Sec. 2, Ch. 107, L. 1909; re-en. Sec. 2673, R.C.M. 1921; R.C.M. 1947, 69-1402. 
50-77-103. Planking above scaffolds. In buildings more than three 
stories high where persons are working on a scaffold or scaffolds on the out-
side of such buildings, such persons shall be protected by well secured plank-
ing set over the heads of such persons for the full width of the scaffolding 
on which they are working if another story or stories are being raised above 
such persons during the time they are working on such outside scaffold or 
scaffolding. 
History: En. Sec. 3, Ch. 107, L. 1909; re-en. Sec. 2674, R.C.M. 1921; R.C.M. 1947, 69-1403. 
50-77-104. Guarding of stairways and other openings. It shall be 
the duty of all owners, contractors, builders, or persons having the direct and 
immediate control or supervision of any buildings in course of erection, which 
shall be more than 30 feet high, to see that all stairways, elevator openings, 
flues, and all other openings in the floors shall be covered or properly pro-
tected. 
History: En. Sec. 4, Ch. 107, L. 1909; re-en. Sec. 2675, R.C.M. 1921; re-en. Sec. 2675, R.C.M. 
1935; R.C.l\l. 1947, 69-1404(part). 
50-77-105. Temporary toilets. Wherever such building or buildings 
over three stories high, other than a residence, are being erected in any city 
or town, temporary toilets in or convenient to such building shall be main· 
tained for the convenience of the employees. 
History: En. Sec. 4, Ch. 107, L. 1909; re-en. Sec. 2675, R.C.M. 1921; re-en. Sec. 2675, R.C.l\1. 
1935; R.C.M. 1947, 69-1404(part). 
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50-77-106. Building inspector to enforce chapter. It is hereby made 
the duty of the building inspector, his deputy, or other authorities in any 
county, city, town, or village in the state, through the county attorney or any 
other attorney, in case of failure of such owner, person, or corporation to 
comply with this chapter promptly, to take the necessary steps to enforce the 
provisions of this chapter. 
History: En. Sec. 5, Ch. 107, L. 1909; re-en. Sec. 2676, R.C.M. 1921; re-en. Sec. 2676, R.C.l\1. 
1935; R.C.M. 1947, 69-1405(part). 
50-77-107. Penalty for violation. Any person violating any of the 
provisions of the foregoing sections shall be fined not less than $100 or more 
than $200 for each offense. 
History: En. Sec. 5, Ch. 107, L. 1909; re-en. Sec. 2676, R.C.M. 1921; re-en. Sec. 2676, R.C.M. 
1935; R.C.M. 1947, 69-1405(part). 
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50-78-101. Short title. This chapter may be known and cited as the 
"Employee and Community Hazardous Chemical Information Act". 
History: En. Sec. I, Ch. 641, L. 1985. · 
50-78-102. Definitions. As used in this chapter, the following defini· 
tions apply: 
(1) "Chemical manufacturer" means an employer in standard industrial 
classification codes 20 through 39, as defined in the federal Standard Indus· 
trial Classification Manual, with a workplace where chemicals are produced 
for use or distribution. 
(2) "Chemical name" means the scientific designation of a chemical in 
accordance with the nomenclature system developed by the international 
union of pure and applied chemistry or the chemical abstracts service rules 
of nomenclature or a name that will clearly identify the chemical for the pur· 
pose of conducting a hazard evaluation. 
(3) "Common name" means any designation or identification, such as code 
name, code number, trade name, brand name, or generic name, used to iden· 
tify a chemical other than by its chemical name. 
(4) ''Department" means the department of health and environmental sci· 
ences provided for in Title 2, chapter 15, part 21. 
(5) "Designated representative" means: 
(a) the individual or organization to whom an employee gives written 
authorization to exercise the employee's rights under this chapter; or 
(b) a recognized or certified collective bargaining agent who is automati-
cally a designated representative without regard to written employee authori· 
zation. 
(6) "Distributor" means a business, other than a chemical manufacturer, 
that supplies hazardous chemicals to other distributors or to employers. 
(7) "Employee" means a person who may be exposed to hazardous chemi· 
cals in his workplace under normal operating conditions or possible emergen-
cies. 
(8) "Employer" means a person, firm, corporation, partnership, aRsocia-
tion, governmental agency, or other entity engaged in business or providing 
services that employs workers. 
(9) "Exposure" means ingestion, inhalation, absorption, or other contact 
in the workplace with a hazardous chemical and includes potential, accidental, 
or possible exposure. 
(10) "Hazardous chemical" means, except as provided in 50-78-103: 
(a) any element, chemical compound, or mixture of elements or com-
pounds which is a physical hazard or health hazard as defined by subsection 
(c) of the OSHA standard and which has been identified as such by the fed-
eral occupational safety and health administration or the manufacturer and 
has been so filed with the federal occupational safety and health administra-
tion; 
(b) any hazardous chemical as defined by subsection (d)(3) of the OSHA 
standard; or 
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(c) any emitter of ionizing radiation. 
(11) "Label" means any written, printed, or graphic material displayed on 
or affixed to containers of hazardous chemicals. 
(12) "Local fire chief' means: 
(a) the chief of the municipal fire department or his agent, for any 
workplace located within a city or town; or 
(b) the county rural fire chief or the district rural fire chief or his agent, 
for any workplace not located within a city or town. 
(13) "Manufacturing employer" means an employer with a workplace classi-
fied in any standard industrial classification code 20 through 39 who manu-
factures, uses, or stores a hazardous chemical. 
(14) "Material safety data sheet" means a document prepared in accor-
dance with the requirements of the OSHA standard and containing chemical 
hazard and safe handling information. 
(15) "Nonmanufacturing employer" means an employer with a workplace in 
any standard industrial classification code other than 20 through 39. 
(16) "OSHA standard" means the hazard communication standard issued 
by the federal occupational safety and health administration, codified under 
29 C.F.R. 1910.1200, as that statute reads on January 1, 1985. 
(17) "Trade secret" means a confidential formula, pattern, process, device, 
or information, including chemical name or other unique chemical identifier, 
which is used in an employer's business and which gives the employer an 
opportunity to obtain an advantage over competitors. 
(18) "Work area" means a room or defined space in a workplace where 
hazardous chemicals are produced, used, or stored and where employees are 
present. 
(19) "Workplace" means an establishment at one geographical location con-
taining one or more work areas. 
(20) "Workplace chemical list" means the list of hazardous chemicals devel-
oped under this chapter or under subsection (e)(1)(i) of the OSHA standard. 
History: En. Sec. 2, Ch. 641, L. 1985. 
50-78-103. Applicability - exemptions. (1) The provisions of this 
chapter do not apply to: 
(a) any consumer product intended for personal consumption or use by an 
employee; 
(b) any retail food sale establishment or other retail trade establishment, 
exclusive of processing and repair areas; 
(c) a food, drug, or cosmetic as defined in the Montana Food, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act, Title 50, chapter 31; 
(d) a source of ionizing radiation that is an exempt or generally licensed 
material or device, as defined and described in rules adopted under 75-3-202 
and implementing 75-3-104 and 75-3-202; 
(e) the radiological properties of any source, byproduct, or special nuclear 
material as defined in sections ll(z), ll(aa), and ll(e)(l) of the federal 
Atomic Energy Act of 1954; or 
(0 sealed containers of hazardous chemicals during transportation or 
while in storage at transportation terminals, so long as existing labels are not 
N 
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removed or defaced and the employer complies with state and federal regula-
tions relating to the transportation of hazardous chemicals. 
(2) Employers operating the following workplaces are in compliance with 
this chapter if they retain and make accessible to employees and, when appli-
cable. to students, all material safety data sheets received or, if no material 
safety data sheet is received for a hazardous chemical, any other information 
received on its hazards and safe handling and if the provisions of 50-78-206, 
50-78-301(6) through (8), and 50-78-305 are met: 
(ai a teaching, research, or testing laboratory, including any associated 
storeroom; 
(b) a clinical laboratory or health care facility as defined in 50-5-101; 
(c) a pharmacy as defined in 37-7-101; or 
(d) an office of a physician, dentist, osteopath, podiatrist, optometrist, or 
veterinarian licensed under Title 37. 
(3) The provisions of this chapter do not apply to any hazardous chemical 
subject to the packaging and labeling requirements imposed under the Federal 
Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, 7 U.S.C. 136, et seq., except 
that a chemical manufacturer producing such hazardous chemicals must 
comply with all provisions of this chapter. 
History: En. Sec. 3, Ch. 641, L. 19115. 
Compiler's Comments 
Compiler Clarification: A committee of the 
whole amendment to SB 452 (Ch. 641, L. 1985) 
inserted subsection (2) of 50-78-aO l. Because 
this amendment renumbered subsequent sub· 
sections, the compiler has substituted a refer· 
ence to subsections (6) through (8) of 50-78-301 
for a reference to 50-78-301(5) through (7) in 
subsection (2) of this section to reflect the intent 
of the bill as introduced. 
50-78-104. Relationship to OSHA standard. (1) Manufacturing 
employers and distributors that are regulated by and complying with the 
provisions of the OSHA standard are exempt from the provisions of this 
chapter, except for 50-78-202 through 50-78-204 and 50-78-301. 
(2) Nonmanufacturing employers that adopt and comply with the provi-
sions of the OSHA standard are exempt from the provisions of this chapter, 
except for 50-78-202 through 50-78-204 and 50-78-301. 
History: En. Sec. 4, Ch. 641, L. 1985. 
Part 2 
Notice Required 
50-78-201. Notice to employees. Employers shall post adequate notice 
at locations where notices are normally posted informing employees about 
their rights under this chapter. 
Histof)·: En. Sec. 5, Ch. 641, L. 1985. 
50-78-202. Workplace chemical list. (1) Each employer shall compile 
and maintain a workplace chemical list that must contain the following infor· 
mation for each hazardous chemical present in the workplace: 
(a) except as provided in 50-78-205, all generally used common names of 
any hazardous chemical present in the workplace, cross-referenced to the 
chemical name: and 
,. 
(b) the work area in which the hazardous chemical is normally stored or 
used. 
(2) The workplace chemical list may be prepared for the workplace as a 
whole or for each work area, provided the list is readily available to employees 
and their designated representatives. 
(3) New or newly assigned employees must be made aware of the 
workplace chemical list before working with or in a work area containing 
hazardous chemicals. 
(4) The workplace chemical list must be updated as necessary but not less 
than annually. 
History: En. Sec. 6, Ch. 641, L. 1985. 
50-78-203. Material safety data sheets. (1) Each chemical manufac-
turer or distributor shall provide a manufacturing or nonmanufacturing 
employer with the appropriate material safety data sheet upon delivery of a 
hazardous chemical. 
(2) Each employer shall maintain the most current material safety data 
sheet for each hazardous chemical in the workplace. If a material safety data 
sheet has not been provided by the chemical manufacturer or distributor at 
the time a hazardous chemical is delivered to the employer, the employer 
shall request one in writing within 5 working days. Each employer shall main-
tain a copy of any .correspondence sent or received by the employer in an 
effort to obtain a material safety data sheet for a hazardous chemical when 
none was provided by the chemical manufacturer or distributor. 
(3) Material safety data sheets must be provided by the employer to any 
employee or designated representative upon request for review or copying. 
History: En. Sec. 7, Ch. 641, L. 1985. 
50-78-204. Employee rights. (1) An employee who may be exposed to 
hazardous chemicals must be informed of the potential or actual exposure and 
must be provided access to the workplace chemical list and to the material 
safety data sheet for each hazardous chemical. An employer who does not 
provide an employee with information on a hazardous chemical within 5 
working days of the request for information, as required by this chapter, may 
not require the employee to work with the hazardous chemical until the infor-
mation is made available. 
(2) Each employee must receive training from his employer, as provided 
in 50-78-305 or in the OSHA standard, on the hazards of workplace chemicals 
and on protective measures for handling those chemicals. 
(3) Each employee required to work with a hazardous chemical must be 
provided with appropriate personal protective equipment. 
(4) No employer shall discharge, cause to be discharged, discipline, dis-
criminate against, or initiate any adverse personnel action against any 
employee who exercises his rights, testifies, or assists others in exercising 
their rights or duties under this chapter. 
(5) A waiver by an employee of the benefits, rights, or requirements of 
this chapter is against public policy and is void. An employer's request or 
requirement that an employee waive any rights under this chapter as a condi-
tion of emnlovment is a violation of this chapter. 
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(6) A designated representative may act on behalf of an employee in pur-
suing any right or enforcement remedy under this chapter. 
Histol): En. Sec. 10. Ch. 641, L. J985. 
Cross-References The employment relationship, Title 39, ch. 2. 
What is unlawful. 28-2-701. 
50-78-205. Trade secret confidentiality. (1) An employer who 
believes that the name of a hazardous chemical is a trade secret may withhold 
the chemical name from the material safety data sheet and workplace chemi-
cal list only if: 
(a) a material safety data sheet, coded to an identifying notation on each 
container of the hazardous chemical, is available in the work area where the 
haui.rdous chemical is present; 
(b) the material safety data sheet discloses the properties and effects of 
the hazardous chemical; 
(c) the specific chemical identity is provided to a treating physician or 
nurse in the event of a medical emergency, as provided for in subsection (i)(2) 
of the OSHA standard; 
(d) the specific chemical identity is provided in nonemergency situations 
to a health professional providing medical or other occupational health ser-
vices to an exposed employee, as provided for in subsections (i)(3) through (5) 
of the OSHA standard; and 
(e) the employer claims that the information is a trade secret and that 
claim can be supported. 
(2) If a person believes that disclosing certain trade information on a 
material safety data sheet will reveal a trade secret, a trade secret claim may 
be filed with the department, which shall use this procedure to determine the 
validity of the trade secret claim: 
(a) The department shall give notice by certified mail to the person 
making the claim to submit trade secret substantiation information within 30 
days after receipt of such notice. Failure to supply the substantiation informa-
tion constitutes a waiver of the trade secret claim. 
(b) The department has the responsibility to determine the validity of the 
trade secret claim and shall consider the trade secret substantiation informa-
tion as confidential. 
(c) If the department determines the trade secret claim is not valid, the 
department shall so notify by certified mail the person making the claim for 
trade secret protection, stating the basis for the decision. The person making 
the claim has 30 days after notification by the department to initiate judicial 
re\·iew in the district court of Lewis and Clark County and obtain a prelimi-
nary injunction or other court order to prevent disclosure of the trade secret. 
(d) The unauthorized use or disclosure of trade secret information submit-
ted under this section is a misdemeanor. 
Histol)·: En. Sec. 11, Ch. 641, L. 1985. 
Cross-References Misdemeanor - no penalty specified, 
l'niform Trade Secrets Act, Title 30, ch. 14, 46-18-212. 
part 4. 
50-.78-206. Labels. (1) An employer or distributor may not remove or 
deface any existing label· on a container of a hazardous chemical, except that 
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50-78-301 
the chemical name may be concealed under trade secret protection as pro-
vided in 50-78-205. 
(2) Any portable container intended for an immediate transfer of a 
hazardous chemical is not required to be labeled. 
History: En. Sec. 8, Ch. 641, L. 1985. 
Part 3 
Information and Education. 
50-78-301. Emergency and community information. (1) Except as 
provided in subsection (2), an employer normally having hazardous chemicals 
in the workplace of his employees shall submit the following information to 
the clerk and recorder of the county in which the workplace is located: 
(a) a copy of the most current material safety data sheet certified by the 
employer for each hazardous chemical in the workplace; 
(b) an acknowledged copy of each new annual workplace chemical list; and 
(c) a list acknowledged by the employer of the names or titles and tele-
phone numbers of knowledgeable representatives of the employer or the 
chemical manufacturer who can be contacted for further information or in 
case of an emergency. 
(2) The county clerk and recorder shall record and update as necessary an 
index listing each hazardous chemical for which a material safety data sheet 
has been recorded in the county. The index must include the name of the 
employer who recorded the material safety data sheet. No employer shall be 
required to record a material safety data sheet for any hazardous chemical for 
which a material safety data sheet has already been recorded by any employer 
in the county. 
(3) The county clerk and recorder shall record the information provided 
under subsection (1). The county clerk and recorder shall index the informa-
tion provided under subsection (1) by workplace name, and all entries for a 
workplace must be grouped together in the index. The index must not be 
combined with any other type of index. 
(4) All information submitted under subsection (1) is public information 
and must be available at the office of the county clerk and recorder during 
normal working hours to any person for inspection and copying at the 
expense of the person requesting copies. 
(5) The local fire chief shall inspect all information maintained by the 
county clerk and recorder on workplace hazardous chemicals. 
(6) The local fire chief must be permitted onsite inspection of hazardous 
chemicals in any workplace, including workplaces under the control of a state 
agency, for the purposes of planning tire department activities in case of an 
emergency and reviewing compliance with this chapter. For a workplace that 
employs fire safety personnel, the local fire chief shall consult with the 
responsible fire safety official to clarify respective roles and response proce-
dures in the event of an emergency. 
. (7) As a result of an inspection, the local fire chief may note and report 
for possible action by the county attorney or other appropriate law enforce-
ment official any violation by an employer of a provision of this chapter or 
any other law pertaining to hazardous chemicals or fire safety. 
1"-l 
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(8) The local fire chief shall consult at least annually on safety and emer-
gency considerations with each person responsible for the operation of any 
research, educational, or testing laboratory workplace. The consultation may 
result in recommendations or, under the provisions of 50-62-108, orders by 
the fire chief to be implemented by the laboratory operator to enhance public 
safety, to reduce the likelihood of emergency incidents, or to improve emer-
gency response in the event of an accident. The person responsible for the 
operation of the laboratory shall contact the local fire chief at any time there 
is a significant change in the location or nature of the hazardous chemicals 
in the workplace, initiation of any new and potentially dangerous method of 
processing or reacting hazardous chemicals, or any other operational change 
affecting emergency response considerations. 
History: En. Sec. 9, Ch. 641, L. 1985. 
Cross-References 
Role and duties of County Clerk, 7-4·2611. 
Duties of chief and assistant chief of fire 
department, 7-33-4104. 
50-78-302 through 50-78-304 reserved. 
50-78-305. Employee education program. (1) Each employer shall 
provide, at least annually, an education and training program for all his 
employees using or handling hazardous chemicals. Additional instruction must 
be provided whenever the potential for exposure to hazardous chemicals is 
altered or whenever new and significant information is received by the 
employer concerning the hazards of a chemical. New or newly assigned 
employees must be provided training before working with or in a work area 
containing a hazardous chemical. 
(2) The programs must provide instruction in: 
(a) interpreting labels and material safety data sheets and the relationship 
between these two methods of hazard communication; 
(b) the location and acute and chronic effects of hazardous chemicals used 
by the employees; and 
(c) the safe handling, protective equipment, first-aid treatment, and 
cleanup and disposal procedures for hazardous chemicals. 
(3) The employer shall keep a record of the dates of training sessions 
given to employees and the names of the employees attending. 
History: En. Sec. 12, Ch. 641, L. 1985. 
50-78-306. Departmental information program. (1) The department 
may develop and provide to any employer a suitable form of notice to inform 
employees of their rights under this chapter. 
(2) The department may develop an education and training program to 
assist employers in complying with the provisions of 50-78-204. 
(3) The department may develop and distribute a supply of informational 
leaflets on employer duties, employee rights, the effects of hazardous chemi-
cals, and any other topic related to hazardous chemicals in the workplace. 
(4) The department may contract with the Montana university system or 
any other public or private organization to develop and implement an infor-
mation program on hazardous chemicals in the workplace. 
Histon·: En. S..c. B. Ch. 641. L. 1985. 
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Part 4 
Enforcement and Penalties 
50-78-402 
50-78-401. No effect on other duties or liabilities. The provision of 
information to an employee does not in any way affect the liability of an 
employer with regard to the health and safety of an employee or other person 
exposed to hazardous chemicals, nor does it affect the employer's responsibil-
ity to take any action to prevent the occurrence of occupational disease or 
accident as required under any other provision of law. The provision of infor-
mation to an employee does not affect any other duty of a manufacturer, pro-
ducer, or formulator to warn ultimate users of a hazardous chemical under 
any other provision of law. 
History: En. Sec. 14, Ch. 641, L. 1985. 
50-78-402. Complaints, investigation, and penalties. (I) An 
employee in a workplace covered by the OSHA standard who believes his 
employer is not complying with the provisions of the OSHA standard may 
report the alleged violation to the federal occupational safety and health 
administration. 
(2) An employee who believes an employer is not complying with the 
provisions of this chapter may submit a written complaint to the local health 
officer, as defined and described in Title 50, chapter 2, part 1. 
(3) If the local health officer chooses to act on the complaint, he shall: 
(a) within 5 working days of receipt of the complaint, investigate the com-
plaint and, in the event of an apparent violation, seek a corrective response 
from the employer; 
(b) within 10 working days of receipt of a complaint, complete a report 
that details the findings of the investigation and the response of the 
employer; 
(c) upon completion of the report, submit copies to the employee request-
ing the investigation, the county attorney, and the employer; and 
(d) if the evidence suggests that the employer has violated the provisions 
of this chapter and the health officer does not receive a corrective response 
within 10 days of notifying the employer of the violation, file a complaint in 
the appropriate court or request appropriate action by the county attorney to 
prosecute the alleged violation. 
(4) An employee may submit a written complaint to the county attorney. 
(5) The county attorney shall investigate any complaint received and, if a 
violation appears to have occurred and the county attorney does not receive 
a corrective response within 10 days of notifying the employer of the viola-
tion, initiate appropriate court proceedings to prosecute the violation. 
(6) A person found to be knowingly in violation of this chapter is guilty 
of a misdemeanor. Each day of violation is a separate offense. 
History: En. Sec. IS, Ch. 641, L. 1985. 
CrOA-References 
Misdemeanor- penalty specified, 46-18-212. 
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PROGRAM RECORDS ·· 
Written Program 
The Bozeman Daily Chronicle Hazard Communication 
Program has been established in order to comply with the 
requirements of the Hazard C6mmunication Act as well as Montana/s 
Employee and Community Hazardous Chemical Information Act, both 
laws effective as of November 25, 1985. This haia~d communica-
tion program outlines the requirements of the above laws in such 
a way that employers and employees receive the infor-mation they 
need to help insure safe work practices. 
Copies of the program are placed in binders located in 
the workplace for reference by employees. The program is also 
·3.Vailable in the Production Manager/s office for review by all 
The Production manager will update the written 
program when netessary and check the binders periodically to see 
that the written program has not been removed •. 
Material Safety Data Sheets 
Material Safety Data Sheets < I"ISDS) are obtained from all 
manufacturers and distributors for all chemical products used 
at The Bozeman Daily Chronicle. Suppliers are notified that 
complete MSDS ar~ to be submitted to The Bozeman Daily Chronicle 
and that trade secret claims must be clearly stated •. S~ppliers 
are notified that new MSDS are required in the event of a cha~ge 
' in product formul.ation or when additional information becomes 
ava.ilable. 
The Production Manager is responsibl~ for requesting, 
obtaining and maintaining the Material Safety Data Sheets. He/ 
update the MSDS when new pro~uct information be~omes 
available. The following check list is us~d for obtaining MSDS: 
1. Use a standard letter to request MSDS for each product 
listed on the chemical product list. A copy of the 
standard l~tter is located in Appendix B, page 189. 
2. Insist on complete and current MSDS. Review all MSDS for 
completeness. Each section must contain all appropriate 
respon~es, even if the appropriate responses are noted as 
not •J.ppl i . .::able. 
3. Require that trade secret claims be clearly designated. 
4. Req0ire MSDS with trade secret claims have 24-hour 
emergency telephone numbers included. 
5. lf a product is non-hazardous and lacks an MSDS, requ~st 
that the supplier provide a letter stating that it is 
non-hazardous and not covered by the OSHA Hazard Communi-
cation ~::;t-.-tn dar· d. 
6. Maintain a file of ~orrespondence with manufacturers and 
distributors regarding MSDS. 
All MSDS are photocopied and placed in binders along with 
copies of the chemical list, this written program and the work 
practice procedure~. The MSDS are divided according to the work 
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ar·eo!:l. in' which the spe.:::i·fic chemical products ar·e found. Figur·e 1 
on page 44 pres~nts an overview of the 4 operational areas within 
The Bozeman Daily Chronicle. Employee MSDS request forms are also 
availab)e from the Production Manager in the case that an 
employee encounters a chemical product for which tHere is not a 
MSDS available in the information binder. The MSDS request forms 
outline chemical information necessary to the Production Manager 
in order for him/her to contact the manufacturer or distributor 
concerning the chemical in question. 
Chemical Product List 
A complete list of chemical produ~ts is prepared from the 
Material Safety Data Sheets. inventory is taken of all 
chemica·! products and checked with the list. The list is 
organized by department and product type and the name, address 
and telephone number of the manufacturer of the chemical product 
appears across from the chemical listing. The chemical product 
list is divided into operation•1 areas and therefore the chemical 
list for the photography area only appears in the binder located 
in or near the photography area. Other ~peration~l areas include 
circulation, press and composition. 
The Production Manager· is responsible for compiling the 
initir.ll.l list as well as updating the ~hemical product list 
whenever ne~ products are introduced to the workplace. 
Wo~k P~actices of Routine and Non-~outine Tasks 
A set of proper work practices for hazar~ous chemical use in 
routine as well as non-routine tasks must be estab1ished and 
located in the information binders according to operational area. 
These work pract1ces are developed to minimize employee chemical 
exposures. 
The development of the set of proper work practices i~ 
based on the ideas listed below. 
1. MSDS are thoroughly reviewed to identify all special 
handling precaution. 
2. Chemical product manufacturers and distributors 
contacted det~rmine if they have any printed work 
practices or instructions for the proper use of their 
product. 
3. Operations involving direct hand contact with chemicals 
require use of appropriate gloves to minimize contact. 
4. Employees are required to thoroughly wash their hands 
following the use of chemicals and prior to eating, using 
restrooms or leaving work. 
5. Operations involving pouring of ch~micals require 
the use of app~opriate eye protection. 
6. Operations requiring the use of volatile chemicals and 
cleaning are only to be perf6rmed in open areas or with 
apprDpriate ventilation. 
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smokin9 prohibited during operations which 
require use of liquid chemicals that have a flash point 
of 200 degrees Ferenheit or less. 
8. Operations in confined spaces are carefully reviewed. 
Emergency Procedures 
Em','i! r· Q<? n c:y procedures are established ha.nd'l ing 
emergencies as well as for foreseeable chemical disasters such as 
ink ;,:tnd solvent spills. The chemical disaster procedures outline 
methods for· containment and r·a.p i d cle•anup. Att•?ntion 
given to exposure hazards for anyone attempting to clean up the 
sp i 1 l. ~)n out·l i rh'i! of th<..~ eiTt~? r· ge n cy pr·ocedur·<r~s 
all employee information binders. 
Employee Request Forms 
to request information ab~ut the 
toxic substances with which they work. Employee infor·ma.tion r.ind 
MSDS request forms are available from the Production Manager. 
Right To Know T~aining Log 
The Production Manager keeps on file a training log to 
be used to record which employees have received training in 
hazard crimmunication. The employee validates the r~cord with 
his/her signature upon completing the training session(s). The 
date of training and the training officer is also be indicated 
in the training log. 
Community Right-To Know Info~mation 
The Montana Right-To-Know law requires that The Bozeman 
Daily Chronicle submit the following information to the clerk and 
recorder of Gallatin county: 
a) a copy of the most current material safety data sheet 
certified by the employer for each hazardous chemical in 
the workplace: 
b) an acknowledged copy of each new annual workplace 
chemical list and: 
c) a list acknowledged by the employer of the names or 
titles and telephone numbers of knowledgeable representa-
tives of the employer or the chemical manufacturer who 
can be contacted for further information or in case of an 
emergency. 
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EMPLOYEE TRAINING & EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS 
The Production Manager is responsible for coordinating 
employee hazard training sessions. An initial training session 
is given to inform all present employees of their rights under 
Federal and state law as well as inform them of the chemical 
hazards. 
Before starting work each new employee must attend a safety 
class and be given in~ormation on: 
a) chemicals and their hazards in their work areas: 
b) how to lessen or prevent exposure to these hazardous 
chemicals; 
c) what the company has done to lessen or prevent workers~ 
exposure to these chemicals and; 
d) proced~res to follow if they are exposed to these 
chemicals. 
After attending the class each employee signs the training 
log stating that they received the information outlined above and 
received safety training. 
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Preliminary Training 
The yreliminary portion of the training program outlines the 
Hazard Communication Standard and the Employee and Community 
Chemical Information Act. The purpose and content of these 
two laws, as well as the difference between the laws, is present-
ed in this ·•ection of the training program. Employee rights 
including information access, and chemical information and MSDS 
requests are discussed. The procedure for filing work complaints 
concerning chemical exposure is also discussed. 
During preliminary training, methods used by The Bozeman 
Daily Chronicle to im~lement the Federal and state standards are 
introduced. These methods include the written program~ the 
chemical product list, MSDS, MSDS interpretation guide, labeling 
and hazardous chemical information forms, work practice quide-
lines and employee training. 
Introduction to the Chemical List 
Following the preliminary training, employees are introduced 
to the chemical product lists which are divided according to 
operational area. Access to and layout Df the list is discussed • 
Material Safety Data Sheet Inte~pretation Guide 
Employees are familiarized with the Material. Safety bata 
.Sheets fhat represent the chemical product list. A MSDS Int~rpre-
; 
is pl~ted in the infor·mation binder·s which provides 
support for the Bozeman Daily Chronicle's training efforts and. 
serves as a reference source ,for explaining M$DS. 
includes a glossary of common MSDS terms intended to answer many 
com~only ask~d questions about information found ~n MSDS. Photo-
copies ot the guide are placed in _the Production Manager's 
cent1'a 1 files. The MSDS interpretation guide was taken fr··om 
ANAP's HazCom Program. (1) 
Primary Training 
Detailed training is provided for all covered employeea on 
products that are present in the photography, 
compositionj press and circulation areas of The Bozeman Daily 
Chronicle. The f611owing areas are discussed in detail: 
information required on fhe 
label and how to interpret the label. 
2. Hazardous Materi~ls Identificatio~ System <HMIS> - How 
this particular marking system is used and where it is 
used. 
;.:~.r·ea pl•::tcar·ding How to 
4. Operations where hazardous chemicals are used. 
5. Chemical hazards. 
6. Exposure minimization. 
7. Personal p~otective measures. 
~. Chemical d@tection m~thods. 
9. P~oper ~ork practices for routine and non-routine tasks 
that involve the use of hazardous chemicals. 
10. Emergency ~rocedures 
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CONTAINER LABELING & AREA PLACARDING 
Container Labeling 
The Production Manager is responsible for checking all 
chemical containers for appropriate labels upon delivery. The 
container labels must indicate the following information: 
a) Product name as it appears on the MSDS; 
b) The hazardous chemical ingredients; 
c) The appropriate hazard warning and; 
d) The name and address of the manufacturer, distributor, or 
other responsible party. 
The Production manager must feplace removed or damaged 
labels with a new label bearing the same information as listed 
above. He/she also must ensure the labeling on bulk tanks. 
Alternate containe~s used for chemical products that are 
transferred for use or storage from a drum or bulk tank are also 
labeled. Temporary, short-term containers i~fended for immediate 
use do not requi~e labels if they will only be used by the 
employee who fills the container. 
Area Placarding 
Main sections of each of the 4 operational areas are 
placarded to adequately inform workers of the chemical product 
and the ~ssociated ·degree of hazard. The placards use the 
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Hazardous Material Identification System CHMIS) labeling system 
that is described and presented in the employee information 
binders. The placards indicate the chemical product(s) and/or 
product type(s) as well as a health, flammability and reactivity 
rating. One placard represents each of the HMIS rating schemes 
that appear with the chemical product list for a particular 
operational area. The names of the chemical products having a 
particular rating scheme are identified on the placard. The HMIS 
marking system is used as a method of representing general 
chemical health and physical hazards where as individual contain-
.er markings are used to target specific health hazards such as 
organ damage. 
CONTRACTOR NOTIFICATION 
Th~?. Production ~anager is responsible for cohtacting any 
contractors prior to the start of work at the newspaper to inform 
them of th•::: n<:ttur·e of th<E! chemical products around which they 
lll i 1 1 bE• wor·king. The con t r·;,"lc tor· s ;::1.r·<:.~ provided access to/or 
copies of the employee information binders containing The Bozeman 
Daily Chronicle~s written hazard communication program as well as 
the chemical product lists, MSDS, MSDS interpretation guide, work 
pr·r.1ct1ces fQr· r·outin(?. a.nd non-r·outin<e.· task~~ 
procedures. The contractors are required to sign an acknowledge~ 
con1=j.r·min9 their· review of the information binder. The 
acknowledgement log is kept in th<? Production Manager~s central 
Th<::.• binders are available before the contractors be9in 
tllor·k. Th~?. contr·actor·s r.:tr·~-~ r·e q 1.1e.s tE! d to review the information 
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Figure 1. Bozeman Daily Chronicle's Operational Areas 
<Area !-Photography, Area 2-Cornposition, 
Area 3-Press, Area 4-Circulation) 
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Chemical Product List 
by operational area 
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Rapid Fixer, Par-t A 










Eastman Kodak Co. 
343 State St. 
Rochester·, NY 14650 
(716)458-1000 ext.85566 
Eastman Kodak Co. 
343 State St. 
Rochester, NY 14650 
{716)458-1000 ext. 
Eastman Kodak Co. 
343 State St. 
Rochester, NY 14650 
(716)458-1000 ext. 
Eastman Kodak Co. 
343 State St. 
Rochester, NY 14650 
(716)458-1000 ext. 
Eastman Kodak Co. 
343 State St. 
Rochester, Ny 14650 
(716)458-1000 ext. 
Acufine 
439 E. Illinois St 
Chicago, Il 60611 
(312)321-0240 
Eastman Kodak 





Rochester, NY 14650 
<716)458-1000 ext. 85566 
Alta Chemical Co. 
11526-F Sorrento Valley Rd. 











TKO Chemica.l Co 
401 Angelique St. 
st. Joseph, MI 64501 
(816)232-7194 
Ea.stma.n Koda.k Co. 
343 Sta.te St. 
Rochester, NY 14650 
<716)458-1000 ext. 85566 
Ea.stman Kodak Co. 
343 State St. 
Rochester 7 NY 14650 
<716)458-1000 ext. 85566 
Stabilization Processor Hurst Graphics 
Cleaner 2500 Sa.n Ferna.ndo Rd. 
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RF-20 Rapid Fix 
RFH Liquid Hardener 
Sprayway Formula 40 
Manufacturer/Address 
Alta Chemical Co. 
11526-F Sor-r-ento Valley Rd. 
San Diego, CA 92121 
(619)45:3-5010 
Alta Chemical Co. 
11526-~ Sor-rento Valley Rd. 
San Diego, CA 92121 
(619)45:3-5010 
Alta Chemical Co. 
11526-F Sorrento Valley Rd. 
San Diego, CA 92121 
(619)453-5010 
Spraywa.y, Inc. 
484 Vista. Ave. 
Addison, Il 60101 
(312)628-0998 
CHEMICAL PRODUCT LIST 












RF-20 Rapid Fix 
RFH Liquid Hardener 
GPP LD-41 Part A 






1007. Gum Arabic 
4'::1 
Manufacturer/Address 
Alta Chemical Co. 
11526-F Sorrento Valley Rd. 
San Diego 7 CA 92121 
(619)453-5010 
Alta Chemical Co. 
11526-F Sorrerito Valley Rd. 
San Diego, CA 92121 
(619)453-5010 
GPP 
P.O. Box 125 
Black Horse Lane 
Monmouth .Juncti.on .. N.J 08852 
(201)297-0100 
GPP 
P.O. Sox 125 
Black Horse Lane 
Monmouth .Junction 7 N.J 08852 
(201)297-0100 
Alta Chemical Co. 
11526-F Sorrento Valley Dr. 
San Diego .. CA 92121 
(619)453-5010 
Alta Chemical Co. 
11526-F Sorrento Valley Rd~ 
San Diego .. CA 92121 
(619)453-5010 
Eastman Kodak Co. 
343 State St. 
Rochester .. NY 14650 
<716>458-1000 ext.85566 
Varn Products Co. Inc. 
175 Route 208 













&: Roller- Wash 
Neutr-ofount 
Lo Rub Black 
Color-ed Ink 
E.O. Red 
Impact Cher-r-y Red 
Impact II Peacock 
Blue 
Impact Canar-y Yellow 
Mixing White 
Anchor-/Lithkemco 
50 Industr-ial Loop Nor-th 
P.O. Box 979 
Or-ange Par-k 7 FL 32073 
{904)264-3500 
Anchor-/Lithkemco 
50 Industr-ial Loop Nor-th 
P.O. Box 979 
Or-ange Par-k, Fl 32073 
(904)264-3500 
Hur-st Gr-aphics 
2500 San Fer-nando Rd. 
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KATD.IAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 
343 State Street 
Rochester, New York 14650 
For Emergency Health, Safety, and Environmental Information, call (716) 722-5151 
For all other purposes, call the Marketing and Distribution Center in your area. 
Dat e of Preparation: 7/30/83 Approved by u.s. Department of Labor 
SECTION I. IDENTIFICATION 
• Product Name: KODAK Rapid Fixer, Part A 
• Formula: Aqueous Mixture 
• Kodak Photographic Chemicals Catalog Number(s): CAT 186 6342 - 52 
Gallons; CAT 128 2839 - 30 Gallons; CAT 197 3247 - 5 Gallons; CAT 146 
4114 - To Make 5 Gallons ; CAT 146 4106 - To Make 1 Gallon 
• Solution Number: 4896 
• Kodak Accession Number: 427810 
SECTION II. PRODUCT AND COMPONENT HAZARD DATA 
PRINCIPAL 
A. COMPONENT(S): Percent TLVD 
Water 40-50 
Ammonium t hiosulfate 
40-50 
Sodium acetate 5-10 
Boric acid < 5 
B. PRECAUTIONARY LABEL STATEMENT{S): 
Commercial Label 
Kodak 





No health hazard warning language is needed on the containers. 
Household Label 
Contains borlc acid 
CADTIOB! HARMFUL IF TAKEN INTERNALLY. 
If swallowed, induce vomiting. 
Call a physician at once. 




SECTION III. PHYSICAL DATA 
0 Appearance and Odor: Clear light yellow solution; slight sulfur 
dioxide and acetic acid odor 
o Boiling Point: > 100 °C (> 212 °F) @ 760 mmHg 
o Vapor Pressure: ~ 18 mmHg @ 20 °C 
o Evaporation Rate (n-butyl acetate • 1): -Not Available 
o Vapor Density (Air a 1): ~ 0.6 
o Volatile Fraction by Weight: ~50 X 
o Specific Gravity (H20 • 1): 1.305 
o pH: 4.37 
o Solubility in Water: Complete 
SECTION IV. FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 
o Flash Point: None 
o Extinguishing Media: Not Applicable 
o Special Fire Fighting Procedures: 
Wear self-contained breathing apparatus and protective clothing to 
prevent contact with skin and eyes. 
o Unusual Fire and Explosion Hazards: 
Fire or excessive heat may cause production of hazardous 
decomposition products. 






Incompatibility:, Strong alkali 
Hazardous Decomposition Products: Ammonia 
Hazardous Polymerization: Will not occur. 
SECTION VI. TOXICITY AND HEALTH HAZARD DATA 
A. EXPOSURE LIMITS: Not Applicable 
~. EXPOSURE EFFECTS: Low hazard 
Ingestion: Harmful if taken internally. 
I 
c. FIRST AID: In case of eye contact, flush with plenty of water. 
Ingestion: If swallowed, if conscious, rinse mouth and induce 
vomiting immediately by giving 1 or 2 glasses of water 
and touching back of throat with finger or blunt 
object. Never give anything by mouth to an unconscious 
person. 
CALL A PHYSICIAN AT ONCE. 
82-1264 
-3-
SECTION VII. PERSONAL PROTECTION AND CONTROLS 
A. RESPIRATORY PROTECTION: None should be needed. 
B. VENTILATION: 
Local Exhaust: None should be needed. 
Mechanical (General): Recommended. 
C. SKIN AND EYE PROTECTION: 
None should be needed, but good industrial hygiene practice should 
be followed. 
SECTION VIII. SPECIAL STORAGE AND HANDLING PRECAUTIONS 
Avoid contact with strong alkali. 
SECTION IX. SPILL, LEAK, AND DISPOSAL PROCEDURES 
Flush material to sewer with large amounts of water. 
Discharge, treatment, or disposal may be subject to federal, state, 
or local laws. 
SECTION X. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS DATA 
A. S~Y: 
This chemical formulation has not been tested for environmental 
effects. Some laboratory test data and published data are 
available for the major components of this chemical formulation, 
and these data have been used to provide the following estimate of 
environmental impact:l,2,3,4 -
This chemical formulation has a high biological oxygen demand, and 
it is expected to cause significant oxygen depletion in aquatic 
systems. It is expected to have a low potential to affect aquatic 
organisms. It is expected to have a moderate potential to affect 
secondary waste treatment microorganisms. It is expected to have a 
·moderate to high potential to affect the germination and growth of 
some plants. The components of this chemical formulation are 
biodegradable and are not likely to bioconcentrate. If diluted 
with a large amount of water, this chemical formulation released 
directly or indirectly into the environment is not expected to have 
a significant impact. 
82-1264 
-4-
SECTION XI. TRANSPORTATION 
Transportation information may be obtained by requestin~ an EXTERNAL 
TRANSPORTATION ADDENDUM sheet by catalog number(s) from Kodak Publications 
·Data Services, Eastman Kodak Company, 343 State Street, Rochester, New York 
14650. 
SECTION XII. REFERENCES 
1. Toxicity results are from unpublished data, Health, Safety, and 
Human Factors Laboratory, Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New 
York. 
2. Verschueren, K., Handbook of Environmental Data on Organic 
Chemicals, Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, New York, N.Y., 1977. 
3. Battelle's Columbus Laboratories, Water Quality Critical Data Book 
- Vol. 3 - Effects of Chemicals on Aquatic Life - Selected Data 
from the Literature Through 1968, for the u.s. Environmental 
Protection Agency, Project No. 18050 GWV, Contract No. 68-01-007, 
May 1971. 
4. National Association of Photographic Manufacturers, Inc. and 
Hydroscience, Inc., Environmental Effects of Photoprocessing 
Chemicals, National Association of Photographic Manufacturers, 
Harrison, New York, 1974, 2 vols. 
The information contained herein is furnished without warranty of any 
kind. Users should consider these data only as a supplement to other 
information gathered by them and must make independent determinations of 
the suitability and completeness of information from all sources to assure 
proper use and disposal of these materials and the safety and health of 









• EASTMAN J<ODAK COMPANY 343 State Street Rochester, New York 14650 
For Emergency Health, Safety, and Environmental Information, call: (716) 722-5151. 
For all other purposes, call the Marketing and Distribution Center serving your area. 
Date of Preparation: 9/13/82 Approved by U.S. Department of Labor 
SECTION I. IDENTIFICATION 
• Product Name: KODAK Rapid Fixer, Part B 
• Formula: Aqueous Mixture 
o Formula Date: 7/16/82 
o Kodak Photographic Chemicals Catalog Number(s): CAT 173 3013- 72 ounces; 
CAT 197 3221 - 5 Gallons; CAT 146 4106 - To Make 1 Gallon; CAT 146 4114 -




Solution Number: 4415 
Kodak Accession Number: 365686 
*Kodak Hazard Rating Codes: R: 1 s: 3 F: 0 C: 0 
*The Kodak Health Hazard Rating Code for Respiratory (R) exposure and Skin and 
Eye (S) exposure is on a scale of Low K 1; Moderate • 2; and High • 3. The Kodak 
Fire (F) and Reactivity (C) Hazard Codes are on an ascending scale from 0 to 4. F 
denotes relative flammability and C denotes relative reactivity or instability. 
Subcategories of C: (W) - water reactive, (A) - pyrophoric, (X) - oxidi zer. 
DO NOT CONFUSE WITH NFPA CODES~ 
SECTION II. PRODUCT AND COMPONENT HAZARD DATA 
Kodak 
A. COMPONENT (S) : Percent Ttv• Accession -
Water 65-75 035290 
Aluminum sulfate 
lo-20 2 mg/m3 907954 
*Sulfuric acid lo-15 1 mg/m3 907485 
(*Principal Hazardous Component(s)] 
No. CAS Reg. No. 






B. PRECAUTIONARY LABEL STATEMENT (S): 
Household Label 
Contains au1furic acid 
X POISON X 
D.AliGEB.! MAY CAUSE BURNS OF SKIH AND EYES. 
HARMFUL IF SWALLOWED. 
DO NOT GET IN EYES, ON SKIN, ON CLOTHING. 
In case of contact, immediately flush akin or eyes with 
plenty of water for at least 15 minutes. 
If swallowed do NOT induce vomiting. 
Give milk or water. 
Call a physician at ooce. 
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN 
Commercial Label: 
Contains 1n1lfuric acid 
May cause burns of skin and eyes. 
In case of contact, flush skin or eyes with plenty of 
water; for eyes, get medical attention. 
SECTION III. PHYSICAL DATA 
o Appearance and Odor: Clear, water-white solution; slight sulfur dioxide 
odor 
o Boiling Point: > 100 °C (> 212 °F) @ 760 mmHg 
o Vapor Pressure: ~ 17 mmHg @ 20 °C 
o Evaporation Rate (n-butyl acetate • 1): Not Available 
o Vapor Density (Air • 1): ~ 0.6 
o Volatile Fraction by Weight: ~ 71 % 
o Specific Gravity (H2o • 1): 1.30 
o pH: ~ 1.0 
o Solubility in Water (by Weight): Complete 
SECTION IV. FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 
o Flash Point: None 
o Flammable Limits in Air (% by volume i.n air): None 
o Extinguishing Media: Not Applicable 
o Special Fire Fighting Procedures: None 
o Unusual Fire and Explosion Hazards: None 
SECTION V. REACTIVITY DATA 
o Stability: Stable 
o Incompatibility: Alkali 
o Hazardous Decomposition Products: None 
o Hazardous Polymerization: Will not occur. 
82-0041 
-3-
SECTION VI. TOXICITY AND HEALTH HAZARD DATA 
A. THRESHOLD LIMIT VALUE: See Section II 
B. EXPOSURE EFFECTS: 
Eyes: May cause eye burns. 
Skin: Prolonged or repeated skin contact may result in burns. 
Ingestion: Harmful if swallowed. 
C. FIRST AID: 
Eyes: Immediately flush eyes with plenty of water for at least 15 
minutes and get medical attention. 
Skin: Immediately flush skin with plenty of water for at least 15 
minutes while removing contaminated clothing and shoes. Get 
medical attention. 
Launder contaminated clothing before reuse. 
Ingestion: Do ~induce vomiting. Give milk or water. 
CALL A PHYSICIAN AT ONCE. 
SECTION VII. PERSONAL PROTECTION AND CONTROLS 
A. RESPIRATORY PROTECTION: None should be needed. 
B. VENTILATION: 
Local Exhaust: None should be needed. 
Mechanical (General): Recommended 
C. SKIN AND EYE PROTECTION: 
Protective gloves should be worn. 
Safety glasses with side shields or goggles are recommended. 
SECTION VIII. SPECIAL STORAGE AND HANDLING PRECAUTIONS 
None 
SECTION IX. SPILL, LEA~ AND DISPOSAL PROCEDURES 
Wear suitable protective equipment. 
Neutralize with sodium carbonate. 
Flush material to sewer with large amounts of water. 
Federal, state, and local regulations take precedence. 
82-0041 
-4-
SECTION X. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS DATA 
A. SUMMARY: 
This chemical formulation has not been tested for environmental 
effects. Some published data are available for the major components of 
this chemical formulation and these data have beeDt used to provide the 
following estimate of environmental impact:l 
This chemical formulation is a strongly acidic aqueous solution, and 
this property is the only one expected to cause adverse environment 
effects. This chemical formulation has a low biological oxygen demand, 
and it is expected to cause little oxygen depletion in aquatic 
systems. It is expected to have a low potential to affect aquatic 
organisms. The components of this chemical formulation are not likely 
to bioconcentrate. If diluted with a large amount of water, a moderate 
quantity of this chemical formulation released into the environment is 
not expected to have a significant impact. 
SECTION XI. TRANSPORTATION 
Transportation information may be obtained by requesting an EXTERNAL 
TRANSPORTATION ADDENDUM sheet by catalog number(s) from Kodak Publications Data 
Services, Eastman Kodak Company, 343 State Street, Rochest,er, New York 14650. 
SECTION XII. REFERENCES 
1. Battelle's Columbus Laboratories, Water Quality Critical Data Book-
Vol. 3- Effects of Chemicals on Aquatic Life- Selected Data from the 
Literature Through 1968, for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 
Project No. 18050 GWV, Contract No. 68-01-007, May 1971. 
The information contained herein is furnished without warranty of any 
kind. Users should consider these data only as a supplement to other 
information gathered by them and must make independent determinations of 
the suitability and completeness of information from all sources to assure 
proper use and disposal of these materials and the safety and health of 






MATERIAL SAP'ETY DATA SHEET 
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 
343 State Street 
Rochester, New York 14650 
For Emergency Health, Safety, and Environmental Information, call: ( 716 ) 722- 5151 
For all other purposes, call the Marketing and Distribution Center serving your area. 
Date of Preparation: 8/18/82 Approved by u.s. Department of Labor 
SECTION I. IDENTIFICATION 







Formula: Aqueous Mixture 
Formula Date: 7/27/82 
Kodak Photographic Chemicals Catalog Number(s): CAT 186 5609- 1 Quart; 
CAT 186 5567 - 2 1/2 Gallons; CAT 186 5542 - 5 Gallons; CAT 186 5500 - 30 
Gallons 
Solution Number: 554 
Kodak Accession Number: 354587 
*Kodak Hazard Rating Codes: R: 1 S: 3 F: 0 C: 0 
*The Kodak Health Hazard Rating Code for Respiratory (R) exposure and Skin and 
Eye (S) exposure is on a scale of Low • 1; Moderate • 2; and High • 3. The Kodak 
Fire (F) and Reactivity (C) Hazard Codes are on an ascending scale from 0 to 4. F 
denotes relative flammability and C denotes relative reactivity or instability. 
Subcategories of C: (W) - water reactive, (A) - pyrophoric, (X) - oxidizer. 
DO NOT CONFUSE WITH NFPA CODESl -
SECTION II. PRODUCT AND COMPONENT HAZARD DATA 











(*Principal Hazardous Component(&)] 
B. PRECAUTIONARY LABEL STATEKENT(S): 
WAUDIC! Cautes eye burns. 
Cautes akin irritation. 
Do not get in eyes. , 
CAS Reg. No. 
7732-18-5 
1310-58-3 
Avoid prolonged or repeated contact vitb akin. 
In ease of contact, immediately fluab vith plenty of water; 
for eyet, set aedical attention. 
Jote to pbyaieian: Cau1tic aolution. Treat accordingly. 
A-0022.000C 
81-Q219 
SECTION III. PHYSICAL DATA 
• Appearance and Odor: Clear, colorless aolution; odorless 
• Boiling Point: > 100 •c (> 212 •F) @ 760 amHg 
• Vapor Pressure: ~ 17 amHg @ 2~ •c 
• Vapor Density (Air • 1): ~ 0.6 
• Volatile Fraction by Weight: ~ 87 % 
• Specific Gravity (H20 • 1): 1.11 
• pH: > 13.0 
• Solubility in Water (by Weight): Complete 
SECTION IV. FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 
• Flash Point: None 
• Flammable Limits in Air (%by volume in air): None 
• Extinguishing Media: Not Applicable 
• Special Fire Fighting Procedures: None 
• Unusual Fire and Explosion Hazards: None 
SECTION V. REACTIVITY DATA 
• Stability: Stable 
• Incompatibility: Avoid strong mineral acids. 
• Hazardous Decomposition Products: Sulfur dioxide 
• Hazardous Polymerization: Will not occur. 
SECTION VI. TOXICITY AND HEALTH HAZARD DATA 
A. THRESHOLD LIMIT VALUE: See Section 11 
B. EXPOSURE EFFECTS: 
Eyes: Causes eye burns. 
Skin: Prolonged or repeated akin contact can cause akin irritation 
and/or burns. 
C. FIRST AID: 
Eyes: Immediately flush eyes vitb plenty of vater for at leaat 15 
~nutes and get aedical attention. 
Skin: Immediately flush akin vitb plenty of vater for at leaat 15 
~nutea and get aedical attention if ayaptoaa are preaent after 
vaabing. 
l.emove contaminated clothing. 
Launder contaminated clothing before reuae. 
Note to Physicians: Cauatic aolution. Treat accordiDgly. 
81-0219 
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SECTION VII. PERSONAL PROTECTION AND CONTROLS 
A. IESPIBATORY PROTECTION: None ahould be needed. 
B. VENTILATION: 
.Local Exhaust: None should be needed. 
Mechanical (General): Recommended 
C. SiaN AND EYE PROTECTION: 
Protective gloves should be worn. 
Safety glasses with aide shields or soggles are recommended. 
SECTION VIII. SPECIAL STORAGE AND HANDLING PRECAUTIONS 
Keep away from strong mineral acids. 
SECTION IX. SPILL, LEA'Kz AND DISPOSAL PROCEl>URES 
Wear 3uitable protective equipment. 
Neutralize with aodium bisulfate. 
Flush material to aewer with large amounts of water. 
Federal, state, and local regulations take precedence. 
SECTION X. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS DATA 
A. SUMMARY: 
This chemical formulation has not been teated for enviroamental 
effects. Some laboratory test data and publiabed data are available 
for the major components of this chemical formulation, and these data 
have been used to provide the following eatiaate of environmental 
impact:l,2,3 . 
' This chemical formulation ia a atronsly alkaline aqueoua solution, and 
this property is the only one expected to cauae adverae environaent 
effects. This chemical formulation baa a low biolosical oxysen demand, 
and it is expected to cause little oxysen depletion in aquatic 
systems. It is expected to have a low potential to affect aquatic 
orsanisms, aecondary waate treatment aicroorgaDi .. a, and the 
&ermination and &rowth of SOme plants. 1'be COIIponenta Of this cbeaical 
formulation are not likely to bioconcentrate. If 41luted with a larse 
amount of water, a aoderate quantity of tbia cbeaical foraulation 




SECTION XI. TRANSPORTATION 
Transportation information may be obtained by requesting an EXTERNAL 
TRANSPORTATION ADDENDUM aheet by catalog number(s) from lodak Publications Data 
Services, Eastman Kodak Company, 343 State Street, aocbester, New York 14650. 
SECTION XII. REFERENCES 
1. Unpubliabed Data. Health, Safety, and Buaan Factors Laboratory. 
Eastman lodak Company, aocbeater, New York. 
2. Battelle's Columbus Laboratories, Vater Quality Critical Data Book-
Vol. 3- Effects of Chemicals on Aquatic Life- Selected Data from the 
Literature Through 1968, for the u.s. Environmental Protection Agency, 
Project No. 18050 GWV, Contract No. 68-01-007, Hay 1971. 
3. Kodak Publication J-41, BODs and COD of Photographic Chemicals, 
Eastman Kodak Co., 1981. 
The information contained herein is furnished without warranty of any 
kind. Users should consider these data only as a supplement to other 
information gathered by them and must aake independent determinations of 
the suitability and completeness of information from all sources to assure 
proper use and dispoaal of these material& and the safety and health of 






MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 
343 State Street 
Rochester, New York 14650 
For Emergency Health, Safety, and Environmental Information, call: (716) 722-0271. 
Date of Preparation: 5/28/82 
SECTION I. IDENTIFICATION 
• Product Name: KODAK SII Deactivator (Ready-to-Use) 
• Formula: Aqueous Mixture 
• Formula Date: 8/31/81 
• Kodak Photographic Chemicals Catalog Number(s): CAT 139 6878- 1 Quart; 





Solution Number: 4270 
Kodak Accession Number: 365592 
*Kodak Hazard Rating Codes: R: 1 s: 1 F: 0 C: 0 
*The Kodak Health Hazard Rating Code for Respiratory (R) exposure and Skin and 
Eye (S) exposure is on a scale of Low • 1; Moderate • 2; and High • 3. The Kodak 
Fire (F) and Reactivity (C) Hazard Codes are on an ascending scale from 0 to 4. F 
denotes relative flammability and C denotes relative reactivity or instability. 
Subcategories of C: (W)- water reactive, (A) - 1pyrophoric, (X)- oxidizer. 
DO NOT CONFUSE WITH NFPA CODES! 
SECTION II. PRODUCT AND COMPONENT HAZARD DATA 
Kodak 
A. COMPONENT( S): Percent TLv• Accession No. CAS Reg. No. 
Water 55-65 035290 7732-18-5 
Ammonium thiocyanate 
15-25 900433 1762-95-4 
Sodium acetate 5-15 900227 127-09-3 
B. PRECAUTIONARY LABEL STATEMENT(S): 




SECTION III. PHYSICAL DATA 
o Appearance and Odor: Colorless to light pink solution; slight sulfur 
dioxide odor 
o Boiling Point: > 100 •c (> 212 °F) @ 760 mmHg 
0 Vapor Pressure: ~ 17 mmHg @ 20 °C 
o Evaporation Rate (n-butyl acetate • 1): Not Applicable 
0 Vapor Density (Air • 1): ~ 0.6 
o Volatile Fraction by Weight: ~ 65 % 
• Specific Gravity (H20 • 1): 1.15 
o pH: ~ 4.4 
o Solubility in Water (by Weight): Complete 
SECTION IV. FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 
o Flash Point: None 
o Flammable Limits in Air (% by volume in air): None 
o Extinguishing Media: Not Applicable 
• Special Fire Fighting Procedures: None 
o Unusual Fire and Explosion Hazards: None 
SECTION V. REACTIVITY DATA 
• Stability: Stable 
• Incompatibility: Avoid high heat, mineral acids. 
o Hazardous Decomposition Products: 
As with any other organic material, combustion will produce carbon 
dioxide and probably carbon monoxide. 
Oxides of nitrogen and sulfur dioxide may also be present. 
o Hazardous Polymerization: Will not occur. 
SECTION VI. TOXICITY AND HEALTH HAZARD DATA 
A. THRESHOLD LIMIT VALUE: Not Applicable 
B. EXPOSURE EFFECTS: Low hazard 
C. FIRST AID: In case of contact, flush areas with plenty of water. 
SECTION VII. PERSONAL PROTECTION AND CONTROLS 
A. RESPIRATORY PROTECTION: None should be needed. 
B. VENTILATION: 
Local Exhaust: None should be needed. 
Mechanical (General): Recommended 
C. SKIN AND EYE PROTECTION: 




SECTION VIII. SPECIAL STORAGE AND HANDLING PRECAUTIONS 
No special precautions are needed. 
SECTION IX. SPILL, LEAK, AND DISPOSAL PROCEDURES 
Flush material to sewer with large amounts of water. 
Wash area with soap and water. 
Federal, state, and local regulations take precedence. 
SECTION X. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS DATA 
A. S~Y: 
This chemical formulation has not been tested for environmental 
effects. Some laboratory test data and published data are available 
for the major components of this chemical formulation, and these data 
have been used to provide the following estimate of environmental 
impact:l,2,3 
This chemical formulation has a moderate biological oxygen demand, and 
it is expected to cause some oxygen depletion in aquatic systems. It 
is expected to have a low potential to affect aquatic organisms, 
secondary waste treatment microorganisms and the germination and growth 
of some plants. The components of this chemical formulation are not 
likely to bioconcentrate. If diluted with a large amount of water, a 
small quantity of this chemical formulation released into the 
environment is not expected to have a significant impact. 
SECTION XI. TRANSPORTATION 
Transportation information may be obtained by requesting an EXTERNAL 
TRANSPORTATION ADDENDUM sheet by catalog number(s) from Kodak Publications Data 
Services, Eastman Kodak Company, 343 State Street, Rochester, New York 14650. 
SECTION XII. REFERENCES 
1. Unpublished Data. Health, Safety, and Human Factors Laboratory. 
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New York. 
2. Verschueren, K., Handbook of Environmental Data on Organic Chemicals, 
Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, New York, N.Y., 1977. 
3. Battelle's Columbus Laboratories, Water Quality Critical Data Book-
Vol. 3 - Effects of Chemicals on Aquatic Life - Selected Data from the 
Literature Through 1968, for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 
Project No. 18050 GWV, Contract No. 68-01-007, May 1971. 
81-0152 
-4--
The information herein is believed to be correct as of the date hereof, 






EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 
343 State Street 
Rochester, New York 14650 
For Emergency.Health, Safety, and Environmental Information, call (716) 722-5151 
For all other.purposes, call the Marketing and Distribution Center l.n your area. 
Date of ·preparation:. 12/17/82 Approved by u.s. Department of Labor 




.Prodlict Nam~: KODAK DEKTOL Developer (Single Powder) 
Formula: Solid Mixture 
Formula Date: 1/29/~2 
o · Kodak Photographic Chemicals Catalog Number(s): CAT 146 4734 - To Make 5 
Gallons 
o Mixture Number: 224 
o Kodak Accession Number: 354538 
SECTION II. PRODUCT AND COMPONENT HAZARD DATA 
Kodak 
A. COMPONENT(S): Percent TLv• Accession No. CAS Reg. No. --
Sodium carbonate, monohydrate 
40-60 900860 5968-11-6 
Sodium sulfite 20-40 901148 7757-83-7 
*Hydroquinone 5-10 2 mg/m3 900356 123-31-9 
*p-Methy1aminophenol sulfate· 
< 5 900615 55-55-0 
(*Principal Hazardous Component(s)] 
B. PRECAUTIONARY LABEL STATEMENT(S): 
hydroquiaoue aiNI p-~~etbylaaiDOpheuol au1fate Coutalua 
CADTIOBt May cause skin and eye irritation and allergic skin reaction. 
Avoid contact with skin and eyes. 
Avoid breathing dust. 
C-0017.0000 
82,.0112 
' .. ~ 
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Appearance and Odor: White powder; odorless 
Boiling Point: Not Applicable 
Vapor Pressure: Negligible 
Evaporation Rate (n-butyl acetate • 1):. Not Applicable 
Vapor Density (Air • 1): Not Applicable 
Volatile Fraction by Weight: Negligible 
Specific Gravity (HzO • 1): Not Applicable 
pH: Not Applicable . 
Solubility in Water (by Weight): Appreciable 
'.SECTION IV. FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 
o Flash Point: _None 
o Flammable Limits in. Air(% by volume in air): None 
o. Extinguishing Media: Not Applicable 
o ·Special Fire Fighting Procedures: None 
o· Unusual Fire and Explosion Hazards: None 
SECTION V. REACTIVITY DATA 
o Stability: Stable 
o Incompatibility: Avoid mineral acids. 
o Hazardous Decomposition Products: 
As with any other organic material, combustion will produce carbon 
dioxide and probably carbon monoxide. 
Sulfur dioxide 
o Hazardous Polymerization: Will not occur. 
SECTION VI. TOXICITY AND HEALTH HAZARD DATA 
A. THRESHOLD LIMIT VALUE: See Section II 
B. EXPOSURE EFFECTS: 
Eyes: Contact with the powder may cause eye irritation. 
Skin: Prolonged or repeated skin contact may cause skin irritation and 
may result in an allergic skin reaction. 
C. FIRST AID: 
Eyes: Immediately flush eyes with plenty of water and get medical 
attention. 
Skin: Flush skin with plenty of water. 




D. ANIMAL TOXICITY DATA 
Test Species 
Oral LDso 
Skin Irritation (24h) 
Rat 
Guinea Pig 
SECTION VII. PERSONAL PROTECTION AND CONTROLS 
Result(l) 
o.s - 5.0 g/kg 
Slight-Moderate 
irritation 
A. RESPIRATORY PROTECTION: None should be needed 
B. VENTILATION: 
Local Exhaust: None should be needed 
Mechanical (General): Recommended 
C. • SKIN AND EYE PROTECTION: 
Protective gloves should be worn. 




The routine use of a non-alkaline (acid) type of hand cleaner will 
help minimize the possibility of allergic skin reaction. 
SECTION VIII. SPECIAL STORAGE AND HANDLING PRECAUTIONS 
Keep dry. 
SECTION IX. SPILL, LEAK, AND DISPOSAL PROCEDURES 
Avoid eye and skin contact. 
Wear suitable protective equipment. 
Flush to an acid-free sewer with large amounts of water. 
The direct instantaneous discharge to a receiving body of water of an 
amount of this chemical formulation which will rapidly produce, by 
dilution, a final concentration of 0.01 mg/L or less is not expected to 
cause an adverse environmental effect. 
Federal, state, and local regulations take precedence. 
8 2-0112 
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SECTION X. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS DATA 
A. SUMMARY: 
This chemical formulation has not been tested for environmental 
effects. Some laboratory test data and published data Are available 
for the major components of this chemical formulation, and these data 
have been used to provide the following estimate of environmental 
impact:l,3,4,5,6 
This chemical formulation has a high biological oxygen demand, and it 
is expected to cause significant oxygen depletion in aquatic systems. 
It is expected to have a high potential to affect aquatic organisms, 
secondary waste treatment microorganisms, and the germination and 
growth of some plants. The components of this chemical formulation are 
expected to be biodegradable and are not likely to bioconcentrate. The 
direct instantaneous discharge to a receiving body of water of an 
amount of this chemical formulation which will rapidly produce, by 
dilution, a final concentration of 0.01 mg/L or less is not expected to 
cause an adverse environmental effect. However, after dilution with a 
large amount of water, followed by secondary waste treatment, the 
chemicals in this formulation are not expected to have any adverse 
environmental impact. 
:. ··sECTION. XI. TRANSPORTATION 
· .. •, 
Transportation information may be obtained by requesting an EXTERNAL 
TRANSPORTATION ADDENDUM sheet by catalog number(s) from Kodak Publications Data 
Services, Eastman Kodak Company, 343 State Street, Rochester, New York 14650. 
SECTION XII. REFERENCES 
1. Unpublished Data. Health, Safety, and Human Factors Laboratory. 
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New York. 
2. Hodge, H.C., and Sterner, J.H., Am. lndust. Hyg. Assn. Quart. 10:93, 
1949. 
3. Verschueren, K., Handbook of Environmental Data on Organic Chemicals, 
Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, New York, N.Y., 1977. 
4. Battelle's Columbus Laboratories, Water Quality Critical Data Book-
Vol. 3 -Effects of Chemicals on Aquatic Life - Selected Data from the 
Literature Through 1968, for the u.s. Environmental Protection Agency, 
Project No. 18050 GWV, Contract No. 68-01-007, May 1971. 
82-0112 
-5-
5. National Association of Photographic Manufacturers. Inc• and 
Hydroscience, Inc., Environmental Effects of Photoprocessing Chemicals. 
National Association of Photographic Manufacturers, Harrison, New York, 
1974. 2 vols. 
6. Kodak Publication J-41, BODs and COD of Photographic Chemicals, 
Eastman Kodak Co., 1981. 
The information contained herein is furnished without warranty of any 
kind. Users should consider these data only as a supplement to other 
information gathered by them and must make independent determinations of 
the suitability and completeness of information from all sources to assure 
proper use and disposal of these materials and the safety and health of 
employees and customers. 
@146-4734* 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
Occupatiol)al Safety and Health Administration 
l'orm Approved 
OMB No. 44·R1387 
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
Required under USDL Safety and Health Regulations for Ship Repail'lng, 
Shipbuilding, and Shipbreaking (29 CFR 1915, 1916, 1917) 
SECTION I 
MANUFACTURER'S NAME I EMERGENC'i TELEPHONE NO. 
ACUFINE, INC. (312) 321-0240 
AD~RgSS (Numf~r, Srr~~r. Citt, Start, and ZIP Cod¥_ 
3 E. I lLnois S ., Chicago, L. 60611 
CHEMICAL NAME AND SYNONYMS I TRADE NAME AND SYNONYMS 
ACUFINE FILM DEVELOPER 
CHEMICAL FAMILY I FORMULA 
Principally carbonates, sod. sulfite 
SECTION II . HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 
PAINTS, PRESERVATIVES, & SOLVENTS " 
TLV 
ALLOYS AND METALLIC COATINGS " 
TLV 
I Units! (Units) 
PIGMENTS BASE METAL 
CATALYST ALLOYS Not applicable 
VEHICLE ·Not applicable METALLIC COATINGS 








HAZARDOUS MIXTURES OF OTHER LIQUIDS, SOLIDS, OR GASES " 
TLV 
(Units) 
Only chemical in mixture shown on OSHA list of Toxic and hazardous 
materials is Hvdroauinone. 
' Hydroquinone 3 2, ... 
* Mg/M, Approximate miligrams of particulate per cubic meter of air. 
SECTION Ill • PHYSICAL DATA 
BOILING POINT (°F,) Decomnose lsSPECIFIC GRAVITY (H20"'1) 2.83 
VAPOR PRESSURE (mm Hg.) Negligibl ~iERCENT,VOLATILE BY VOLUME (%) N/A 
VAPOR DENSITY (AIR•l) N/A 
EVAPORATION RATE 
N/A ( •1) 
SOLUBILITY IN WATER 17%@ 100~ 
APPEARANCE AND ODOR White powder No odor 
SECTION IV • FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 
FLASH POINT (Method used) !FLAMMABLE LIMITS I Lei T Uel Non-Flammable 
EXTINGUISHING MEDIA 
N/A 
SF'ECIAL FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES 
Wear self contained breathing annarat11s and nrotective clnr-h"ing- t:n nrPv~'>nr 
~ontact with §kin nnd @Y@§. 
U~USUAL fiRE tND EXPLOSION HAZARDS • xcess ve eat may cause product~on ·of hazardous decomposition products. 
PAGE (1) (Continued on merse side) Form OSHA·20 
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SECTION V • HEALTH HAZARD DATA 
TH 1'1 ESHOL.O L.IMIT \1 AL.UE 
2 for Hydroquinone as oer reverse side. 
EFFECTS 01" OVEREXPOSURE 
Repeated contact may cause skin irritation and allergic skin reactions. 
EMERGENCY AND FIRST AIO PROCEDURES 
· If swallowed induce vomiting, call a physician at once. Inhalation, remove to 
fresh air. Eyes, flush with water. Skin. flush with water and wash with non-
alkaline type cleanser. 
SECTION VI . REACTIVITY DATA 
STABIL.ITV 
UNSTABL.E CONDITIONS TO AVOID 
.. STAB I.E X 
INCOMI>ATABIL.ITV (!tfateria/s tO avo1d) 
HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS 
HAZARDOUS MAV OCCUR 
CONDITIONS TO AVOID 
POL.VMERIZATION 
WI L.L. NOT OCCUR X 
; 
SECTION VII • SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES .. , 
STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE MATERIAL. IS REL.EASED OR SF'IL.L.ED 
Sweep up if dry. Wipe up if wet. 
WAS.Jf DlftOSAL. M~TlOD 
r us mater1a to an acid free sewer with large amounts of water. 
SECTION VIII • SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION 
RESPII'IATORV PROTECTION (Specify type) 
A NIOSH approved dust resoirator should be worn in dustv or mistv air 
L.OCAL. EXHAUST SPECIAL. 
VENTIL.ATION Regular Nothing special 
MECHANICAL. (Genera/) OTHER 
Good general 
PROTECTIVE GL.OVES Impervious Where repeated! EVE PChTEC:TIOl 
skin contact exi~ts em1ca safety 
OTHER PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 
None 
SECTION IX · SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 
PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN HANOL.ING AND STORING ~ d 






EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 
APPROVED BY U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
"ESS~NTIALL Y SIMILAR" TO FORM OSHA-20 N 
0225 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
PRODUCT NAM& KODAK Developer D-76 To make 1 t., 
CHEMICAL NAME: N. A.* 
FORMULA: Solid mixture 
MANUFACTURER: Eastman Kodak Company 
ADDRESS: 343 State Street, Rochester, New York 14650 
FOR INFORMATION ON HEALTH HAZARDS CALL: 716-458-1000 Ext. 85566 
FOR OTHER INFORMATION CALL: (716) 722-2121 INFORMATION EFFECTIVE AS OF: 10-21-7 5 
' SEcnON II HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS OF MIXTURES t.• 
PRINCIPAL HAZARDOUS COMPONENT (S) % 
Hydroquinone 1 -
p-Methylaminophenol Sulfate 1 -
r .. SECTION IU PHYSICAL DATA ' ' .•. .-k. ,. 
BOILING POINT (°F.) N. A. SPECIFIC GRAVITY (H20 = 1) 
VAPOR PRESSURE (mm Hg.) Negligible PERCENT VOLATILE BY VOLUME (%) 
VAPOR DENSITY (AIR= 1) EVAPORATION RATE N. A. ( -1) 
SOLUBILITY IN WATER Appreciable 
APPEARANCE AND ODOR Clear to slightly yellow - no odor 
J:· .. · .. ·. • ...... ;o ' .. ~ " ~ ........ SECTION IV FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA ... . ' . "·-· . .. 




EXTINGUISHING MEDIA Not flammable 
SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING 
PROCEDURES 
None 
UNUSUAL FIRE AND 







Greater than 1 
Negligible 
N. A. 
Lei I Uel 
l 
KODAK Developer D-76 
IICTION_ V . HWTH HAZARD DATA . 
l! . 'lHOLD LIMIT VALUE 
EFFECTS OF OVEREXPOSURE 
Repeated contact with skin may cause irritation and allergic skin reaction. 
EMERGENCY AND FIRST AID 
PROCEDURES 
In case of contact, flush with plenty of water. 
. SECTION VI REACTIVITY DATA . 
INCOMPATIBILITY 
(Materials to avoid) None 
HAZARDOUS 
DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS None 
HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION CONDITIONS TO AVOID 
May Occur Will Not Occur 
X 
· SECTION VII SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
ST~PS TO BE TAKEN 
CASE MATERIAL IS 
KfiEASED OR SPILLED 
Flush down sewer. State and local effluent laws take 
precedence. 
WASTE DISPOSAL METHOD 
Flush dawn sewer. State and local effluent laws take precedence. 
SECTION VIII SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMAnON 
RESPIRATORY PROTECTION 
(Specify type) An approved dust res irator for 










. .. . . .. 
SECTioN IX .. ·.SPECIAL. PucAunONS. 
PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN 
IN HANDLING AND STORING 
None 
t"')THER PRECAUTIONS 
' .. . . . :··. ~ ' . ' . . ,. . 
hand lin 
No 
The routine use of a non-alkaline (acid) type hand cleaner will help 
minimize the possibility of allergic skin reaction. 
KP• 65266A 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
Occupa~ional Safety and Health Administration 
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
Required under USDL Safety and Health Regulations for Ship Repairing, 
Shipbuilding, and.Shipbreaking (29 CFR 1915. 1916, 1917) 
SECTION I 
F-orrn ~"'i''''"'r·1 
0Mf1 r~~~ ·l4 11 1 J81 
- I EMERGENC-;-TELE;;:wNE ;::;;_;~ ------ -· MANUFACTURER'S NAME. 
ALTA CHEMICAL CORPORATION (619) 453-5010 
ADDRESS (Numb~r. Str~~t., City. Stau, and ZIP Code) 
11526-F Sorrento Valley Road, San Diego CA 92121 
CHEMICAL NAME AND SYNONYMS ITRADENAMEANDSYNONYMS 
DD, DD- 2. 5, DD-~) Djffusion Transfer Develoner 
CHEMICAL_FAMILV 
•. I FORMULA AQUEOUS PHOTO PROCESSING SOLUTION R1-183-01043 
SECTION II · HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 
PAINTS, PRESERVATIVES. & SOLVENTS % TLV ALLOYS AND METALLIC COATINGS " 
TLV 
IUnitsl I Units) 
PIGMENTS n/a BASE METAL 
T 
In/a 
CATALYST n/a ALLOYS In/a 
VEHICLE n/a METALLIC COATINGS n/a 
SOLVENTS n/a 
FILLER METAL 
n/a PLUS COATING OR CORE FLUX 
ADDITIVES n/a OTHERS n/a 
OTHERS n/a 
TLV 




SECTION Ill . PHYSICAL DATA 
BOILING POINT (°F.) approx. f 213"F SPECIFIC GRAVITY (H20= I) 1.08 
VAPOR PRESSURE (mm H9.) approx. __ ..!_? __ PERCENT, VOLATILE 88% BY VOLUME (%) 
VAPOR DENSITY (AIR=l) approx. 1 
EVAPORATION RATE 
1 1 . H __ o __ =1 1 approx. 
SOLUBILITY IN WATER ---- ·-r~~~pl. 
APPEARANCE AND ODOR Clear, colorless, odorless solution. 
SECTION IV . FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 
FLASH POINT (Method used) FLAMMABLE LIMITS Lei Uel 
none 
EXTINGUISHING MEDIA 
J--:,........-----::----'--~c--:-::-::-::---:=-::--n:.:;.,_/-"-a __________ ------------------------------------~ 
SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES 
__________ n..G_ __ .. 
~-----------------·-------·---·----· ----------------------------1 
UNUSUAL FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS 
t----------------------------------- ------- . --------------1 
none 
PAGE (1) (Continued on reverse side) Form OSHA-20 
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SECTION V . HEALTH HAZARD DATA 
THRESHOLD LIMIT VALUE 
n/a 
EFFECTS OF OVEREXPOSURE 
n/a 
EMERGENCY AND FIRST AID PROCEDURES 
Wash skin and eyes if contacted. Prescribe emetics to cause 
vomiting if ingested. 
SECTION VI - REACTIVITY DATA 
STABILITY 
UNSTABLE 
CONDITIONS TO AVOID 
STABLE 
X 
INCOMPATABILITY {Materials to avoid} 
n /<>. 
HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS 
n/ 
CONDITIONS TO AVOID 
HAZARDOUS MAY OCCUR 
POLVMERIZATION 
WILL NOT OCCUR 
X 
SECTION VII - SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
STEPS TO BE TAI',E:"oo IN CASE MATERIAL IS RELEASED OR SPILLED 
Wash with plenty of water. 
WASTE DISPOSAL METHOD 
-----
To normal sanitary sewer. 
-
SECTION VIII - SPECIAL PROTE· TION INFORMATION 
RESPIRATORY PROTECTION (SpcCI/1' Type) 
none 
VENTILATION 
LOCAL EXHAUST SPECIAL 
normal air circulation 
MECHANICAL (General) OTHER 
PROTECTIVE GLOVES 
optional 
I EYE PROTECTION 
goggles recommended 
OTHER PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 
none 
SECTION IX - SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 
PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN HANDLING AND STORING 
Avoid undue skin e_ontart: Rmnl n¥.---n..nrm-<~1 rl P<>.nl in.oc"' 
OTHER PRECAUTIONS 
-
Do not swallow. 
PAGE (21 Form OSHA-20 
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ORIGINAL 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
Required under USDL Safety and Health Regulations for Ship Repairing, 
Shipbuilding, imd Shipbreaking (29 CFR 1915, 1916, 1917) 
SECTION I 
l'"orm Approved 
OMB No. 44·R13117 
MANUFACTURER'S NAME _, EMERGENC'\1: TEL-EPHONE NO. 
TKO CHEMICAL COMPANY (816) 232-7194 
ADDRESS (NunJber, Street, Cityt.State, and ZIP Cod~ 
401 Angeliq\ie Stree , st. Josepl , Missouri 64501 




CHEMICAL. FAMILY I FORMUL-A 
Compound Product N/A Propriatarv 
SECTION II - HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 
PAINTS, PRESERVATIVES, & SOLVENTS % TLV ALLOYS AND METALLIC COATINGS (Units) 
PIGMENTS BASE METAL. 
CATAL-YST AL.L.OYS 
VEHICL-E METAL.L.IC COATINGS 
SOLVENTS FIL.L.ER METAL PL.US COATING OR CORE FL.UX 
ADDITIVES OTHERS I 
OTHERS 
HAZARDOUS MIXTURES OF OTHER LIQUIDS, SOLIDS, OR GASES . 
This product is not classified as a "Hazardous Material" in nonnal1 use 
as defined in u. S. Department of Labor Regulations 29 CFR 1915.2, 
1916.2 and 1917.2. This product does not contain hazardous substances 
according to Federal and State Hazardous Communication Standards. 
SECTION Ill - PHYSICAL DATA 
BOILING POINT (°F.) '212°F SPECIFIC GRAVITY (H:zO=l) 
VAPOR PRESSURE (mm Hg.) N/A 
PERCENT, VOL-ATILE 
BY VOLUME (%) 
VAPOR DENSITY (AI R=l) N/A 
EVAPORATION RATE 
( =1) 
SOLUBILITY IN WATER Canplete 
A~EARANCEANDODOR Clear 
SECTION IV - FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 




SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES 
N/A 
UNUSUAL. FIRE AND EXPL.OSION HAZARDS None 












Rev. May 72 
SECTIQN V • HEALTH HAZARD DATA 
THRESHOLD LIMIT VALUE 
EFFECTS OF OVEREXPOSURE 
Product is slight eye irritant. 
EMERGENCY AND FIRST AID PROCEDURES 
In case of contact, flush with water. If 
irritation persists call a physician. 
SECTION VI • REACTIVITY DATA 
STABILITY 
UNSTABLE CONDITIONS TO AVOID 
STABLE 
XX 
INCOMPATABILITV (Materill/s to avoid) 
HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS 
MAY OCCUR 
CONDITIONS TO AVOID 
HAZARDOUS 
POLYMERIZATION 
WILL NOT OCCUR XX 
SECTION VII • SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE MATERIAL IS RELEASED OR SPILLED 
Flush' to drain. 
-
WASTE DISPOSAL METHOD 
Dispose of in accordance with local ordinance. 
SECTION VIII - SPECIAL PROTECTION I~FORMATION 
RESPIRATORY PROTECTION (Specify type) 
N/A 
VENTILATION LOCAL EXHAUST SPECIAL 
N/A 
MECHANICAL {Genua/) N/A OTHER 
PROTECTIVE GLOVES 
N/A 
I EVE PROTECTION 
N/A 
OTHER PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 
SECTION IX·· SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 
PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN HANDLING AND STORING 







MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 
343 State Street 
Rochester, New York 14650 
For ~rger~y Health, Safety, and Environmental Information, call (716) 722-5151 
For all other purposes, call the Marketing and Distribution Center in your area. 
Revised Date of Preparation: 9/27/84 Approved by U.S. Department of Labor 
==:====~===:==-========================================================================== 
SECTION I. IDENTIFICATION 
• Product NaN: KOOAK PHOTO-FLO 200 Solution 
• Foraula: Aqueous Mixture 
• Kodak Photographic cne.icals Catalog Number(s): CAT 146 4502 - 4 Fluid ounces; 
CAT 146 4510 - 16 Fluid ounces 
• Solution HUIIber: 3107 
• Kodak Accession NUIIber; 354804 
========================================================================================= 
SECT I ON II . PROOUCT AND COMPONENT HAZARD DATA 
Weight Kodak 
A. COMPOHENT(S); Percent TLV! Accession No. 
Water 60-70 --- 035290 
Propyl- glycol 25-30 --- 901321 
*p-Tertiary-octylphenoxy polyethyl alcohol 
5-10 --- 913075 
•Principal Hazardous eo.ponent(s) 
8. PRECAUTIONARY UBEL STATEMENT(S); 
Contains p-tertiary-octylphenoxy polyethyl alcohol 
IARNING! 
CAUSES EYE IRRITATION 
Avoid contact with eyes. 




Firat Aid: In case of eye contact, i-.ediately flush with plenty of water 
for at least 15 •inutes. Get .adical attention. KEEP OUT OF REACH OF 
CHIUIIIEN. 
========================================================================================= 
SECTIOH Ill. PHYSICAL DATA 
• Appearance and Odor: Colorless solution; odorless 
• Boiling Point: >too oc (> 212 °F)@ 760 -.~tg 
• Vapor Pressure-: - 18 -'lg @ 20 °C 
• Evaporation Rate (n-butyl acetate = 1); Not Ava I I able 
• Vapor llllnsity (Air = 1 k - 0.6 
• Volatile Fraction by Weight: - 65% 
• Specific Gravity (H,O = 1): 1.03 . -=; -7.0 





~E.!..'!!!~ FIRE AND ~XPLOSION HAZ~~!!.Jl~!.~ 
• Flash Point: None 
• Extinguishing Media: Water spray, Dry chemical, co, 
• Special Fire Fighting Procedures: 
Wear self-contained breathing apparatus and protective c~othing to prevent 
contact with skin and eyes. 
• Unusual Fire and Explosion Hazards: None 
========================================================================================· 
SECTION V. REACTIVITY DATA 
• Stability: Stable 
• Incompatibility: Strong oxidizers 
• Hazardous Decomposition Products: 
As with any other organic aaterial, co.bustion will pr~e carbon dioxide 
and probably carbon .anoxide. 
• Hazardous Poly.erization: Will not occur. 
========================================================================================= 
SECTION VI. TOXICITY AND HEALTH HAZARD DATA 
A. THRESHOLD LIMIT VALUE: Not Applicable 
B. EXPOSURE EFFECTS; 
~: Causes eye irritation. 
C. FIRST AID: 
~; 1.-ediately flush eyes with plenty of water for att least 15 •inutes 
and get Mdical attention. 
D. TOXICITY DAU 
Test Result'·' Classification"' 










SE~TION VII. PERSONAl PROTECTION AND CONTROLS 
A. RESPIRATORY PROTECTION; None should be needed. 
B. VENTIUTIOH: 
Local Exhaust: None should _be needed. 
Mechanical (General): Reco.A18ndecl 
C. SKIN AND EYE PROTECTION; Safety glasses should be worn. 
=============================================================-=========:================= 
SECTION VIII.. SPECIAl STORAGE AND HANDLING PRECAUTIONS 
Keep fro- contact with oxidizing aaterials. 
==================:==:.:;:========.===============:;::::::================================ 
SECTION IX.:.· SPIL.h tEAK, AND DISPOSAL PROCEDURES 
Flush .aterial to sewer with large ...aunts of water. 






AX. EHVIROIItEHTAL EFFECTS DATA ----
A. 5UK'tARY: 
This a..tical for-..lation has not been tasted for anvir0111118fltal affects. 
~ leoratory test data and pub I ished data are ·avai labia for the rwajor 
c:o.-po~-ts of this c'-ical fori!Uiatlon, and these data have been used to 
provict. the following esti~~ate of envlr~tal il!pact:' · '· • 
This a-leal for-..lation has a IIOdarate biological oxygen deaoand, and it Is 
expect-.! to causa SON oxygen depletion in aquatic syst8111s .. It is expected 
to havtt a ~arate potential to affect aquatic organis~s. It is expected to 
have a Jow potential to affect secondary waste treatment ~icroorganisms. If 
diluted with a large a.ount of water, a .aderata quantity of this chemical 
for-..liatiun released into the anvirOfW&nt is not expected to have a 
s i gn i f iiccan t i l!lp3Ct. 
========================================================================================== 
SCCTIOH XI. TJUHSti!ORTATION 
For transpol'tat:Jon inforaation regarding this product, please phone the Eastman. Kodak 
Distribution ta.ntar nearest you: Rochester, NY (716) 254-1300; Oak Brook, IL 
(312) 654-5300~ Cha.blae, GA (404) 455-0123; Dallas, TX (214) 241-1611; Whittier, CA 
(213) 945-1255;; Honolulu, HI (808) 833-1661. 
==================~====================================================================== 
SECTION XII. REP.EREHCES 
1. Unpubliahed data, Health and EnvirOIWent Laboratories, Eastrwan Kodak 
co.pany., Rochester, New York. 
2. Hodge, ltt.C., and Starner, J.H., .__ lndust. Hyg. Assn. Quart. 10:93, 1949. 
3. Varschu..ran, K., Handbook of Envir~ntal Data on Organic Chemicals, Van 
Nostran.d Reinhold Col!pany, New York, N.Y., 1977. 
4. Maack, li[.J. and Krza.inski, S.F., Bulletin of Environmental Conta~ination 
and To~lcology, ~ (3), 377-84 (1975) 
====================:==================================================================== 
The lnfor~~atl~ contained herein is furnished without warranty of any kind. Users 
shou{d consider these data only as a supplement to other Information gathered by them 
and -..st .aka Undapendent dater•inations of the suitability and completeness of 
infor~~ation fra.a all sources to assure proper use and disposal of these materials and 





U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
Required under USD L Safety and H~alth Re9ulations for Ship Repainng, 
Shipbuilding, and Shipbreakin9 (29 CFFl 1915, 1916, 1917) 
~------------------------~ 
SECTION I 
f- Ul ,n ,J.,ppfO\.~..J 
OMI:l No, 4·1·HlJB7 
MANUFACTURER'!. NAME 
Hurst Graphics, 
EMERGENCV TELEPHONE NO. 
(213) 223=4121 
SECTION II . HAZARDOUS INGREDIE!\'TS 
PAINTS, PRESERVATIVES, 8. SOLVENTS " 
TLV 
ALLOYS AND METALLIC COATINGS % 
TLV 
IUnitsl (Units) 
PIGMENTS BASE METAL I 
CATALYST ALLOYS 
VEHICLE METALLIC COATINGS 
SOLVENTS , 1-'ILLEH METAL I PLU5 LOATING OR CORE FLUX ·I 
• -•'IITIVES :, OT~IERS I i ! 
of'iERS 
'' ,' 
I i ! 
%! TLV ". ·, HAZARDOUS MIXTURES OF OTHER LIQUIDS. SOLIDS, OR GASES IUm~l 
co n c e n t r at ~-) 
I 
s6 Orq a'n i c 1 eve l s . ( in ! 
! ! i 
\ 
SECTION Ill • PHYSICAL DATA 
VAPOR PRESSURE (mm Hg,j 
~8-0_I_L-IN_G __ PO __ I_N_T_I_cF_._, __________________ ~r-~2L~1 _6~--~S~P~E~C~I~F~IC~G~~R~A~V~I~TY~-H-l0--rl-)--------------~l .1 50 
17 PERCENT, VOLATILE s·,... BY VOLUME ("to} ill 
EVAPORATION RATE 
VAPOR DENSITY lA I R•l l 1 () l.f ., ·t- ~ 
~-------------f--..L..&...CIL-~( ::ft:Cl: .-1-! f"· =l) 
1 ()() i i $0L.U81LITV IN WATER 
A.PPEARANCE AND ODOR rl p. i'l r rp_fi n n nl"'n"' 





FL.ASH POINT (Metl'lod llt.ed) 
Non- f1 ammab 1 e !FLAMMABLE L.IMITS N J A f----..=~--~---1-1--u·-e-'_-; 
EXTINGUISHING MEDIA 
..____ N/A 
!',....CIAL FIRE FIGHTING PRC>CEOURES 
N/A 
UNUSUAL FIRE ANO EXPL.OSION HA·ZAROS N/A 
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SECTION V · HEALTH HAZARD DATA 
THRESHOLD LIMIT VALUE 
EFFECT!> OF OVEREXPOSURE 
a nic acid portion may 
EMt.RGENCY AND FIRST A I D PR OC E DURES 
l_f1__£E_~_LQ.f contact with concen_t_r_~_te~mme.Qiately flush skin ore es 
with plenty of water for at least 15 minutes; for eye s , get 
SECTION VI REACTIVITY DATA 
STAB I L ITY 
UNSTABLE CONDITION S TO AV UI D 
S T A BLE X 
INCOMPATABILITY (Matena/s 10 OVOid) 
S t r on q alkali. 
HAZARGOU5 DECOMPOSITION PRODU CT!> 
T , """"'"'" ... .;+.;,..."' "' __ in 1 rl r :> "" h r. n m r. n r. .;rJ,., ._I"''"' 'J J TcdNDrt7orrs'Yo .Avb\b' ~~. 
HAZARDOU5 MAY O CC UR 
PULY M E.RILAT ION 
I WILL NOT OCCUH v 
J' 
SECTION VII SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
!>TEPS TO B E. TAKEN IN CASE MATERIAL 15 FH.LEASEO Ufl S PILLE D 
Remove by mopping with plenty 
~-
..f)_~ c 1'1 :>n "R d wat8r:. If s p j ] ] j s large , absorb jn Bi_e_arhonatf> of 
~O.d.a-be..f.JJ~P mf"l V rl 1 
W /\51!;. DI~POSAL Ml THO D 
<:.+:.nrl:>!=d ~,o,1aste ~ Yntp ' 
SEt; fiON VIII · SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION 
,.....,... -- - --·· 
k E !.P IRAl O RV PROTECTION (Spt!CI[V type) 
~I A 
LOCAL E !(HAUST I S PECIAL 
VENT ILATI O N 
. N/ A 
MECHAN ICAL (General) OTH ER 
PR OTECTIVE. GLOV£5 EYE PROTECT ION I 1-Rub..b e .e-~ 1 o v e s._ .r.e. c..omme..n d.eA Re.c.o.mme n d. -9 rHtll._ 1 p c:: 
CJ I HI:.R 1-'k uli:: "liVE. LUU II'Mt. N T 
.-.-
SECTION IX · SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 
PR lCAUTIONS TO fjl. 1AKE.N IN HANDLING AN O STOI-!INu 
~-------------------------------------~lzea¥e_Jn_cnQLai~~~1ied 
except when in use. Avoid contact wit h skin and eyes . 
·-
f-o, ·it(-R-PR_I:_C_AIJ-f·I·O-N-~- --- ·- -- ---------------------=] 
.__ _________ _ _ _ __ _______ ________________________ J
PAGE (2)..,. 1 
Composition Area 
87 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA. SHEET 
Required under USDL Safety and Health Regulations for Ship Repairing, 
Shipbuilding, and-Shipbreaking (29 CFR 1915, 1916, 1917) 
SECTION I 
Form Appro ... eo 
OMB No. 44·R I l87 
--MANUFACTURER'S NAME I EMERGENC'<:: TELEPHONE NO. 
ALTA CHEMICAL CORPORATION (619) ll53-5010 
AOOREfS ~Nwg'_~'• ~IT~~I. Citt: Statt,fnd ZIP Cod~d 1 2 -F orren o Va ley Roa , San Diego, CA 92121 
CHEMICAL NAME AND SYNONYMS 
NGS RCD-5, RCD-55 Developer & Replenisher 
I TRADE NAME ANO SYNONYMS 
CHEMICAL FAMILY I FORMUI...," 
103-62 AQUEOUS PHOTO PROCESSING SOLUTION 
SECTION II · HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 
PAINTS, PRESERVATIVES, & SOLVENTS % TLV ALLOYS AND METALLIC COATINGS " 
TLV 
IUnitsl (Unitsl 
PIGMENTS n/a BASE METAL. n/a 
CATALYST n/a ALLOYS n/a 
l 
VEHICLE n/a METALLIC COATINGS n/a 
SOL. VENTS n/a 
FILLER METAL. 
n/a PL.US COATING OR CORE FLUX 
ADDITIVES n/a OTHERS n/::~ 
OTHERS l?n n fl r;::::-.,. n/a 
ilJ r_n I ~woo~tf/!.JffforPJJ~~uautos. soLtos. aR GAsEs " 
TLV 
(Unitsl 
re rm ~;. '::' ·' ~ u u L.J;JC 7/ nAL~?) lm 0 .1 I 
u ·tuJ ~n1 r 1/IA\11 rerm ~;, ~ u u11 lUJ i/> 1 "' l, I I i'! --- . ' 
n n ;: u , u u \.J u 'l u J In 1/1 VA I /~ ~ n ~ : ~ u L!::::J Ll~;, ! .1 .J; 
1 i .\, 1 r r ') /r fDJ f? !2\ n ~ U7Jl_ ij 71 ({ j }/t\\1/ ({' ~-I I J \ , • :·1 1 I ' ~ r ' ~ .. 
I I,·') l i ,-j II i I I I I I I I ~~ r-., ~ -- LJ u l ~ I 'I\. 




BOILING POINT (°F.) approx. 200"F SPE~IFIC ciRA,IIT~ (HlO~·ll 1. 27 
VAPOR PRESSURE (mm H9.) 18 
PERCENT, VOLATILE 
61)% approx. BY VOLUME (%) 
VAPOR DENSITY (AIR•l) approx. l EVAPO(~N R~TE I H -- -1) approx. 1 -- ----- <-
SOLUBILITY IN WATER com pl. 
APPEARANCE AND ODOR clear, colorless to tan solution: odorless 
SECTION IV · FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 
FL.ASH POINT (Method used) I FLAMMAB~--~~~ITS I Lei -T Uel none 
EXTINGUISHING MEOlA 
n/a 
... ··-------- -- .... -------· .. - . ···-- ------·--·-·· 
SPECIAL. FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES n/a 
----- ... ·- --· ---- . -----·------- ·-·-
------ ... ------------ .. --·- ----- . 
UNUSUAL. FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS none 
-------·-·---- -------- --··--------. ........ ----· 
·-· 
PAGE (1) (Continued on reverse side) Form OSHA-20 
"'"· Iloilo)' 12 
. 
SECTION V • HEALTH HAZARD DATA 
THRESHOLD LIMIT VALUE 
n/a 
EFFECTS OF OVEREXPOSURE 
n/a 
. 
EMERGENCY ANO FIRST AID PROCEDURES 
Wash skin and eyes if contacted. 
Prescribe emetics to cause vomitin~ if in~ested. 
SECTION VI • REACTIVITY DATA 
STABILITY 
UNSTABLE 
CONDITIONS TO AVOID 
STABLE 
X 
INCOMPATABILITV (Materiall 10 a11oid) 
none 
HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS 
none 
CONDITIONS TO AVOID 
•tAZAROOUS MAV OCCUR 
POLYMERIZATION 
WILL NOT OCCUR X 
L 
SECTION VII • SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
STEPS TO BE TAKE:'II IN CASE MATERIAL IS RELEASED OR SPILLED 
Wash with plenty of water. 
WASTE DISPOSAL. METHOD 
To normal sanitary sewer. 
SECTION VIII • SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION 
RESPIRATORY PROTECTION (Specify type) 
none 
VENTILATION LOCAL EXHAUST 
SPECIAL 
normal air circulation 
MECHANICAL (General) OTHER 
PROTECTIVE GLOVES I EVE PROTECTION 
optional goggles 
OTHER PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 
none 
SECTION IX • SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 
PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN HANDLING ANO STORING 
Avoid undue skin contact. Employ normal cleanliness. 
OTHER PRECAUTIONS 




"••· Mar 72 
\ 
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
fi)R PRESSURIZED PRODUCTS 
SECTION I- PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION 
·-----
COMPANY NAME Regular Telephone Number: 312-628-0998 
SPRAYWAY, INC. Emergency Telephone Number. 312-628-0998 
ADDRESS 
484 VISTA AVE. t ADDISONt IL 60101 
PRODUCT TRADE NAME OR BRAND NAME 
SPRAYWAY FORMULA 40 GLASS CLENAER 
OTHER PRODUCT DESCRIPTION OR IDENTIFICATION Cleaning Spray # 83006 
SECTION II- HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 
INGREDIENT CHEMCIAL NAME 
Type of Approximate TLV Other Toxicity 
Hazard( s) Weight% Value Information 
Ethanol Flammable 20 ~000 OSHA TWA-ppm 1000 ppm 





Hydrocarbon Propellant Pressure 5 ACGIH TWA= Flammable 1000 ppm 
SECTION Ill- PHYSICAL DATA 
Boiling Point: NA Specific Gravity: NA 
Vapor Pressure (psi g): 140@ 1300F -~ Percent Volatiles Approx. 1 00% by Volume (%): 
Vapor Density (AIR= 1 ): Greater 
Evaporation Rate Slower ( n- Butyl Acetate = 1 ) : 
Solubility in Water. Complete 
Appearance and Odor. Wide, hollow cone spray, semi-stable foam, solvent/ 
floral odor, no residue on wiping. 
SECTION IV- FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 




SPECIAL FIREFIGHTING PROCEDURES: Keep containers cool. Use equipment or shielding as 
required to protect personnel agajnst bursting, rupturing, or venting containers. 
UNUSUAL FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS: At elevated temperatures (over 54°C=130°F) 
containers may vent, rupture, or burst. 
Ill 
Unless noted otherwise. all information given is on the TOTAL PRODUCT. INCLUDING propellents. 



























MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET FOR PRESSURIZED PRODUCTS (Continued) SIDE 2 
PRODUCT BRAND NAME: 
_t_ •• <"-' ' : SECTION V ·HEALTH HAZARD DATA 
Threshold Limit Value (TLV): NA 
---- --
EFFECTS OF OVEREXPOSURE: Excessive inhalation may cause nasal irritation. Eye contact causes 
temporary irritation, no damage if flushed. Excessive skin contact may cause irritation. Ingestion may 
cause irritation. 
EMERGENCY AND FIRST AID PROCEDURES: If unconscious, remove victim to fresh air and call a 
physician. In case of eye contact, flush immediately with large amounts of water. 
Low overall toxicity, but if large amounts are ingested, take to physician 




Stable Conditions to avoid: 
lncompatability (Materials to avoid): None ---
HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS: 
Carbon Monoxide at generally low levels. 
------·--
Hazardous Polymerization: None 
SECTION VII - LEAK AND DISPOSAL PROCEDURES 
------- ---------~--
STEPS TO BE TAKEN IF CONTAINERS ARE LEAKING. OR LARGE AMOUNTS ARE RELEASED: 
Flush to drain, or soak up with absorbant materials. 
-
WASTE DISPOSAL METHOD: Do not puncture or incinerate containers. Give empty, leading or full 
containers to a disposal service equipped to safely handle and dispose of pressunzed containers. 
SECTION VIII- SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION ----------- --·----~--- - --
RESPIRATORY PROTECTION (Specify type): None, avoid excessive inhalation of vapors. 
··--
VENTILATION LOCAL EXHAUST (Hoods, Fans, etc.): NA 
MECHANICAL (General Area Ventilation): Should be on if spraying large amounts. 
r---------- --·---------·- oo-- -----·-~---- ·---·--- _.._ __ , o.-- • 
PROTECTIVE GLOVES: EYE PROTECTION: 
None None, do not spray toward eyes. 
_ .. 
OTHER PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT: 
None, do not wear clothes soaked by spray. 
SECTION IX - SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS - --------· 
PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN iN HANDLING AND STORAGE: Do not store where temperatures 
could exceed 54oc (1300F). 
OTHER PRECAUTIONS: 
---- -- --·---
SPECIAL PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS: Please read and follow the directions on the product 
label; they are your best guide to using this product in the most effective way, and give the 
necessary safety precautions to protect your health. 
- Oate Filled Out: 11/23/83 ; Prepared or Approved by: ~ ~a.,~ 
The accuracy of data and information given on this form ts not guaranteed. but it has been filled out 
to the best of our knowledge and belief. If you find any errors.or hav~.- any suggestiOns to improve the 
presentation. please contact us at the address given on the first IJa~Je. 




























U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
O~cupational Safety and Health Administration 
f oo-n Approw•d 
OMQ No. 44·~ 138? 
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
Required under USDL Safety and Health Regulations for Ship Repairing, 
Shipbuilding, and-Shipbreaking (29 CFR 1915, 1916, 1917) 
SECTION I 
MANUFACTURER'S NAME 
ALTA CHEMICAL CORPORATION 
EMERGENC~ TEL-EPHONE NO. 
( 619) 453-5010 
SECTION II - HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 














OTHERS f:J?n n n r:::-, _ n/a 





PLUS COATING OR CORE FLUX 
OTHERS 
; -~·- .· i ~-.... ) i ' ! : . :' . 
11 1 r 1·1 1, , , 
._ Ll '<- .. t.:.i 
r:-~ •---, ~ --
.j. i ~-· i • : . .. ~__...- L:-- It., •} 
~ ~ LJ u . u u \J u ~-!J rn !f\V/IJ 'id \ '/ I ({/ )/~\/ /r)'lf~ r fl ~~ 
" 
" 
,. · ' 1 <--";\ r::;-,-::1 ~~ !7' l(-=-,'\ n n n-;:: ~u . u ~ U ~ llJ) / /\'J 1 fl \·I 










~e_o_IL._I_N_G_PO __ IN __ T_c0_F_., ____ a~p~p~r-o_x __ • ________ +-·-2-0_0_· __ F ___ +_s_PE_c_'_F_Ic_a _ R_A_~_~T_Y __ I~-1-<o_•_l_I __ ~ ____ LilJ-=-l=~~~~ll\f~.'i·+-~1~·~l~4~--4 
· PERCENT, VOL.ATIL.E _60 __ VAPOR PRESSURE (mm Hg.l approx. 18 BY VOL.UME (%) 1;\ 
EVAPORAJION RATE 
VAPOR DENSITY (AIR"ll apprOX, 1 I __H u •1) apprOX. 1 
i--------------"-~--- .. --+--·-· ----1-L=~~,~==-::..!.!.--...!:!~:.:!:!.::~---~-2..----J 
SOL.UBIL.ITY IN WATER compl. 
APPEARANCE AND ODOR Clear, light yellow solution: slight acetic odor. 
SECTION IV . FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA I 





SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES 
n/a - -·----------- ---~-
- -·--· ... 
UNUSUAL. FIRE AND EXPL.OSION HAZARDS none -- -· ···-
PAGE (1) (Continued on reverse side) Form OSHA-20 
""· ...... '72 
-
SECTIO.N'V ... fHEAL TH HAZARD 0A1'" 
< 
.. ' . . - \'• ,, -- '. -·· ' '/ 




EMERGENCY AND FIRST AID PROCEDURES 
Wash with eyes plent.Y of water if 
Prescribe emetics to cause vomiting if ingested. 
SECTION VI • REACTIVITY DATA 
STABILITY 
UNSTABLE 
CONDITIONS TO AVOID 
STABLE 
X 
INCOMPATAIIILITY {Milt~nall to tll'Oid) 
Avo-Lii Rt:T'nna AI"-II'IA 
HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS 
Sulf'1 r rHnYinP 
ttAZAAOOUS MAY OCCUR 
CONDITIONS TO AVOID 
POLYMERIZATION 
WILL NOT OCCUR y l 
SECTION VII • SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
STEPS TO BE TA!-;E:"oo IN CASE MATERIAL IS RELEASED OR SPILLED 
Wash with plenty of water. 
WASTE DISPOSAL METHOD 
To normal sanitary sewer. 
SECTION VIII • SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION 
RESPIRATORY PROTECTION {Sp~cify typ~) 
none 
VENTILATION LOCAL EXHAUST SPECIAL 
Good air circulation 
MECHANICAL {G~n~ral) OTHER 
PROTECTIVE GLOVES I EVE PROTECTION 
not required no special 
OTHER PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 
none 
SECTION IX • SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 
PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN HANDLING AND STORING 
Nn'l"'m;tl l"lf'~nli"'"'"'"' 
OTHER PRECAUTIONS 






JhY. Nl)' 7J 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
Occupational Safety and Health Administretion 
MAJ:£·RIAt SA<fElY 'OA lA SHEET 
Required under USDL Safety and Health Regulations ,for Ship Repairing. 
Shipbuilding, and.Shipbreaking (29 CFR 1915, 1916, 1917) 
SECTION I -
,. or m Appro••o 
OMB No. U·A I )17 
MANUFACTURER'S NAME I EMERGENC" TELEPHONE NO. 
ALTA CHEMICAL CORPORATION (619) 453-5010 
ADDRESS 'f~mb~r!!ltr~~t. City, State, and ZIP Codt} 
115 -F rrrrento Valley Road. San Die,go CA 92121 
CHEMICAL.NAME AND-SYNONYMS . I TRADE NAM.E AND SYNONYMS 




ALTA HFA-877-2 AQUEOUS PHOTO SOLUTION 
SECTION II · HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 
PAINTS, PRESERVATIVES, & SOLVENTS % TLV ALLOYS AND METALLIC COATINGS " 
TLV 




CATALYST n/a ALLOYS n/a 
VEHICLE n/a METALLIC COATINGS n/a 
FILLER METAL 
n/a 







HAZARDOUS MIXTURES OF OTHER LIQUIDS, SOLIDS, OR GASES "' 
TLV 
(Units) 
'. ' '1. 
SECTI61\i'111 · PHYSICAL DATA 
BOILING POINT (°F.) apprOX, 200 • p SPECIFIC GRAVITY (H2 0zl) 
~------------------~~~~-----~~ ~~------------------------------~~~~~ PERCENT, VOLATILE VAPOR PRESSURE (mm Hg.) 
approx. 18 BV VOLUME(".!.) 
EVAPORATION RATE 
1-v_A_P_o_R_D_EN-SI_T_Y_tA_r_R_=_l_l ____ a..::.p-=.p_r_o_x_:_ ________ _!_ __ -J_J.I.==~~==-:=~lJ...l __ ___Ja~PP..I!.!:r~O~X~.c__-----+----1!_ __ _J 
SOLUBILITY IN WATER 
cornpl. 
APPEARANCE ANO ODOR clear to haz colorless 
SECTION IV . FIRE'AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 




SPECIAL. FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES 
n/a -
UNUSUAL. Fl RE AND EXPLOSION HAZAROS 
none ...... ·-·-··-~· 
PAGE (11 (Continued on' reverse sldel 
L.al I Ual 
Form OSHA-20 
......... )' 7:1 
SECTION V • HEALTH HAZARD DATA 
THRESHOL.O L.IMIT VAL.UI!: 
n/a 
EFFECTS OF OVEREXPOSURE 
n/a 
EMERGENCY AND FIRST AID PROCEDURES 
Wash eyes with plenty of water if contacted; 
prescribe emetics to cause vomiting if in,~~;ested. 
SECTION VI • REACTIVITY DATA 
STABILITY 
UNSTABL.E 
CONDI'riONS TO AVOID 
STABLE 
X 
INCOMPATABILITV (Materials to ll"o/d} 
HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS 
CONDITIONS TO AVOID 
HAZARDOUS MAY OCCUR 
POL. VMERIZATION 
WILL NOT OCCUR 
y 
SECTION VII • SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
STEPS TO BE TAV.E:-l IN CASE MATERIAL IS RELEASED OR SPILLED 
Wash with plenty of water. 
WASTE DISPOSAL METHOD 
To normal sanitary sewer. 
SECTION VIII • SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION 
RESPIRATORY PROTECTION (Spuify type) 
none 
VENTILATION LOCAL EXHAUST SPECIAL good air circulaiton 
MECHANICAL. (General) OTHER 
PROTECTIVE GL.OVES 
not required 1 EVE PROTECTION goggles 
OTHER PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT none 
SECTION IX • SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 
PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN HANDLING AND STORING 
normal cleanliness avoid orolonJZed skin contact 
OTHER PRECAUTIONS 




lllew. IIIII)' 72 
U.S. D~P,o.,rqr,~,;t~J ;OE ~.A?f>!i 
Occupiltional S•fet\' 1nd H~Mith Acin~ints~~etiun 
MATERIAl''"'SAFETY" DATA SHEET 
-----------------------------RtQuirtd und~r USOL Safety and i-ic:il!~h r.,;;.;:a:ic."ls for ShiF Rr~airin;. 
Shipwildin~. and Shipl:l•c•~ir.; (29 CFR 1SlS, 1S15, 1917) ' 
. SECTION I 
'•'"" .... , ..... 
OMI Na,.&&•IIIU., 
..u."Nv~n""'"-s ""'"'""' -· GENERAL PHOTO PRODUCTS .. I E.M~IIIC.tNC"t TEL.EII'MON£. NO. 
Division· of . '"'"RHON·E. POULENC SYSTEJ1S co . (201) 297"0100 
P.O. BOX 125i BLACK HORSE LANE 1 MJNivDUlli JUNCTION NJ 08852 
~-MtC:AL. NAMt ~'70 $'1"N0NYMS. rJ: T~CE NAME ANC SYNONYMS 
GPP LD-20 LD-41 PART A Generalith Dev loper· 
''"'£MICA:. FAMIL.)h • ' 1 . ll FORMUL..t:. SML 9 7 6 ~ aqueous p oto process1.ng so utl.on - -
SECTION II . HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 
~AINTS, ll111ES£RVAP.TIVES, It SOLVENTS 
'"' 
I TI.V ALLOYS ANO METALLIC COATINGS "' 
n.v 
. 1Units1 (U,.;a) 
l I I I _n_/ ;:a ••C,.,.f:NTS ! ! n/a ao~.st ME'TAL. 
I 
I In/a C:ATAL.VST ; l'l/a AI..L.OVS --:-
I vt-•CL.E M(T Al,.l.tC: COA TINCS I - -·- :'I./a in/a 
SOI.VENTS n/a 
I"II.I.Eiit METAL. I I n/a ' I 11'1.1./S COA~INC O~;t CORE I'L.UX 
i ' I I OOtTtVES ! i n/a ~ OT1-4EitS n/a 
~ 
i ! I I OT ... Eas f n/a 




n/a I I 
; .I .. ~ . - . . . - .. --
•" ····- .. . -
.. . ... .. ..... .. ..... , . ·- --
SECTION Ill . PHYSICAL DATA 
~---·PI'--· --·-.- ··--- . i I 
80ti.INC -<)tNT t'J".t aoorox. I 212°F I SPECII'IC CIIAIVITV ,..;~0·11 1. 2 3 . I II'£111CENT, VOI.ATII •. E 
VAP()CI ~1!£551.1111£ I'''"" .... iO:)I"OX 
. 
18 60\ I . ev VOI..U..CE (~I . ! I !VAIIf!OIIIATION IIIATE VAP()III Of:NSITV (AIIII•lJ aoorox. 1 I I ~ 0 •11 aoorox • 1 
S0L..U81L.ITV IN WAT~· I 
... 
comolete 
A-EA .. AP.NCI: ANO 000• ,_ l ,.,~~~- ·eol.orless .to sli::rht '!:)lU."':\ solution· odorless 
SECTION IV • FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD O.A.TA 
•'-As ... -o•NT ,_,._. ..... , j"I.A"""'*••~ot '-'""'Ts t "--' 1 u.• none 1------+------1 
------------------------------------------~ 
~--- ---- ------------~------------------------------------------~ 
n/lll 
s.•f.c••'- ,,., ~~"•c ... T•NG ~•ocicUi"u · - ·· -
n/a ...... 
--------------------------------------------------~ 
1-u-N __ u_s_u_A4.-.,-,., ANO i'X•~oostON ...... z .a. •os · ·- .. -- ----------------------------------------------------------------4 
~---- ·---- __ .. _ non.~- ..... ---------------------------------------------~ 
SECTION V . t·tEAl TH HAZARD OAT A 
. - ''-~,.;:;-;;~ --~ n/a \ 
r1£~'!5 ;,11 ovtolltx~~vlllt - - -
n/a 
-... ERC£NC"' ANO I"I.ST AtO PROCEOVAE.S 
";"Jash skin and •.t: eves l..a. contacted. ·--
·-o-.:.:sc-i!:>e eme~ics ... o indu~e vnmi. ~incr if incr~t.:.d - ., 
SECTION VI • REACTIVITY DATA 
--·--- & • -- I I ~ -"''-'." VN$~.:0.81.£ I CONOITIONS TO AVOIO I 
I I 
! I : STASL.£ I X I 
··~~A-~'1'·~ •.IIJtc•r~ui~ ,,.. Jt'INJ; ---
Avoid strong acids. 
. .o:~ROO~S C£C~M"'$tTtON PQ,OQvCTS sulfur dioxide ' 
,.;,z..:.MOOVS I .......... OCCUlt I I CONOITIONS TO AVOtO 
C:._vM£.1ZATt0N I WII..L. NOT OCCUR I l " I ..... 
SECTION VII . SPILl OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
":'!> 'rO 8£. T~w.[r.. IN CASE MATERtAL. tS R£L.£AS£0 OR S'"IL.L.£0 
Wash with olentv of ,,.rater. 
•.-;ST£ OtSPOSAL. MET,..OO 
•· ... -
To normal sanitarv se~,.rer. - ---. 
SECTION VIII • SPECIAl PROTECTION INFORMATION 
none 
f[NT'I'-ATIOH I L.O<;AI.. EJC ... AUST ! SPECIAL. 
I normal ai .. circulation I 
not reauired j
t EVE ,.AOTEC":'ION 
no special :::eauirem.en-t.s 
none 
SECTION IX • SPECIAl PRECAUTIONS 
normal cleanliness 
Do not swallow. 
'AGE (21 
P.O. _BQX 
U.S. DE.'PAHTME~..!T CF L/i,~6R 
OccupJtional ~a'fcty anc.! Hc-c:!\t-1 : .. cmint~;~~ti:;r; 
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
F.equire: und.:r USDL S;;ie:y <~d riL'a:~h ;:.~;;_.:a·,,c_;; ~or Ship Re;ai~in;, 
Shipuuilrlin~. and Shipbrc~kir.z, (29 c=R 1:15, 1915, 191i) 
SECTION l 
c~(;pp''l,1)~·'2o/f.n:N(2YPART 
C.l"i~ 1.'. i C A~ f'AT."..1 ~ Y 
a ueous Photo rocessin 
SECTION II · HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 
Fr;r,..., AOI!HD•t: 
OMa he, •U·RlH? 
PAINTS, PRESERVATIVES, & SOLVENTS % TLV ALLOYS AND METALLIC COATINGS % 
TL.V 
IUninl (Unin) 
PIGMENTS n/a BASE METAL nl.=~ 
CATALYST n/a ALLOYS n/a 
VEHICLE n/a METALLIC COATINGS n/a 
S,OLVENTS n/a FILLER METAL nja PLUS COATING OR CORE FLUX 
~DOITIVES n/a OTHERS n/a 
OTHERS n/a 




SECTION Ill • PHYSICAL DATA 
BOILING POINT (°F.) aoorox. 200°F SPECIFIC: GRAVITY (H:zO•l) 1.32 
VAPOR PRESSURE (mm Hg,) aoprox. 18 . P'ERCENT, VOLATILE 54% BY VOLUME C'l') 
VAPOR DENSITY (AIR•l) approx. 1 EVA~~'OTION RATE ( .... •l) 1 
~ 
SOLUBILITY IN WATER total· 
APPEARANCE ANO ODOR clear, colorless to ·slight tan solution; odorless 
SECTION IV - FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 
FLASH POINT (Metnoo UMd) .,FLAMMABL.£ LIMITS l Lei I U.l none 
\TINGUtSHINC MEDIA 
n/a 
SPECIAL. F"IRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES 
n/a 
UNUSUA"L FIR£. A"'D EXPL.OSION HAZ.ARDS 
I 
t__ none 
SECTION V . HEALTH HAZARD D.ATA 
i~R£5,.,0;..0 l..IMii VAL.UE 
I D La r- EC'TS OF OVEREXPOSURE j 
n/a 
EMERCENCV ANO FII'!Si AIO PROCEDURES 
Wash skin and eyes if contacted; presctil:>e emetics to induce 
vo:nitinc if inqested. 
SECTION VI . REACTIVITY DATA 
S'TAS1l..1TV I UNSTABL..E I l CONDITIONS TO AVOID . 
i 
i STABL-E ! X I 
I INC0M;.ATA61L.ITV (.~1.:;/l'nD/$ IV Dl'uiJ; Avoid stronq acids. ! 
j HA:Z.AI<:>OUS CECDMPOSITION PRODUCTS 
i sulfur dioxide 
! CONOITIONS TO AVOIO 
HAZARDOUS MAY OCCUR 
POL VM£ R I:Z.A'riON 
WIL.L NOT OCCUR X 
. 
SECTION VII • SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
STEPS TO e£ TAKEN IN CASE MATERIAL IS REL...EASED OR SPIL.I..EO 
' 
Wash \>.'i th plenty of water. 
WASTE DISPOSAL METio•iOC 
To normal sanitary sewer . 
. . 
SECTION VIII • SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION 
RESPIRATORY PROTECTION {Sp~cify typ~) 
none 
VENTIL.ATION LOCAL EXHAUST normal 
SPECIAL. 
MECHANICAL. (G~11cro/) OTHER 
PROTECTIVE GLOVES I EVE. PROTECTION goggles recommended ' not required 
OTHER PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 
none 
SECTION IX • SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 
PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN HANCL.ING AND STORING .. 
Avoid undue skin contact; employ normal cleanliness. 
OTHER PRECAIJTIONS 
t:lO not swallow. 
PAGE (2) 
Cf'O 1)6·1110 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
Required under USDL Safety end Health Reguletlons for Ship Repairing, 
Shipbuilding, and.Shipbreaklng t29 CFR 1915, 1916, 1917) 
SECTION I 
I" or m Attlltro••d 
OM8 No. ·U·A 1317 
MANUFACTURER'S NAME t:MEAGENC'i TELEPHONE NO. 
( 619) 453-5010 
SECTION II - HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 
" 
TLV 
ALLOYS AND METALLIC COATINGS lUJtJttJ 
PAINTS, PRESERVATIVES, & SOLVENTS " 
TLV 
(Units) 
PIGMENTS n/p, 8ASE METAL. n/a 
CATALYST n/a ALLOYS n/a 
' VEHICLE n/a METALI..IC COATINGS n/a 
n/a 
FILLER METAL 
PLUS COATING OR CORE FLUX SOL.. VENTS n/a 




(Unit• I II !=JI 1@ t)~T~R.£S 1'1F OTHER LIQUIDS, SOLIDS, OR GASES 
I I \ ., I • I I I . I I LJ_l I L. { n ) I I n n r-... - -....:.-· u \ J 
1' 11 I L, \_LS~¢-.;IION·t·u'.'-. PHYS7CALrDATA 
---------------------~------~ 
BOILING POINT (°F.) approx. 212"F SPECIFIC GRAVITY (HlOzl) 
VAPOR PRESSURE (mm Hg.) aoorox. 18 
PERCENT, VOLATII..E 
BY VOLUME (%) 
EvAPORATION RATE 
approx. 1 ( H n - •1) ·----- approx o -·-
vAPOR DENSITY (AIR•l) 
-
SOL.UBIL.ITY IN WATER complo 
APPEARANCE AND ODOR Clear. colorless solution o odorless 0 
SECTION IV - FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD OAT A 




.. ------· ·--·------------~···- ····--
SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES 
-·- _____ ni~---------- ......... ---· -· ·-~ ·- ·----·-·---- ................ 
·--·-- . .. . ··--··----. ·----· ..... - ..... 
UNUSUAL FIRE AND E~PLOSION HAZARDS 
_____ [lone 
·--·-···--·-··· ... ··-···· 








""· ... , u 
SECTION V - HEALTH HAZARD DATA 
THRESHOLD LIMIT VALUE 
n/a 
Ef'FECTS Of' OVI!:REXPOSURE 
n/a 
EMERGENCY AND f"IRST AID PROCEOURI!:S 
Wash skin and eyes if contacted. 
Prescribe emetics to cause vomiting if ingested. 
SECTION VI • REACTIVITY DATA 
STABILITY 
UNSTABLE 
CONDITIONS TO AVOID 
STABLE 
X 
INCOMPATABILITV {Materillll to DI'Oid) 
Avnirt Rt:T'nnO' ~rirtR 
HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS 
Su1F'ur rti YirtP 
- CONDITIONS TO AVOID 
HAZARDOUS MAV OCCUR 
POL.VMERIZATION 
WIL.I.. NOT OCCUR 
][ 
t 
SECTION VII • SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
STEPS TO BE TAI'.E~ IN CASE MATERIAL IS RELEASED OR SPIL.L.EO 
Wash with plenty of water 
WASTE DISPOSAL. METHOD 
To normal sanitary sewer. 
SECTION VIII • SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION 
RESPIRATORY PROTECTION {Sp~cif.y typ~} 
none 
VENTII..ATION 
LOCAL EXHAUST SPECIAl. 
Normal air circulation 
MECHANICAL {Gmera/) OTHER 
PROTECTIVE GLOVES J EVE PROTECTION 
not required no soecial 
OTHER PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 
SECTION IX - SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 
PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN HANOI..ING ANO STORING 
Normal cleanliness 
OTHER PRECAUTIONS 
I Do not swallow 
PAGE (2) 
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U.S. OEftARTMENT OF LABOR 
Occupational S.fetv and Health Administration 
I' 01 m Alllll•o••" 
OMB No. U-A 1317 
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
Required under USDL Safety and Health Regulations for Ship Repairing, 
Shipbuilding, and-Shipbreaking (29 CFA 1915, 1916, 19171 
SECTION I 
MANUFACTURER'S NAME l EMERGENC~ TELEPHONE NO. 
ALTA CHEMICAL CORPORATION (619) 453-5010 
ADDRESS ttumbu, SIT~d. Cit{• Stat~. and ZIP Codt) 
11 26-F Sorren o Valley Road San Diego. CA '92121 
CHEMICAL. NAME AND SYNONYMS ,. ITRAOENAMEANOSYNONYMS 
NGS R-30 Replenisher Part B 
CHEMICAL. FAMILY I f'ORMVL.A 
ALTA LPDR-107'l AQUEOUS PHOTO PROCESSING SOLUTION 
SECTION II · HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 
% TLV ALLOYS AND METALLIC COATINGS I Units I 
PAINTS, PRESERVATIVES, a. SOLVENTS " 
PIGMENTS n/a BASE METAL 




n/a FILLER METAL PLUS COATING OR CORE FLUX SOLVENTS 
AOOITI\IES n/a OTHERS 
OTHERS /F{l 'l 'l rru ~ n n r-t-. n/a 
" 
r, f! ,~"" :_ .w u u u ~ u U U\JULX U 1 Jl'll~ fn) 1:\n n \\ 17 










BOILING POINT (°F.) approx. 200 • p SPECIFIC GRAVITY IH10z11 1. 32 
VAPOR PRESSURE (mm Hg.) 18 PERCENT, VOLATILE 54• 
~---------------------------------a~p~p_r_o_x_. _____ ~·---~----~B~V~V~O~LU~M~E~(~%~)--------------------------f---~~~~--1 
VAPOR DENSITY (AIR=l) 1 EVAPf?RQ-TION RATE 
~-------------------------a~p~p_r_o_~~--------~---+~'====~====~·~~~~------~a~p~p~r~o~x~·----+---~1~----
SOLUBILITV IN WATER compl. 
APPEARANCE AND ODOR Clear, colorless to slight tan solution; odorless. 
SECTION IV . FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 
FLASH POINT (Method used) I FLAMMABLE LIMITS l Lei I Uel none 
EXTINGUISHING MEOlA 
n/a 
·---~----- ----·-·---SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES 
_ n/ a __________ 
-·---··· --·----·-----
-··---····· 
UNUSUAL FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS 
none 





lhw. May 72 
SECTION V • HEALTH HAZARD DATA 
THAI:SHOI.D I.IMIT VAL.UE. 
n/a 
EFFECTS OF OVEREXPOSURE 
n/a 
EMERGENCY AND FIRST AID PROCEDURES 
Wash akin and eyes i( contacted; 
prescribe emetics to induce vomiting if ingested. 
SECTION VI • REACTIVITY DATA 
STABII.ITV 
UNSTABLE 
CONDITIONS TO AVOID 
STABLE X 
INCOMPATABIL.ITY (Maurillts to at~old) Avoid strong acids 
HAZARDOUS OI!:COMPOSITION PRODUCTS Sulfur dioxide 
-· CONDITIONS TO AVOID 
ttAZARDOUS MAY OCCUR 
POLYMERIZATION 
WILL NOT OCCUR X ' 
SECTION VII • SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
STEPS TO BE TA~E:-.1 IN CASE MATERIAL IS RELEASED OR SPILLED 
Wash with plenty of water. 
WASTE DISPOSAL METHOD 
To normal sanitarv sewer. 
SECTION VIII • SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION 
RESPIRATORY PROTECTION (Sptcify typt) 
none 
VENTILATION LOCAL EXHAUST SPECIAL Normal air circulation 
.. MECHANICAL (Gtntral) OTHER 
PROTECTIVE GLOVES 
optional 
I EYE PROTECTION 
goggles recommended 
OTHER PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 
none 
SECTION IX - SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 
PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN HANDLING AND STORING 
Avoirl unrllJP Rid n ron tact; 
OTHER PRECAUTIONS 
emplav nnl"'m:!l l'J P-"\n_l_irv>_C!J:> 
Do not swallow. 
PAGE (21 Form OSHA-20 
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f '•"i ' v l~OJ U.S. OEPAATMENT OF LABOR Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
MATERIAl SAFETY DATA SHEET 
Required under USOL. Safety and Health Regulations for Ship Repairing, 
Shiobuilding, and Shipbreaking (29 CFR 1915, 1916, 1917) 
SECTION I 
Jl'otm Aoorowd 
OM a No. U.A Ul1 
REV. 6/1/85 
MANUFAC":"UAI!:R"S NAME: I E(;~~E~C~:s_~;;;; NO. N.D.I. 
AC04ESS tNumtJc-, Str«t, City. St11u. and ZIP Codt:J 
ags N. Elston Ave Chicarro Ill . 60630 
Ct1EI\I41CAI.. NAME ANO SY .... ONVMS - .. - - . I TQAC£ NAME. ANO SVNONVMS Neutrofount 
Ct1C::MICAI.. FAMII..Y 
Solution 
I FORMI..I_'-"' . . . 
N'eutral Aaueous 
SECTION II • HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 
PAINTS, PRES!:RVA.T!VES. & SOl. VENTS I " I TLV I ALLOYS ANO METALL.IC COATINGS I " I TLV IU"'tsl ll.W!rttl 
PIGMENTS I 
' 
I BASE MET AI.. I I 
CATAI..V5T I I I AL.L..OVS I I 
11Et11C~ I I I ME"TAI..t..IC COATINGS I I 
:lOt.. VI!:~ I I I FII..I..EI'l ME"TAI.. I I Pt..US COATING OR CORE Ft..UX 
ACOITIVES I I I OTHERS I I 
OTHe:RS I I I I I 
HAZARDOUS MIXTt.IRES OF OTHER LICUIOS. SOI.JDS. OR GASES I " I TLV (UnrtS) 







SECTION Ill • PHYSICAL DATA 
BOIUNG POINT (°F.) I 212+ I SPECIFIC GRAVITY (l-llO•l) I 1 OR 
IIAPOR PRESSURE I""" M<l·l @6R 0 li' I .. 17 I P€RCE:NT, VOI..ATIL.£: 8V VOI..UME 1~1 i 7r:.. 
VAPOR OENSITV (AIR•ll . I . I EVAPORATION RATE 0.625 1 w~:te:r _ •Il 1 es~ J~R-n 1 
SOL.UBII..IT'V IN WATER I ComnletJ I 
AI>CIE.ARANCE ANO ODOR A green liauid with a faint sweet smell. 
SECTION IV • FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 
I'I...ASt-1 PO,'{T il'"'~)"oo ua.at \ I Ft..AMMABI..E I...JMITS l u1 I U.l None Anv - non-combustible 
EXTINGU1St11 .... G MEOlA 
SPECIAL. FIRE F1Gt1TI,.,.G PROCECUAES 
UNUSUAl.. ,.IRE ANC EXP!..OSIO .... I-IAZARCS 
PAGE (1) (Continued on rwe~ sidel Form CSHA-&;0 
SECTION V • HEAl. TH HAZARD DATA .. 
T!-IAVMOW) '-'"'uT v.-.L..u!: 
_ ater is the sole volatile c9mnonent 
EFFECTS OF C.VEREX"0£URE. 
Skin - Defatting action Eves- irritant 
EME.~f'>ICY AN0d"'IRST AIO "'AffEO~O • th 
... ~n an eyes: us w1 water. 
.. -· -- --.. - . .. -
.. 
SECTION VI . REACTIVITY DATA 
-· --·- . -
STASIUTY 
UNSi"AQ~ I j Co-.OITIONS TO .a.VOIO . - . -· ....... __ ----- ·- . .. . 
I 
S'TA!iU 
' ... - X I ~CQ;.w~o<T~81L..ITY 1,\[Jit·~t/Zl~ /~ o11o.c..i: -
. ---- .. 
.,.A.Z:AAOOUS CECOMPOSITION Pl'lOCUCTS · 
' MAY OCCUR I 
I C:ONOI TIONS TO A\1010 
1-fAZARCOUS .... -· 
POI...VMERIZATION I I 
-
wrt..:... NOT OCCUR X -- .. ·-
. . - ... 
SECTION VII . SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES . --·- .. .. -. ~ - ..... 
S7E;>S -:"0 iiE -:"AKE.J'< IN ~SE ,_.AT!i:RIAL. IS RE~SC::O OR SPII..i..EO 
Flush or monn-. with w~.ter · 
, 
-
wAST'E OISPOSAI.. METMOO 
. Sani tarr Sewers 
-
. -
- - - - . . -. 
.. . .. 
SECTION VIII . S?ECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION 
·- .. -. 
RE..So'>IRATORV PROTS'.C-:"ION iSpKIJy ry.·p~J 
... -· .. 
V!:NTIL.ATION I..OCAI.. il:XI-f"'UST I SP€CIAI.. 
·---- ·-- .. ····· ... .. ·-· 
ME.CMANICAL.. t<JI!n~fTili I OTI-fER 
....... 
Pl:lOTECTIVE Gt..OVE..S i £YE: PROTECiiON 
- ··-·· 
OTMER PROTEC"TIVE EQUIPMENT 
SECTION IX • SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 
;>q~8f'&Nhf.'tl9~ TA..KEN IN .,.q.N~t·-tNGPP.NO. i!QRING t 
. m 1n upr~g os~ ron o nrevent leaking. While no he~1th 
hazzard is known, it is wise to treat this material with resnect and 
OTaVtttfCAuTIONS 
.. 
_ 1 unecessary contact. 
-
.. . ·- . 
PAGE (2) Fonn OSHA-20 
• ..,. f\oll8y 7Z 
U.S. DEPA.RTMENT OF LABOR 'Orl'l'l Appro••• OM. ""'0· U·lllll317 
Occupatidnal &tfety and Health Administration 
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
R~uirlld under USOL. Satetv and Health Regulatiom for Ship Repairing, 
~ l'o 
Shipbuilding, and Shipbreaking 129 CFR 1915, 1916. 1917) 
·~':!-
... ..., 
SECTION·I Rev] sed I Nov. 1985 
~~}lrR'P'M>DUCTS COMPANY, INC. E,.,'6Y~E"'*!:f7 - 3 6 0 0 
~ Route 208, Oakland, N.J. 07436 
~m: "~ppf'rc'1ibl e Tl'j_omf\AHil~vmfMSARAB I C so. l4°Be. 
~fA~ppl icable FOilMUI..A 





RANGE IIIIITS) RANGE (UNITS! 
No Hazardous Materials 
SECTION Ill • PHYSICAL DATA 
BOILING POINT l'f .j Initial ~14 SPECIFIC GRAVITY IH20•1) 1.11 
VA POll PR£SSUI!I: 1-Hill ~33 PERCall VOlATilE IIV VOlUME ('/ol 60 
v.:.?QA DENSITY tAifl,.l} p.60 evA,WMRllf) 1 
I .. 
SOLIJIIILITY II WA TfR 100 j 
AI'PEAIWICE Alll ODOR Brown Liquid - Slightly Acrid Odor 
SECTION IV· FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 
fLASH POINT(-~I Not Applicable 
EX TIHGUISIIHG MEDII- If solution is dried out extinguishing media - any 
I ~CIA!. HREHGHTING PROCEOUAE. 
IJIIUS.UAl filii. H f'I.OS!Oio IIAlAIIIh 
fOIIM OSHA·20 
TUDE NAME -
.. UC'FION V • HEALTH HAZARD OATA 
~ 1ltUICliJ) ~l VAUlt N.l . 
fl"'tl' Of Mllf.I'IIIUN. Eye - !Tlild irritation 
t~~~tt~Gte• - FtiiST Mli'IIIICEDIIIIIl Wash with ll'lrge volumes of water. If 
irritation persists, see physician. 
·SECTION VI· REACTIVITY DATA 





IICIJioii'A 1*llfY ......... -J 
rnd c'! i 7. i no mt=~teor)a)s Strono. 
MZAIIOOUSIIKDIIPIISITIIIII NODUCTf. 
CO~, en on ionition 
IIAl AIIIIOU~ 
... CDIIITIDIIS TO AVDD .. 
"'IL YllltiiiZATIIIN lilA y III:QII . 
I 
WILl. lilT III:QII 
y 
SECTION VII· SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
....._Slli'STDiftAIIl:IIIII:AiifiiiA'IEIIIALISIIEWSEDORSPIU.Et Mop up and wah area with soap and water. 
·~~~ Sewer - subject to local sewer regulations. 




LOCAL EIIIAUS'T I ~'fDA. 
t\!~ 
\IEIITILATIIIII 
MECtiANICAO. I OTHE~ . ~liMn:. 
!'H. 
I'IIDTf.CTIVl &1.0\1£! I EYffiiiOTECTO. 
N~ I nnn~ipc: 
OTNEIII'IIOTIC'IIV£ EIIIJII'MEIIl 
' 
SECTION IX ·SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 
~TO If lAICfiiiiiiWIDUIIIi MID STiliiiiiC. Keen from freezing or excessive heat 
tJHEA mCAIITION~ 






0 ~ ~ 
MODERATE HIGH EXTREME 
2 ~ 3 ~ 4 
This MSDS complies with 29 CFR 1910·1200 (Hazard Communications) . 
PRODUCT NAME: NGS PLATE SENSITIZER DATE: 




50 I ndust rial Loop North I P.O. Box 979 
CITY, STATE, AND ZIP CODE 
Orange Par·k, E'locioa 32073 
EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBER • 904-264-3500 • This number is available days, nights, weekends and holidays. 
PRODUCT: 4010, 4010S WARNING STATEMENT: 
CHEMICAL NAME: NA 
CAS NUMBER: Not Applicable for Blends 
Combustible Mixture 
Toxic 
DOT PROPER SHIPPING NAME: Combustible Liquid 
Avoid prolonged or repeated vapor breathin • 
Avoid prolonged or repeated skin or eye 
contact. 
'UN Number: 1142 If swallowed , induce vomiting; seek 
medical attention immedi eately. 
I 
VOC: 10% - Rule 1130 
Non-photochemically reactive - Rule 102 
Use in well ventilated area 
FOR INDUSTRIAL USE ONLY 
Section I • INGREDIENTS 
MATERIAL TLV• 
l. Methyl Alcohol CAS~I 67-55--1 l\ 'N \'I.. "J~ 200pp;r.(skin) 






TLV -Threshold Limit Value NE - Not Established NA - Not Applicable 
Feperal Law R~uires persons receiving lhia Material Data Sheet to study it carelully, become aware of hazards, if any, of the product Involved. In the interest of safety 
you ahould (1) notify your employees, agents, and contractors of the information on thla aheet, (2) furnish a copy to each of your customers lor the product, and (3) r~uest 












Section II • EMERGENCY AND FIRST AID PROCEDURES 
If thla product com•• In contact with ityes, gently ftu1h with large quantltle• of water for at least 
15 mlnutN and Mek Immediate medical attention. 
If this product comes In contact with the skin, remove contaminated clothing and wash with 
quantities of water and seek medical attention if irritation from contact persists. 
Absorbed through skin. 
If breathing difficulties, dizziness, or light-headedness occur when working in areas with high vapor 
concentration, victim should seek air free of vapors. If victim experiences continued breathing difficulties, 
oxygen, where available, should be administered by qualified personnel until medical assistance can be 
rendered .. If breathing stops, begin artificial respiration and seek immediate attention. 
Do NOT give liquids if victim is unconscious or very drowsy. Otherwise, give 
more than 2 glasses of water and induce vomiting by giving 30cc (2TBL) Syrup 
of Ipecac. If Ipecac is unavailable, give 2 glasses of water and induce 
vomiting by touching finger to back of victim's throat. Keep victim's head 
below hips while vomiting. Seek medical attention immediately. 
Section Ill • PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS AND HEALTH INFORMATION 
This product may be an eye irritant. 
Prolonged or repeated skin contact may result in dermatitis. 
Various studies have shown a possible association with exposure to this product and the following: 
Liver abnormalities, kidney, eye, lung, spleen, brain, and 
nervous system damage. 
Section IV .. SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION 
Respiratory The UM of respiratory protection depend• on vapor concentration above the tim•welghted TLV. UN 
Protection a retpirator/gas mark with approplate Ol)lrtrldges and c.anltter (NIO$H approved, If available), or 
(Specify Type) supplied air equipment, depending on alrbome concentration. 
Ventilation General mechanical ventilation may be sufficient to keep product vapor concentrations within 
specified time-weighted TLV ranges. If general ventilation proves inadequate to maintain safe vapor 
concentrations, supplemental local exhaust may be required. Other special precautions, such as 
respiratory protection, may be required if vapor concentrations cannot be reduced to below the TL V 
by ventilation. 
Protective The use of gloves which are Impermeable to Eye - Safety glasses, chemical goggles and/or face 
Gloves the specific material handled Is advised to Protection shields are recommended to safeguard 
prevent skin irritation and absorption. against potential eye contact, irritation or injury. 
Other Impermeable aprons are advised when working with this product. The availability of eye washes 
Protective and safety showers in work areas is recommended. 
Equipment 
Section V- REACTIVITY DATA 






to Avoid Strong oxidizers 
Hazardous Thermal decomposition in the presence of air may yield carbon monoxide and/or carbon dioxide. 
Decompc:9tion 
Products 
Hazardous Conditions to Avoid: 
Polymerization 
May Occur NA 
Will rJ&t Occur 
Section VI - SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
Precautions Stay upwind and away from spill unless wearing appropriate protective equipment (See Section IV). 
In Case of Stop and/or contain discharge if it may be done safely. Keep all sources of ignition away. Ventilate 
Release or area of spill. Use non-sparking tools for cleanup. Cover with inert material to reduce fumes. Keep 
Spill out of drains, sewers or waterways. Contact fire authorities. Notify local health and pollution control 
agencies. Call spill response teams If large spill. 
--
Waste Dispose of product in accordance with applicable local, county, state and federal regulations. 
Oiaposal 
Method 
Section VII • STORAGE AND SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 
Handling & Keep product contaiMra cool , dry, and away from eources of Ignition. UN and store this product 
Storing with adequate ventilation. (See Sect1on IV) Keep product containers closed when not In use. 
Precautions 
Other Personnel should avoid Inhalation of vapors. (See Sections I,II ,III ,V,VI) Personal contact with the 
Precautions product should be avoided. Should contact be made, remove saturated clothing and flush affected 
areas with water. (See Sections II,IV,VI) 
Containers of this material may be hazardous when emptied. Since emptied containers retain 
product residues (vapor, liquid, and/or solid), all hazard precautions given In this data sheet 
must be observed. 
Section VIII • FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 
DOT Flash Point 
Flammability Combustible Liquid TCC 124 F Classification 
Extinguishing Use foam, C02 or dry chemical fire fighting apparatus. 
Media 
Unusual Fire Keep work areas free of hot metal surfaces and other sources of ignition. Blends containing 
& Explosion chlorinated products may exh ibit reduced flash point as the more volatile chlorinate evaporates. 
Hazards 
Fire The use of self-contained breathing apparatus is recommended for fire fighters. Water may be 
Fighting unsuitable as an extinguishing media, but helpful In keeping adjacent containers cool. Avoid 
Procedures spreading burning liquid with water used for cooling purposes. 
Section IX • PHYSICAL OAT A 
Approximate Vapor Density: 0 Heavier Than Air 
Boiling Range, OF 150 - 215 NE 0 Lighter Than Air 
Evaporation Rate: 0 Faster NE Percent 100% Solubility in 80% 0 Slower Volatile : Water: 
Specific Gravity: [);:Lighter Than Water 8.2 Weight (lbs.) Appearance & Odor: 
Per Gallon Cl ear, colorless liquid 
0 Heavier Than Water Faint alcohol odor 
Section X • DOCUMENTARY INFORMATION 
Product Code No. 4010 4010S Issue Date 10-5-85 Prepared By VM 
Replaces: Product Code No. Issued 
Reviewed By: JAS 
Tht optlona exprHNd herein tre tlloll of qutlifitd llptr11 within ANCHOR/LITHKEMKO lnd Ill auppllera. We btlltvt that tht Information contained htrtln 11 current as of the date or this material 
lilflly Dlla Shell. Since the UN of this Information and these opinions and the oondltlons or use or the product ere not w1thin the control or ANCHOAILITHKEMKO, II Is the user's obllgallon 





0 ..... ..... 
MODERATE HIGH EXTREME 
2 ..... 3 ..... 4 
This MSDS complies with 29 CFR 1910:1200 (Hazard Communication) 
PRODUCT NAME: DATE: 





50 Industrial Loop I p . 0 . BOX 9 79 
CITY, STATE, AND ZIP CODE 
Orange Park, Florida 32073 
EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBER • 904-264-3500 • This number is available days, nights, weekends and holidays. 
PRODUCT: 4047 WARNING STATEMENT: 
CHEMICAL NAME: NA Combustible Liquid 
CAS NUMBER: Not Applicable for Blends 
DOT PROPER SHIPPING NAME: Combustible Liquid " 
) '\., 
· UN Number: 114 2 ' 
V.O.C.: 16% -rule 1 02 
Non Photochemically Reactive 
A void Skin Con tact 
Avoid inhalation of vapors 
If swallowed, do NOT induce vomiting 
Seek medical attention immediately 
Use in well ventilated area 
(fO'/ I<'-
FOR INDUSTRIAL USE ONLY 
Section I · INGREDIENTS 
MATERIAL TLV' SOURCE 
1. Acetic Acid CAS#64-19-7 lOppm ACGlH 
2. B u ty 1 C elloso1 ve CAS#lll0-76-2 50ppm OSHA 
syn: 2-Butoxyethanol 25ppm ACGlH 
' 
3. Cyc1ohexanone CAS#lOB-94-1 50ppm OSHA 
25ppm ACGlH 
~ 
TLV • Threshold Limit Value NE • Not Established NA - Not Applicable 
- Fldtral Law Requires peraons receiving thla Material Data Sheet to study it carefully 
you ahould (1) notify your employeea, agenta, and contractora of the information on tt' 
your cuatomera to Inform their employeea and cuatomers as w• ·· 
"'are of hazards, if any, of the product involved. In the Interest of safety 

















Section II • EMERGENCY AND FIRST AID PROCEDURES 
If thla produc:t cornea In contact with eyes, .gently flush with large ~antilles of water for at least 
15 mlnutta and aeek immediate medical attention. 
If this product comes in contact with the skin, remove contaminated clothing and wash with 
quantities of water and seek medical attention if irritation from contact persists. 
May be absorbed through skin. 
If breathing difficulties, dizziness, or light-headedness occur when working in areas with high vapor 
concentration, victim should seek air free of vapors. If victim experiences continued breathing difficulties, 
oxygen, where available, should be administered by qualified personnel until medical assistance can be 
rendered. If breathing stops, begin artificial respiration and seek immediate attention. 
Do NOT induce vomiting. Seek medical attention immediately. --
Section Ill - PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS AND HEALTH INFORMATION -----------------------------4 
This product may be an eye irritant. 
Prolonged or repeated skin contact may result in dermatitis. 
May be absorbed through skin. 
Various studies have shown a possible association with exposure to this product and the following: 
Excessive overexposure may cause blood, lung, liver and kidney damage. 
May cause material toxicity in laboratory animals. 
Section IV • SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION 
Respiratory The uH of rtaplr.atory protection depends on vapor concentration above the time-weighted TLV. Uae 
Protection a respirator/gas mark wlth approplate cartrldgea and canltter (NIOSH approved, It available), or 
(Specify T)'PI) supplied air tqulpment, depending on airborne concentration. 
Ventilation General mechanical ventilation may be sufficient to keep product vapor concentrations within 
specified time-weighted TL V ranges. If general ventilation proves inadequate to maintain safe vapor 
concentrations, supplemental local exhaust may be required. Other special precautions, such as 
respiratory protection, may be required if vapor concentrations cannot be reduced to below the TL V 
by ventilation. 
-
Protective The use of gloves which are impermeable to Eye Safety glasses, chemical goggles and/or face 
Gloves the specific material handled is advised to Protection shields are recommended to safeguard 
prevent skin irritation and absorption. against potential eye contact, irritation or injury. 
Other Impermeable aprons are advised when working with this product. The availability of eye washes 
Protective and safety showers in work areas is recommended. 
Equipment 
Section V- REACTIVITY DATA 
Stability Conditions to Avoid: 





to Avoid Strong oxidizing agents. 
Hazardous Thermal decomposition in the presence of air may yield carbon monoxide and/or carbon dioxide. 
~ion 
Products 
Hazardous Conditions to Avoid: 
Polymerizalion 
NA May Occur 
X 
Will Not Occur 
Section VI - SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
Precautions Stay upwind and away from spill unless wearing appropriate protective equipment (See Section IV). 
In Case of Stop and/or contain discharge if it may be done safely. Keep all sources of ignition away. Ventilate 
Release or area of spill. Use non-sparking tools for cleanup. Cover with inert material to reduce fumes. Keep 
~pill out of drains, ••were or waterway&. Cont!lct fire authQrilita. Notify IOOil httllh and pollution 'ontrol 
agencltl. Oall IPIII r11ponse teams 11 large spill. 
Waste Dispose of product In accordance with applicable local, county, state and federal regulations. 
Disposal 
Method 
Section VII • STORAGE AND SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 
Handling I Keep product containers cool, dry: and away from aources or Ignition. Use and store this product 
Storing with ~uate ventilation. (Set Section IV) K"p product c:Qntalntrs clond when not In u ... 
Precautions 
Other Per.,nnel should avoid Inhalation of vapors. (See Sections I,II,III,V,VI) Personal contact with the 
Pr.cautions product should be avoided. Should contact be made, remove saturated clothing and flush affected 
areas with water. (See Sections II,IV,VI) 
Containers of this material may be hazardous when emptied. Since emptied containers retain 
product residues (vapor, liquid, and/or solid), all hazard precautions given in this data sheet 
must be observed. 
Section VIII • FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 
DOT Flash Point 
Flammability Combustible Liquid TCC 138 F 
Classification 
Extinguishing Use foam, C02 or dry chemical fire fighting apparatus. 
Media 
Unusual Fire Keep work areas free of hot metal surfaces and other sources of ignition. Blends containing 
& Explosion chlorinated products may exhibit reduced flash point as the more volatile chlorinate evaporates. 
Hazards 
Fire The use of self-contained breathing apparatus is recommended for fire fighters. Water may be 
Fighting unsuitable as an extinguishing media, but helpful in keeping adjacent containers cool. Avoid 
Procedures spreading burning liquid with water used for cooling purposes. 
Section IX • PHYSICAL OAT A 
Approximate Vapor Density: 0 Heavier Than Air 
Boiling Range, OF 
NE 0 Lighter Than Air NE 
Evaporation Rate: 0 Faster Percent Solubility in 
0 Slower NE Volatile: 87% Water: 50% 
Specific Gravity: 0 Lighter Than Water Weight (lbs.) Appearance li Odor: 10.1 Per Gallon Black opaque liquid 'X Heavier Than Water . Sweet Odor 
Section X • DOCUMENTARY INFORMATION 
Product Code No. 4047 Issue Date 9-24-85 Prepared By VM 
Replaces: Product Code No. Issued 
Reviewed By: JAS 
The optlont expretted herein are tho .. of qualified expena within ANCHORILITHKEMKO and 111 auppliera. We belteve that the tnformation contained herein it current II of the date of this material 
Saftly Data Sheet. Sinct the UM of thll Information and tha .. opiniont and the conditlona of uae of the product are not withtn the control of ANCHORILITHKEMKO, it " the user's obligation 
to clltermlnlthe condlhont of lift u .. or the product 
U.S .. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
MATERIAl SAFETY .. DATA S~HEET 
fltequlred under USD l. Safety and Health, Regulations· for· Ship Aepairing, 
· • Shipbuilding, and Shipbreaking {29.CFR 1915, 1916, 1917) , 
SECTION I 
Form APIIfOYiil 
OMS No ... .44·Ftlll7; 
MANUFACTURER'S NAME EMERGENCY TELEPHONE NO. 
HURST . h'r~APIU CS, Inc. 
':j ' ,, 
(213) 223-4121 
"SECTION II · HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 
PAINTS, PRESERVATIVES, & SOLVENTS % TLV 
' 
(Units) ALLOYS AND METALLIC COATINGS 
PIGMENTS BASE METAL 
·. ·-: .. 
.CATALYST ALLOYS 
VEHICLE METALLIC COATINGS 
SOLVENTS Acetone 40 7!JO FILLER METAL PLUS COATING OR CORE FLUX 
ADDITIVES t~rorna tic Hydrocarbon GO 100 OTHERS 
OTHERS 
HAZARDOUS MIXTURES OF OTHER LIQUIDS, SOLIDS, OR GASES 
flone 
SECTION Ill · PHYSICAL DATA ,' 
BOILING POINT (°F.) 132°F SPECIFIC GRAVITY (H20"l) 
VAPOR PRESSURE (mm Hg.) < na PERCENT, VOLATILE BY VOLUME (%) 
VAPOR DENSITY (AIR"'l) r·~/ A EV1f~OfAT.tfc:t RATE ( u • c • "'l) 
SOLUBILITY IN WATER 40~ 
APPEARANCE AND ODOR Characteristic-odor of acetooe. 
SECTION IV • FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 
,.LASH POINT (Method used) < 30°F. TCC !FLAMMABLE LIMITS I Lei 
EXTINGUISHING MEDIA Foam 
SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES Use foam - Avoid water 
iiJNUtiJAI. I'!IU .-N; IX"I.QJION MAIAIU)J HIOIILY FLAMitADlt 
Keep work area free of other sources of ignition. 
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HURST No. 203 2 SECTION v . HEALTH HAZARD DATA 
THFtESHOLO L.IMIT V AL. UE See Section II -- .. 
fFEfTS OF J'VEFtEX POSUFtE 
,. 
ro onge or repeated skin contact may cause dermatiti s. Eye irritant, naus.ca and 
vomiting. possible blindness ff neglected. Absorption through skin. 
i"fFtGENCY A~f F I RSf~ IDhROCi~UFtES • eye con act us w1 water 1mmediately for 15 mi nutes and call a physi cian if 
complications- If breathin9 difficulties due to prolonged i n ha 1 a t i on : Relocate to 
fresh air - seek medical attent ion if required. Ing estion: Induce vomiting ~ see k 
meu 1 ca 1 a l; l;t:ll ~ 1 un 'T r·t:4u 1 r·t:u. 
., SECTION VI · REACTIVITY DATA 
STAB ILITY 
UNSTABLE 
CONDITIONS TO AVOID 
·' STA.BLE ,, X 
INCOMPATABILITY (Materials to 'QVOid) 
HAZARQOUS DECOMPOS I TIO~. P~ODUCTS 
.. Petroleum solvents. 
COND ITIONS TO AVOID 
HAZARDOUS MAY OCCUR 
POLVME.RIZAT ION 
X WILL NOT OCCUR 
•, 
SECTION VII · SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE MATERIAL IS RELEAS ED OR SP ILLED 
Shut-off all fla me sources. 
Fl ush with water. 
WASTE D ISPOSAL METHOD 1 Follo\1 a~plicable methods. -
2 - Prevent fr oJ;1 enteri n9 tlrains and natural '\'later Hays. 
SECT ION VIII . SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION ' · 
RESPIRATORY PROTECTION (Specify type) 
~t e ar face masks 
VENTILATION 
LOCAl .. EXHAUST SPECIAL 
MECH AN ICAL (General) OTHER ,. 
PROTECTIVE GLOVES 
~lear g 1 ovcs I EYE PROTECT ION Fa ce shields Eye goggl ~s -
OTHER PROTECT IVE EQUIPMENT Impermeable apron advised. 
SECTION IX · SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 
PRECAUT IO NS TO BE TAKEN IN HANDLING AND STOR ING l~eep containers coGl and far from flame$. 
Use and store with adequate ventilation - ~ccp container 
OTHER PRECAUT ION S 
Avoid inhalation of vapor - Avoid flames 
$moking in \'/Ork ar~9s ~~iolutely! 




nearby - Prevent 
Form OSHA·20 
Rev. May 72 
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA 




che~icalw, co~~ingg and r~la~@d ~&teri•ls -~·~···~~~-*~• 
'EafiiE!Int:Lally mimilar" t.o form OSHA·-20 """"""""'"~""""" .... ~ ... ...,,., .... ,..,...:, ..... 
•~um•~~"••~u~~~-~~~~-~=••~~~~~ Manufacturer 
NAME UnitQd S~atew PrintinQ Ink 
ADDRESS: 843 Murray Hill Parkway 
AOf.>l~ESS: Ealit Rutherford, N.J 
ADDRESS: 
Z!PCCJDt:-:: 07trra 
f~MERGENCY PHONE NUMBER 
OAY: C201) 998-7100 
NH:;Hr: C 201) 9:::,8-~7100 
: !NF(JRMA.riON. PHONt::: NUM~1ER 
f201) 98m····7l.OO 
=~JCtte.t=:m:==-••=-•m~•~-=unt".JtH~a!:tram::cxl'tfC*••ac:tnr~ur..:~:.uu;t)UCmtm:t::wt:.;~n=•:muunu~.:~flll~.~=-•=-•u;;=n=•xnJtStm~~-un:nr:u:m-~l«hiJKUNl~~ 
;w~~tn:zo..;Cf:l::~~~tt.nt=_~}·;--~a;:jv,.e_T.SJC:JQ=:J:M=a.tu:r.utu=t.:r.umaaac:&J. Sec 1, i Cl n I - Pr 0 t:f u c t n&DiftiWtMSA'&t:'1:atHRt:UICill*ft11-rlUJ2Sft=JtJCn:l:S:..'"l:"!::~l\~I.':'.HtJ:!::ll:=:oWI 
Nr·,ME 
CL.t""t:C;~.; 




Rtio?ctct. :l vi t y : 
:1. !~ .i. i Ql·• t, 
l. 51 i9ht, 
0 M·.!.n:!.rnm.l 
Permonal Prot~ctiva Equipment: Nane 
C. A. 5. LEL --·-- Ingredient ----
Mi!!. t.l;;ll" i \Ill n~~!lH~I~ i pt. :I. on lb~ w~ightiRegistry.No. l 
Vutpc1 r· P r-<;:::; l<i 1.1 r·e 
mm Hg (;? 20 C , 
~-····----~· .. -- ........... - ........ ~ ....... ---~- ... ------·-·· .. -~ ..... --............... ~ ..... ~ ................ *'•-··---.. ··---.. -··--·· .. --.... -.. -.."t ........ _.,_ ...... _._~-·- ..... - ......... - ......... .- ................ ~ .. ---··· .. ·--
TREATED Nr~PTHE:NlC DISTILLATES 00.00 N/A OO.<H 
•=~c®=rn~aaa=~==~~~3~~~~~~==•~~~=~~$~=n=~==~~·==~~~=~~~~=~~~~-~-~~==•==~·~-~ 
1.'"'""""''""""f""""'"'"~~=•••~<x•""""""•" .. '"" Sect :i. on I :r I - Ph y m :i. t.::-i!l J. 0111. t.~'l. """"""~"""""»•·•""~'"''~~"~"~'""~"~""'"'""'"""=:n•~~ 
~~~=~~~~w~~~-~~D~*reu•~·-~~~~~~c~~~=~~~~~M-~~n•nn=~•~u~••~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . . 
B~iling Range: ~00. N/A deg F 
Vapor Pr~$sur~: N/A ~m @ 20 deg C 
Specific Gravity: 01.00 
Evaporation Rn~~= Slower 
(rel~~ive to n-butyl ac~~ate> 
Fr~ezin~ Poin~: N/A d~g F 
Vapor Denait~: Lighter th~n 
H20 Soluble: Negligible 
~ Volatile b~ Volum~: N/A 
m.iro 
< 0.1.1.) 
-:..."''" .. •·•--•~··•'-··----·-·m--•-•-w••--·-•--••··--•"---··-·-•••••--·-----··•-••••-'••·--••-•••--•41!., __ ,_•••••·•--•-•••••-••••••-•··-•••·--
App~arance and Odor: BLACK· PASTE, Mil-D 
' . . :~ .nt::J~•.-•=au-=:nwwu•*'•••••...,b•••••••••-=•••.ua••CM•.-.••=••••-=•••annmWBRIICQDMtMm:Dtlu~&a::m••emuum~:.. 
::· .. "";,.,"11..,,..;e~ ......... om .......... Sec~ion I.V ..:. .rire and Expl. .. ~sionl'-tt•zar,~,. Oat.a Jlll;~~~··.,.: .. ...,...,.'t"'"""";;., 
: '~,~-~=w~•••=•rr~wmrae•~••••~---~m~•n-.anu•.;.••••••auu••••--•••••••••~-~----•=-cc;••a•••w••=•-=••=n · 
Fl~~h point: eao.o deg F 
(Method UmedJ Pen5k~-Mar~en• 
FLAMMABIL!TY CLASSIFICATION 
Explomive Limits: 
OSHA: Co$bUmtible Liquid - Clnm~ IIIe 
~~: Not regulat.ttd 
. E:XTl~~SHINC, MEDIA; r 
~f6aM;dr~ cheaical,watar ~oam 
f: SPEC taL. . FIRE FIGHT'It-fG PROCEDURES:·· .. 
jr,t9 r .. ~#ih~¥~l~,.fir;~ .. ~ f.~iilf?t.~t\Sl~., 1!9!-1?,PIIttn:t. tl!~J',&.!;:V·~~ ·.· 
:-/(!· Y•~."'~~t;;9t:a n t,.~ ~.~~ ;. t}J:~)tl1~q ... •q~i ~.!'~n·:~. ~·~~-~n9~~;~~. 





""" "' "•t ,, 




t"·'lj;e/t;r(-?:,·~:··ii:~'rs'· ~·*····· ·~ · 
•tiJt~•4f;,p~~;.'%~ ,"i.A . .. 
·~~"$ ~~~ ..... ;;;.~i~· ~~~;i~i ;;;~~~~~:~; :·;~ :~ .. '~. 
-----------------·------........ __ ._ ....... -............ -.. ..... ---·--.. - ... ·--·--,_ ........ ._. __ ":""_'"~-- ... ·~--~---- .... ··--------- ..... ·-~ ......... __ _ 
































> ; •• : ~: ' 
I 
.,..;,. • ..,.,._, .... .,... ........ .,.,. ... ,.. Section VI - Heal~h Hazard Oat.a ............... ,. ....................... .... 
•••=wRnMa••••••••••••=*•••=•~=-•=••••~=~--~•~•••••=•••~••••~•••••••u~~w•••~ 
_E; )C"T"S OF OVEREXPOSURE: . 'THRESHOLD ."LIMIT VALUES: . See S~ot.ipn V 
Eye contact may c~~·· burning and irrit•iion. Irritat.iop or de~mat.it.i~ 
ma~.t~ ch•velop on prolonged or r~~tpeat.t.ilitd mkin expo.!li'ure. Exctuua:Lvqjt · 
inhalation in a Mist form may cau~e local irriiation, dizzinQ~S, 
drowsiness. Ingeat.ion.•ay caume ~ocal i~rit.&t.iqF~f t.h• ~uscous. 
mermbrane!ll of 1.ha litO I.\ t.h, •• ophagu m, and lis t.omach .· : ·Mill'J ac't. fli.F.I a 
let.xiii,t.:l.v41. 
EMERGENCY ~NO F'IRST.AlO PROCEDURES: 
EYE CONTAC'l".: ".Flush eye11 wi t.h large ID.taount.B of WIILt.er. Continue lilt 
least for 15 ~inute~. SKIN CONTACT: Remove all contaminated cloth-
ing." Wash e~posed_pc,rt.iona of thte·mkin.with !ioap and watar. 
INHALATION: 'Remove e•pom~ct permon ~a fresh air immediately. 
INGESTION: if material ha$ b~~n s~allowed, SEEK MEDICAL ATTENTION. 
~~~~~~=x~~~~"=n~"~••*~ Sactian VII - R~acttvit.y Data ~w~~~~=u~~~~M·~~=~~~w~ 
~~~oo~=~~=~-=~=~~=~==••~~==~~==~•=~~~o~~===~~=w===•=~w~=="==mn~~~=~~n~n=~==-
STAB!I-ITY: Stll!.bla 
~iTAB.H.J.TY CDNDITIDNS TO AVOID: 
STAI3l.E 
:tNCOMPATAEHl.ITY { 1'1ATERIALS TO AVD'IO CONTACT WITH) : 
•"void conta&.c't. ·with strcJng c:;x :Lclan tl!i much llL!!l Chlor•ine. 
HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS: 
' DenmQ amoke •IlLY be generated when burning, along with"carbon 
dioxid~ and cnrbon monoxide. 
HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION: Will not occur 
pr·· 'i'MERIZAT!ON CONOITHJNS Tl1 AVOID: 
W'----"· not occur• 
STEPS FOH.MATERIAL SPILLAGE: 
CollQCt larg• apill~ with whovel, dry sand and/or absorban~ 
nus.t.eriill.l. Cle111.n spill arGiill wi t.h detergent. fB.Olutiona. Pr~vide 
adequat.e ventilation during cl•an-up. 
WASTE DISPOSAL METHODS~ 
,Oispase' .in accordance w:l.th local. tatat.e an-d federal ~•gulru.ionit.· 
~---~=~--~••u••••••••=~••=••=••=••*•n==••=9•~••••••••••••••••••==••••~··--• 
.·:r:;.,,..,~,... .... '"'""..,. ...... ti:J Sect.ion IX - Specia,. Protection· Inforl!la:tion .. ,. • ..,....; .... "" ............... · 
m:aca=stnt:.=.::::tna~,•=u-Maa:rtau•aatw:tW•tca=an::=rmcR.t;=::r.n.."1a=:ast=mt"K&r.U3#r:tamlunmntat:aii'Q':lMam.t.o;:m=:m:urr:am;cau::aw:::unr:ca:nsMA•=mc.:nm•ua•uaa 
RESP:rf.~r~TDI:!Y PflOTECTION: 
Not required under no~mal um•ge. lf product handling creat~s a 
vapor pr.•ist., ~h•n use h•lf-mask or ~ull piece:reepirat.or-
wi ~h· rapl.aeeabl• cart.ridge fi l.t.er. . . 
VENTILATION: , . . . 
~deqy~\«t ' .. ~.11-,l.;.~t.;.cm, i:n .. IILCearda.n~e · wi t.h goop .•!'ginearit'IQ pr111.ct.ic~ 
J.u.cli.f;>~~- p~,f'lt: ~~~i;·.,~ -~••R. a~v o·~l.· •t•t . b41rlli~ t.b~ .~£tl. .. · 
P~OTf;;Ct~YC ·, , . S.; < 
cit:lv,ta11''it\fft] ,'':;)i~it'":_av,a!1able .~g ·avoid. prol;oritW tu·•'·~epeat.ed :···. ·. ,. . . . .. . . . . . '. 
!8 k :t. n con t.a:c t . 
EYE PROTECTl.ON: 
~Lti ~~~~1,~\ffi_, prpt.ection equipcumt.. t~~hould be_ at&de ava:t.lable whan 
·~, ~Y,SJ r;!'!t.•• t..~ ayoict apl,a•hing; l.nt.:o •v•••: _ 
,~(,$;, ~h-.'~}:Vi ;~Q~!~T.;,j . 
Generoa got:Jd hy;i•n• pruu::t.icet~ ahould t)• •nforeed. Handa and face. 
•ha~id b• washed with moap and water b~for• •mo~ing or aat.ing. 
..,,..,....,""""""."'"""""=:e. ::o: ... r.., ... = • .,. ... "" Sect. ian X - ·Special , Precau t.i o nm ..... ,.,. .. ::." """"""""""""""u r.::::nr.=~"""""""' "" 
==a==~•n=~n====*""=~M·~~==~~=~~~~~n~=~==n~•~=•==~~n=~=~-~~-=~~=~n•====•~~~=~ I 
f-{ ))LING AND STORAGE PRECAUTIONS : 
~~inerB should be closed when not · 1~ ~me and ~tared away from 
haa~. opon -flama 1 and . oxid~zing material~. 
OTHE~~ PRECAUTlON~i: 
Do no~ · we•~ con~a•ina,ed clothing. Launder before r@use. Wawh 
skin · ~horoughl y wit.h .suap ~nd wa~or and/or waterless $kin 
clean~~r ~ft.er handling . 
·Authorized Signature: 
Titl~: 
.;,..,.,....,..,,.,. ..... ,....,.,,.. .... ,.,...,,..,.,. ... ,..,. MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SH£ET .., .... ...,,.. ... ,.,.,lllli. ...... ••c•••""""""..,,.'"'"""" 
I . 
••••••=••••u• ... For cheMicals, c:tua.ting!ll and rolat.ed mat.ll!H'ia.lta ............... .,. .... ll# ..... .... 
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e:l JeTS 'oF OV£REXP05URE: . THRESHOL~O J,.IMXT VALUES: Seo Section V 
_Eye c~~~act. may cause burning and irritation. ~rrit.ation or dermatitis 
·may develop on prolo,hged or t~epea.ted skin oxpcn~urfi. E:xoflusmive 
inhalat.~on i~.a ~~-~ fora m~y caum~ local irritat.ion, diz~iness, 
drowllir:tes•~ Ing•st.inn ma.~ · cs.u1uh local irrit.at.it.~n o.P the •uacclu!ii 
-~embr•ne~ of t.he mou't.h, fiHISophagus. and stomach .1 May act &!li 111 
laxati~~~ t~ · 
EMERGENCY .,.ANO FIRST -AID PROCEDURES: 
EYE ·CONTACT . f1t~h· ;•v-~ wit.h ht.rge •mc.1t.tnt.!ii c-f wau.tr•. Cont.inue a.t. 
lcamt. fo:r:·> 15 Mtinut.e$. SKIN CClNTACT: Remove al,l cr.uH.aani tu1.1.ed cloth··· 
ing. Wa.mh.'exp6lluo.td. portions o-F t.he skin w:i.t.h s;om.p and wa.t.~r. 
INHAl-t~T!ON: l~emove exp~l!iHad pt~,~~!itJn. "tt:t ·F1~.;;~mh ;;lit~ .:t.mmediatt:?.ly. 
INGESTION: if material has been ~wallowed, S~EK MEDICAL ATTE~riON. 
STABILITY: Stabl~ 
STABILITY CONDI.fiONS TO AUOIO: 
STABLE 
INCOMP~TABILITY { MA1'ERIALS TO 1!'1VOID CON'fACT WITH l ; 
Avoid con.tact. with :filt.rong oxidants such a!5 ChlcH•;i,ne . 
. HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION P~ODUCTS: 
. . ' Den5e s~oke ma~ b~·g~nerated wh~n burning, ~long with carbon 
dioxide m."nd c;.;.rbon ~on ox i(:h!. 
HAZAROClUS POLYMERIZATION: Wl.l:L no·i:. occur 
.. f.' f'1ER:J;ZATION CONOI'fi~NS TO AVOID: 
W:t..Ll n.ot. OCC'!t.tr . · , . 
.. ;: ..... 
·.· 
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'-...... ,,,.._~···' .. '·-· >' 
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L~~ai. ru::)t~s !il hOLtld be cltl !llf~d whf.ln not~ in l \ !!llf:) anti !l; ·t.ot~ed l!kW•1. Y l'r•rJm 
hea~ 1 9pen fl~~e, r and oxidi~ i ng ~ate~i•ls . 
. OT~ER PRE AUTIONS ; 
Do 1pot, ; wear . c p nt.aminw.t.'-"<:1 clc)t.hiqg. Lm.t~n rJ(.:ll~ b.;..dlr.lre rr:~ tt!:.e . . W<H.m l·, 
tilk ;l. ri ·tt)or·oughly with !!ioHp ~and ~,oHa. t.<~ r ilt.nd/ot • w~:t ·t.erl<-:l ~'l ~'> s kin 
cleanm~r af t~r han dli ng. 
A l.l t,h tH ' i Z t:1 d 
Circulation Area 
l2!'.:i 
. \,/ . .,}. "''~i'~il f1Y11:1~ I .IJr ·~c:ti..ln .. ...,., , ....... 
., ··OcCuPitiq_.., ·t.fttv Jnd HMith Admma.truion 
OMI No. U.IIUU7 
· ·MATfRIAL~SAffJY· .DATA·.SHEfT 
' -. J.> ....• ;._.i,:: ~- :~';'-'• -~ ' .: . ., ...... , ....... · ..... -~··"·''''•·;·'·'·· .... ~ .. ,,_,. •. 
fllequll'ld yndlf USOL Stfnv .... H•lth Regut.tlon1 for Ship R~alrtng, 
Shipbuilding, and Shipbreaking (29 CFR 1Q15, 1Q16, 1917) 
SECTION I 
MANU,.ACTURitR'S NAME ,, , IIIMERGPCY T&L&PMONE NO. 
AMERICAN STENCIL MFG. CO. 1 INC. (312) - 437-9800 
'·r .._'I .. 
AOD"ESS (Number, Stlftt, CIO/, Sllllc.llltd Zll* C«h) 
1F.n3 w J'l.T. ROAD MT IL 60(56 
CHEMICAL NAME AND SYNONYMS T"ADEN~EANDlYNONVMS 
METHANOL SURE-RI E DUP ICATOR FLUID 
~co~~t - ·- I"'ORMU"'" CH30H 
SECTION II • HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 
PAINTS, PRESERVATIVES, a SOLVENTS " 
TLV 
ALLOYS ANO METALLIC COATINGS IUnim 
PIGMENTS BASE METAL 
CATALYST ALLOYS -
VEHICLE METALLIC COATINGS 
SOLVENTS METHANOL 95 200 JlfiLL&R METAL PLUS COATING OR CORE ,.l.UX 
ADDITIVU OTHERS 
OTME"S 
l HAZARDOUS MIXTURES OF OTHER LIQUIDS, SOLIDS. OR GASES 
SECTION Ill • PHYSICAL DATA 
IIOILING POINT (0 ... ) 64.5° c 148°F SPI!CI .. IC GRAVITY (H20•l) 20/20°C 
VAPOR PRESSURE (mm Mg.) 20°C 91MM PERCENT, VOI.ATILE 8Y VOLUME 1'1 
VAPOR DENSITY (AIR•l) l.ll 
!EVAPORATION RATE 
( •1) 
SOLU.ILITV IN WATER 
APPEARANCE AND ODOR COLORLESS LIQUID - SLIGHT ALCOHOL-LIKE ODOR 
SECTION IV • FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 
f'LASH POINT (MetftOCl UINICI) 60'? T.O.C. _l"~~MA~~ LIMITS I Lal % vo: Lume of' a. i r h 
EXTINGUISHING MI:OIA 
CARBON DIOXIDE DRY CHEMICAL WATER FOG OR "n.T.rm.tnT.-TYPE" FOAM 
SIICCIAL .. IRE ,.IGHTING IIROCI:DURU 
UNUSUAL jltl "1: AND I:XIILOIION HAZARDS 
CAN REACT VIGOROUSLY WITH OXIDIZING MATERIALS 
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Form OSHA-20 
llln. Mal' 71 
~ID:CAN STENCtL 'MFG co . o I INC . SURE•RITI DUPLICATOR FLUID PAGE 2 
• SECTION V . HEALTH HAZARD DATA .. : . . . . 
THRIE.SHOI..O I..~ MIT VAI..~}J 3) 
200 PPM 260 MG M 
ltP' ·a .. ,.,. 01"- . -· ·- IIIII: 
IRRITATION OF MUCOUS MEMBRANES & SYMPTOMS OF SYSTEMIC DISTURBANCES TOXICITY WllT~H 
INCLUnES WEAKNESS, FATIGUE, DIZZINESS, HEADACHES, G.I. & INEBRIATION. 
~'1.i~'\1fN8brf'.r~~~~t£6°t~8¥fi~~~~\s WASH SKIN \\liTH SOAP & WATER. IRRIGATE EYES THOROUGHLY 
;nTH 'VlATER. REMOVE FROM CONTAMINATED ATMO~HERE AND GIVE ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION & 
. . --
OXYGEN IF NECESSARY 
SECTION VI • REACTIVITY DATA 
STA81I..ITY UNSTA81..1E 
CCINOITIONS TO AVOIO 
STABI..E 
INCOMPATABII..ITY (Milterials toll~~~ 
INORGANIC ACIDS, ALDEHYDES & ISOCYANATES 
HAZARDOUS OECOMPOSITION PAOOUCTS 
MAY OCCUR 
CONOITIONS TO AVOIO 
HAZAROOUS 
POl.. VMERIZATION 
WIL.L NOT OCCUR f . -PROCEDURES BELml. ARE PRIMARILY FOR LARGE QUANTITIES. 
SECTION VII • SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
D THE 
ALLOWED TO ENTER DRAINS OR SEt-lERS WHERE T!-IERE MIGHT BE DANGER OF VAPORS BEING 
IGNITED. 




RUBBEH. OR OTHER IMPERVIOUS MATERIAL 
OTHIEA PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 
RUBBER CLOTHING TO GUARD AGAINST SPLASHES. 
SECTION IX • SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 
PRECAUTIONS TO Ill! TAKIEN IN HANOI..ING ANI) STORING 
IS INADE UATE . 
' 
THE MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR IN PREVENTION OF INJURY FROM METHANOL IS AVOIDANCE OF ORAL . . . 
INTAKE & PROLONGED BREATHING OF CONCENTRATED VAPORS SHOULD BE AVOIDED. . .. 
OTH&R Pllt&CAUTIONS 
PROLONGED OR REPEATED CONTACT BY LIQUID OR VAPOR WITH THE SKIN. ALL SOURCE OF 
IGNITION SHOULD BE REMOVED FROM THE STORAGE & HANDLING AREA. 
lsHrmr.n ~F. nc::F.n 
PAGE (2) 
aPo , ... ,. 
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Material Safety Data Sheet 
Interpretation Guide 
SUMMARY 
This guide provides a review of Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS), and attempts to make them 
understandable to individuals with limited technical backgrounds in chemistry, industrial hygiene and 
fire safety. 
The guide is divided into sections similar to those of a typical MSDS. Each piece of information 
included in the nine sections of a MSDS is discussed in the guide. As an alternative to studying the 
entire guide, specific questions about MSDS can be answered by referring to the appropriate section 
of the guide. The guide uses a fictional product called EZ Clean to illustrate representative information 
that appears on MSDS. The discussion of information in the individual sections, along with the 
Glossary of Common MSDS Terms found at the end of the guide, should provide answers for most 
employee questions on MSDS. 
l ?,D 
MSOS Interpretation Guide 
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INTRODUCTION 
This guide is intended to help newspaper personnel understand and interpret the information on 
Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) that are supplied by chemical manufacturers and distributors. 
Since much of the information on MSDS is technical in nature, the sheets can be confusing unless an 
employee learns how MSDS work. The guide will assist employees with the evaluation of the MSDS 
information that is of importance to their jobs. 
The relationship between the chemical and the job is of particular importance because chemicals 
behave differently under different conditions. It is possible for a chemical to be very dangerous in the 
way it is used for one job, and fairly safe when used in another way. As a simple example of this point, 
consider kerosene which may be used to clean equipment. When kerosene is used at room tempera-
ture and on cold equipment, it presents little fire hazard. However, if kerosene were to be used on hot 
equipment, the risk of fire significantly increases since flammability is temperature dependent. 
Likewise, there are other aspects of chemicals that vary with the circumstances of their use. Carbon 
monoxide is deadly at certain known concentrations; however, at concentrations below these levels, 
carbon monoxide is relatively harmless. Similarly, table salt is usually considered harmless, but for 
individuals with high blood pressure it may contribute to serious health problems if ingested. 
This Interpretation Guide will break down MSDS into parts and then discuss the meaning of the 
many special terms used. The ourpose is to gain familiarity with the MSDS and to provide a basis for 
understanding the hazards that-affect employees. Not all MSDS will look the same, but all must 






Boiling Point (degrees F): 
Vapor Pressure (mm Hg): 
Vapor density (air= 1): 
Solubility in Water: 
Appearance and Odor: 
Flash Point (method): 
Extinguishing Media: 
MATERIAL SAFETY OAT A SHEET 
SECTION I 
Emergency Telephone No.: 
Trade Name and Synonyms: 







SECTION Ill: PHYSICAL DATA 
Specific Gravity (H20 = 1): 
Percent Volatile(% volume): 
Evaporation Rate: 
pH: 
SECTION IV: FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD 
Flammability Limits- Upper: 
-lower: 
Special Fire Fighting Procedures: 







SECTION V: HEALTH HAZARD DATA 
Threshold Limit Value (Tl V): 
Effects of Overexposure: 
Emergency and First Aid Procedures: 
Product Stability: 
Incompatibilities: 
SECTION VI: REACTIVITY DATA 
Conditions to Avoid: 
Hazardous Decomposition Products: 
Hazardous Polymerization: Conditions to Avoid: 
SECTION VII: SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
Spill Response Procedures: 
Waste Disposal Methods: 
SECTION VIII: SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION 
Respiratory Protection: 
Ventilation: 
Gloves: Eye Protection: 
Other Protective Equipment: 
SECTION IX: SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 
Storage & Handling: 
Other Precautions: 
The following pages include a breakdown of MSDS by sections. Hypothetical information for a 
fictional product, EZ Clean, is used throughout. 
Manufacturer's Name: 
ANY OLD Chemical Co. 
Address: 
9876 Apple St. 
Big Apple, NY 12345 
Product Name: EZ Clean 
Chemical Family: 
Aliphatic Petroleum Distillates 
SECTION I 
Emergency Telephone No.: 
800/555-1234 
(Example only) 
Trade Name and Synonyms: 
Varsol, Stoddard Solvent 
• Manufacturer's Name, Address and Product Name- These items are self-explanatory. 
• Emergency Phone Number - This can be used in case of an emergency to get important 
information. For example, what to do if a large spill occurs or if someone is accidentally 
poisoned or overexposed. 
• Chemical Family- Chemicals are divided into groups or families that are related by chemical 
structure. This is useful information because related chemicals tend to behave similarly. Many 
chemical products are actually mixtures of chemicals. EZ Clean is a mixture of aliphatic petro-
leum distillates; these are lightweight petroleum products somewhat similar to kerosene. In 
many ways it is easier to think about it as a member of this family than it is to think about the 
different chemicals it contains. 
• Trade Names and Synonyms- Certain commonly used chemicals have generic or trade names 
that identify the product. To illustrate this point, Kleenex was o.riginally the name of one 
particular product. However, it is now frequently used to refer to 'any brand of facial tissue. 
Often chemical companies make up a product name to get special recognition in the market-
place. The terms Varsol and Stoddard Solvent are good examples. In some cases, trade name 













• Chemical Components -Indicates the individual chemicals in the product that are regulated by 
OSHA or other agencies and groups concerned with hazardous materials. These will often be 
specific chemicals, but sometimes mixtures are indicated. In the case of EZ Clean, the mixture 
Stoddard Solvent is indicated on the MSDS since it is regulated by OSHA as a mixture. A few 
examples of mixtures that could be found on MSDS include naphtha (a petroleum product 
similar to kerosene), alkyl t-quaternary amonium chlorides (detergents) and freon (any of 
several fluorocarbons). Chemical components are sometimes considered trade secrets. If they 
are bona fide trade secrets, the manufacturer is not required to identify the names of these 
chemicals on the list. The list will include a statement such as proprietary materials. In an 
emergency, an appropriate official should be able to obtain the trade secret ingredients by 
calling the Emergency Telephone Number listed on the MSDS in Section I. 
• Percent Concentration(% Cone.)- Indicates the proportion of a chemical used in the product. 
EZ Clean is only composed of Stoddard Solvent so the percent concentration is indicated as 
100%. Many products will contain different chemicals and percentages must be indicated for 
each chemical. Inert materials, such as water, may be listed as inert or may not be listed at all. In 
some cases, the manufacturer may list a chemical but indicate that the concentration in the 
product is a trade secret. 
• Exposure Limits- Indicates the limits set by OSHA on the amount of chemical that an employee 
can safely be exposed to on the job. Usually this is expressed as an air concentration, but 
sometimes other factors, such as skin contact, are considered. An exposure limit is normally 
expressed as a time-weighted average (TWA) for an 8-hour workday. This means that the 
amount of the chemical in the air can be greater than the limit at any one time, but the average 
exposure for the entire workday must be below the limit. Occasionally, the limits that appear on 
MSDS come from other agencies, such as the National Institute for Occupational Safety and 
Health (NIOSH) and the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH). 
These are normally used if OSHA does not currently regulate a chemical or because these limits 
are stricter and may be adopted by OSHA in the near future. 
• PPM and MG/CU.M. - Units used for expressions of the quantity or concentration of a 
chemical in air. PPM is short for parts per million, which essentially means the number of 
molecules of chemical per million total molecules of gas in the air. MG/CU.M. is short for 
milligrams per cubic meter (mg!M3). This is similar to ppm but preferred for certain chemicals 
that are not usually found as gases. It indicates the weight of the chemical contained in a cubic 
meter of air. Highly toxic chemicals will have very low exposure limits, such as 0.1 ppm or 0.25 
mg/M3. Less toxic chemicals will have higher exposure limits, such as 1000 ppm or 1800 mg/M3. 
The concentrations of many chemicals can be expressed in both units. The Stoddard Solvent 
used inEZ Clean is a good example. The OSHA Standard for Stoddard Solvent is 500 ppm or 2950 
mg/M3. Although the numbers are different, 500 ppm of Stoddard Solvent is equivalent to 2950 
mg/M3. Another unit used occasionally to express air concentrations of certain dusts is mppcf 
which stands for millions of particles per cubic foot of air. 
Boiling Point (degrees F): 302-399°F 
Vapor Pressure (mm Hg): 0.8 
Vapor Density (air = 1): 5.0 
Solubility in Water: ( 0.01 gl100g 
SECTION Ill: PHYSICAL DATA 
Specific Gravity (H20 = 1): 0.80 
Percent Volatile (% volume): 100% 
Evaporation Rate: 0.10 (BuAc = 1) 
pH: N/A 
Appearance and Odor: Colorless liquid. Kerosene-like odor. 
• Boiling Point (degrees F)- Indicates the temperatures at which a chemical product boils. This 
temperature is either expressed in units of degrees F (Fahrenheit) or degrees C (Celsius or 
Centigrade). These are the two most common temperature scales. The boiling temperature of 
the material may be critical to the manufacture of a product. Certain processes intentionally boil 
chemicals (in distilling alcohol, for example). Other processes may need to be hot but not 
boiling. The boiling point of a chemical product also may be a safety consideration. For many 
workers, however, boiling point does not affect their job. More important to many jobs is the 
flash point of chemical products. The flash point of a chemical product is indicated on a MSDS 
in Section IV. Additional information on flash point is covered in the glossary and Section IV of 
this guide. 
• Specific Gravity (H20 = 1)- Indicates how heavy a liquid chemical is when compared to water 
(H20) which is assigned a value of 1 (i.e., H20 = 1). Some chemicals are heavier and some 
lighter. EZ Clean is lighter than water, meaning that it would float on top of water if it does not 
dissolve in the water. Other chemicals, such as chlorinated solvents, are heavier than water. The 
number in this space might be 1.12 for a chlorinated solvent. The specific gravity of most solvent 
chemicals is usually close to one. Another important aspect of specific gravity is that if a 
chemical spill occurs involving water, the chemical may be found either above or below the 
water assuming that it is not miscible. If a chemical is flammable and on top of the water, a fire 
or exposure hazard may exist. 
• Vapor Pressure (mm Hg) - Indicates the potential for the chemical to vaporize in air. If a 
chemical is flammable, vapor pressure may be significant in terms of fire hazard. Most highly 
flammable chemicals have relatively high vapor pressures. The unit mm Hg means millimeters 
of mercury. It is the same unit used for barometric pressure. The larger the number, the higher 
the vapor pressure, and the greater the amount of the chemical that will tend to be in the air. EZ 
Clean has a fairly low vapor pressure. Many solvents have high vapor pressures. When a 
chemical has no vapor pressure you will see not applicable (N/A) or negligible in this space. 
Heavy lubricating oils, for example, have almost no vapor pressure. 
• Percent Volatile (% volume)- This term is used to indicate what portion of a chemical product 
will readily become a vapor at relatively low temperatures. EZ Clean is 100% volatile. However, 
when some of the chemicals in a product are volatile, and some are not, this number will be less 
than 100%. Heavy oils may show 0%. Paint, as another example, may indicate 30%, depending 
on the amount of thinner contained in the paint. 
• Vapor Density (air = 1) - Indicates the relative weight of chemical product vapors when 
compared with air which is assigned a value of 1 (i.e., air = 1). Most chemicals in a vapor or gas 
form tend to mix with air. However, if left undisturbed, many chemicals will migrate up or down 
in air. Layers will form much like the liquid layers that form in oil and vinegar salad dressing. EZ 
Clean with a vapor density of 5.0 is five times heavier than air and it will tend to sink. Chemicals 
with numbers below one are lighter than air and will tend to dissipate into the atmosphere. In 
confined spaces, such as empty chemical storage tanks, vapors of chemicals heavier than air will 
tend to settle in the bottom of the tank. This is the primary reason for industrial accidents 
involving suffocation. Vapor density may also be important in the event of fires or chemical 
spills. If emergency response personnel must enter an area with a potential suffocation risk, 
they need self contained respirators to provide clean air. 
• Evaporation Rate- This rate indicates how fast a chemical will go from a liquid to a vapor at a 
specific temperature. Chemicals with high evaporation rates usually have high vapor pressures. 
Like vapor pressure, the evaporation rate influences exposure and fire hazards. The rate is 
expressed relative to a standard solvent such as butyl acetate which is assigned a value of 1 (i.e., 
BuAc = 1). If the chemical product evaporates faster than the standard solvent, the number will 
be greater than one; if slower, it will be less than one. EZ Clean with a rate of 0.10 evaporates 10 
times slower than the standard solvent, and also has a lower vapor pressure than the solvent. 
• Solubility in Water- Indicates how miscible the chemical product is in water. Certain chemi-
cals dissolve readily in water, while others only partially dissolve or do not dissolve at all. 
Solubility is of primary importance in spill situations where clean up procedures often depend 
on water solubility. For environmental purposes, water soluble chemicals are often considered 
potentially serious hazards, because they could rapidly migrate in soil following an undetected 
spill. Less than 0.01 grams of EZ Clean will dissolve in 100 grams of water (i.e., ( 0.01g/100g) 
which means it is not very soluble in water. 
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• pH- This term indicates the acidic or caustic (alkaline) nature of a chemical. The number will 
range from 1 to 14. Lower numbers indicate increasing acidity and higher numbers indicate 
increasing alkalinity. In the middle are neutral chemicals like water which have pH values of 
about 7. Chemicals that have pH characteristics are almost always water soluble. Since EZ Clean 
is not water soluble, it does not have a pH. Strong acids and caustics are potentially dangerous 
when handled improperly. They can damage skin on contact, and the lungs if inhaled. 
• Appearance and Odor - This information can occasionally be useful when working with 
chemicals. Some products have a characteristic appearance or odor that can be used to identify 
the chemical. Often, the odor is described as being like some other common odor or fragrance. 
In the case of EZ Clean, the product has a smell like kerosene. 
SECTION IV: FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD 
Flash Point (method): 
100-110 degrees F (TCC) 
Extinguishing Media: Foam, C02, dry chemical 
Flammability Limit-Upper: 6.0% 
-lower: 1.0% 
Special Fire Fighting Procedures: Use self contained breathing equipment for enclosed areas. 
Unusual Fire and Explosion Hazards: Combustible liquid do not store with strong oxidizers. 
• Flash Point (method) -The flash point of a chemical or mixture is the lowest temperature at 
which the material will flash or ignite when exposed to flame. Stated another way, it is the 
lowest temperature at which a liquid will produce sufficient vapor to burn. It is actually the 
vapor, not the liquid, that burns. Many chemicals have a specific flash point temperature below 
which they will not burn. Mixtures of chemicals often have variable flash points that will be 
expressed as a range. EZ Clean is a mixture and has a flash point with a 10 degree F (Fahrenheit) 
temperature range. This means EZ Clean will flash somewhere in the range of 100 to 110 degrees 
Fahrenheit. It will definitely flash if the temperature is higher. Some chemicals do not flash at 
all, and others, such as heavy oil, will flash only at very high temperatures. MSDS for non-
flammable materials will indicate not applicable (N/A) in this space. Chemicals with high flash 
points may have a greater than function (e.g., 400). Some MSDS indicate flash point tempera-
tures in degrees C (Centigrade or Celsius). There are four accepted methods of testing flash 
point. The Tag Closed Cup (TCC or CC) is normally the preferred method. However, the Tag 
Open Cup (TOC), Cleveland Open Cup (COC) and Pensky-Martens (PM) methods are also 
widely used to test flash point. 
• Flammability Limits- The upper and lower flammability limits indicate the range of air concen-
trations in which the vapors will ignite or explode. This range is often referred to as the 
explosive range. At concentrations in air below the lower limit there is not enough vapor in the 
air to burn. At concentrations in air above the upper limit, there is not enough oxygen in the air 
to support combustion of the vapor. The lower limit is sometimes called the lower explosive 
limit (lei). The upper limit is sometimes called the upper explosive limit (uel). 
• Extinguishing Media- Indicates the proper type of fire extinguishing media. Many chemical 
fires cannot be put out with water. The use of water can also make some chemical fires worse. 
Since most newspapers have several types of extinguishing media available, this information is 
important and tells which type should be used. Being familiar with this information before a fire 
is necessary to prevent extensive fire damage and personal injury. The most widely used 
extinguishing media include water, carbon dioxide (C02), foam, bicarbonate of soda, multipur-
pose dry chemical, loaded steam and HALON. 
• Special Fire Fighting Procedures- Indicates any special equipment needed to protect firefight-
ers from toxic products of combustion. 
• Unusual Fire and Explosion Hazards -Indicates special fire or explosion hazards which may not 
be covered in other sections of the MSDS. 
SECTION V: HEALTH HAZARD DATA 
Threshold Limit Value (TLV): OSHA PEL= 500 ppm or 2,950 mg/cu.m 
Recommended ACGIH TWA= 400 ppm or 2,360 mg/cu.m 
Effects of Overexposure: Skin- dermatitis, irritation 
Eye- irritation 
Inhalation- headache, dizziness, nausea, narcosis 
Emergency and First Air Procedures: Skin- wash with soap and water, apply hand cream 
Eye- irrigate with water, consult physician 
Inhalation- fresh air, consult physician 
• Threshold Limit Value (TLV)- Indicates the standards for chemicals contained in the product. 
In the case of mixtures of distinct chemicals, individual threshold limit values (TLVs) may be 
shown for each chemical. However, manufacturers frequently indicate a TLV for the entire 
mixture by averaging the proportional TLVs for each chemical or by selecting the lowest TLV of 
the various chemicals contained in the product. For certain mixtures, there may be no TLV and 
not applicable (N/A) will be indicated in this space. 
• PEL I TWA-The most common TLV is a time-weighted average (TWA). OSHA has established 
T\t\IA exposure limits for many chemicals. These are commonly referred to as permissible 
exposure limits (PEL). OSHA PEL are the legal occupational exposure limits applicable to 
newspapers. The American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) also has 
established T\tVA which are recommended exposure limits. PEL and T\tVA values normally refer 
to 8-hour time-weighted average exposures. This means the average exposure level for one 8-
hour workday. Actual exposures may be above the PEL or T\t\IA at any given moment providing 
the average exposure for the day does not exceed the PEL or T\t\IA. Some chemicals have a 
ceiling limit ("C" or Ceil) value instead of a regular PEL or T\t\IA. These limits indicate the highest 
level of allowable exposure at any time during the workshift. Ceiling limits do not have a time 
period associated with them. However, some chemicals with ceiling limits have what are known 
as peak limits. These peak limits are higher than the ceiling limits and they always have a time 
period associated with them (e.g., 100 ppm for 10 minutes). The ACGIH has developed a TLV 
called the short-term exposure limit (STEL). It is similar to a peak limit, but is always associated 
with a 15-minute time period. Chemicals with a STEL always have a T\tVA. 
• Effects of Overexposure-Indicates a list of medical symptoms that may be observed if an 
individual is overexposed. The information also indicates effects that may occur with skin or eye 
contact. Many of the symptoms associated with inhalation are rarely seen unless the TLV is 
exceeded. Skin or eye contact with EZ Clean can cause irritation. Gloves should be used in 
appropriate situations to avoid direct skin contact which could eventually cause dermatitis 
(chronic skin irritation). Goggles should be used in situations where EZ Clean may splash. The 
more serious inhalation effects such as headache, dizziness, nausea and narcosis (inebriation 
and unconsciousness) are rarely seen providing the chemical product is used in open work 
areas, according to the manufacturer's instructions, for the purpose it was intended. Appropri-
ate precautions should be taken whenever chemicals are used in confined areas. Many addi-
tional symptoms associated with overexposure and commonly used on MSDS are listed in the 
MSDS Interpretation Guide Glossary of Common MSDS Terms. 
• Emergency and First Aid Procedures -These procedures indicate the immediate medical atten-
tion that should be given to a person exhibiting the effects of overexposure. If an individual 
exhibits symptoms of overexposure when working with a chemical product, fresh air is needed 
and the employee should discontinue working with the product until the cause of the problem 
is found and corrected. In cases of serious overexposure, a physician should always be 
promptly consulted. When in doubt about the possibility of a serious overexposure, ALWAYS 
CONSULT A PHYSICIAN! If an individual has dermatitis, a treatment for skin irritation should 
be recommended by a physician and steps should be taken to prevent future skin contact (i.e., 
require use of protective gloves). 
Product Stability: Stable 
SECTION VI: REACTIVITY DATA 
Conditions to Avoid: N/A 
Incompatibilities (materials to avoid): Strong oxidizing agents 
Hazardous Decomposition Products: Carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide 
Hazardous Polymerization: N/A Conditions to Avoid: N/A 
• Product Stability/Conditions to Avoid- Indicates information about the chemical and physical 
stability of the product. Most chemical products are stable, meaning they are not likely to 
undergo violent reactions in most storage and handling situations. Unstable chemicals are very 
likely to undergo violent reactions under normal conditions unless special precautions are 
taken to prevent these reactions. This space on the MSDS will typically indicate that the product 
is either stable or unstable. Some chemicals may be designated as mildly unstable. EZ Clean is 
stable under normal conditions. Unstable chemicals will have a list of Conditions to Avoid. 
These are the conditions that could cause an uncontrolled or violent reaction. The types of 
conditions commonly indicated in this space include Avoid heat, Do not expose to air, Do not 
allow contact with metal, Do not mix with strong acids, or Handle with extreme caution do not 
shock. Any warnings in this section should be followed to the letter. Improper handling of 
unstable chemicals can be disastrous. Stable products like EZ Clean will often have entries like 
not applicable (N/A) in this space. However, the MSDS of some stable products may indicate 
certain conditions to avoid and these should be given appropriate attention. 
• Incompatibilities (materials to avoid) - Indicates the types of chemicals or materials that must 
not come in contact with the product. Many chemicals are only reactive when they come in 
contact with certain other materials or chemicals. EZ Clean may react with strong oxidizers. 
Strong oxidizers are substances that rapidly react with (oxidize) certain other substances to gain 
electrons. Examples of strong oxidizers include hydrogen peroxide, sulfuric acid and chlorine. 
Strong acids or bases, aldehydes, metals, water, air and chlorinated organics are examples of 
other types of materials that may be indicated on MSDS in this space. Incompatible chemicals 
should never be used together or in the same area. It is also a good idea to avoid storing 
incompatible chemicals near one another. 
• Hazardous Decomposition Products- Indicates any dangerous chemicals that could be pro-
duced in an uncontrolled reaction. Often these decomposition products will be much more 
hazardous than the original product. This information is especially important if extremely toxic 
chemicals are produced by the reaction. When an uncontrolled reaction occurs and results in a 
release of extremely toxic products, evacuation of the building may be necessary. like the EZ 
Clean MSDS, this space will often list carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and other chemicals 
that result from burning the product. 
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• Hazardous Polymerization/Conditions to Avoid - Indicates if chemicals in the product can 
react with themselves to form a polymer. Polymers are groups of chemicals stuck together. 
Plastics are the best known type of polymer. Polymers are usually not dangerous; however, the 
process of forming a polymer can involve a hazardous reaction that produces considerable heat 
and pressure. Usually some trigger is required to cause uncontrolled polymerization. These 
triggers will be listed on the MSDS as the Conditions to Avoid. Hazardous polymerization is not 
a common problem with the types of products used by newspapers. 
SECTION VII: SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
Spill Response Procedures: Small spills- spread absorbent, dispose of waste as a flammable material. 
large spills- evacuate unnecessary personnel, contain spill, ventilate area, mop up and collect liquid 
in a sealed container. 
Waste Disposal Methods: Recycle or landfill in accordance with local and federal regulations. 
• Spill Response Procedures-Indicates instructions for handling a chemical spill. Most chemicals 
can be cleaned up in a simple manner, providing the spill is not large. A spill of highly toxic 
chemicals will probably necessitate clean-up by an emergency response team. The area should 
be evacuated of all unnecessary personnel. Some chemical spills may require the use of 
supplemental local exhaust ventilation during a clean-up. 
• Waste Disposal Methods- Indicates general information about waste disposal methods. Some 
newspapers have set procedures for disposal of routine operating waste. If the waste resulting 
from a spill is similar to operating waste, handle it in the same manner. Appropriate caution 
should always be used when disposing of flammable or reactive chemicals. 
SECTION VIII: SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION 
Respiratory Protection: Organic vapor cartridge mask ifTLV is exceeded. 
Ventilation: Standard room ventilation, supplement with appropriate local exhaust ventilation if TLV is 
exceeded. 
Gloves: Rubber or Synthetic 
Other Protective Equipment: N/A 
Eye Protection: Safety Glasses 
• Respiratory Protection- Indicates appropriate protection for use if chemical overexposure is 
probable. This protection is not usually required for routine work with most chemical products. 
listings of respiratory protection on MSDS should indicate the conditions or special circum-
stances that would require use of the protection. For jobs that require the routine use of 
respiratory protection, specific types will be listed and a respirator program will be required. 
• Ventilation -Indicates the necessary ventilation for work with chemical products. The standard 
ventilation required for any area where people are working is sufficient for the use of many 
chemicals. EZ Clean does not evaporate rapidly; therefore, it does not accumulate in the air. 
Standard ventilation is sufficient in most instances to dilute and remove it. However, the 
manufacturer of EZ Clean recommends supplemental ventilation if the TLV is exceeded. This 
will probably not occur very often and when it does it is likely to occur under unusual circum-
stances. The use of EZ Clean in confined spaces is a good example of a situation that may 
necessitate the use of supplemental local exhaust ventilation. The manufacturers of some 
products know, based on the chemical and physical characteristics of their products, that 
supplemental local exhaust ventilation will be needed in most situations. The MSDS of this type 
product may contain a notation like local exhaust ventilation is required. 
• Gloves- Indicates the specific type of gloves needed for work with the chemical. Some gloves 
will not provide adequate protection for certain chemicals. When work involves direct hand 
contact with chemicals, appropriate gloves must be worn unless this space on the MSDS is 
marked not applicable (N/A). 
• Eye Protection - Indicates the appropriate eye protection that must be used if there is any 
possibility of splashing chemicals in the eyes. There are three main types of eye protection: 
safety glasses, goggles and face shields. Protection should be used as indicated on MSDS. 
• Other Protective Equipment - Information is rarely entered in this space. Only very toxic 
chemicals used in special situations require additional protective equipment. Newspapers do 
not commonly use such products. · 
SECTION IX: SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 
Storage & Handling: Avoid extreme temperatures, sparks and open flame. 
Other Precautions: N/A 
• Storage & Handling- Indicates information about the safe storage and handling of the product. 
Special information for reactive and highly toxic chemicals may also appear in this space. Since 
EZ Clean is flammable it should be stored away from sources of ignition. Other information that 
might appear in this space includes Do not store in metal containers, Do not expose to air and 
Keep refrigerated at all times. 
• Other Precautions- This space often indicates not applicable (N/A), but is sometimes used for 
very specialized information on certain chemicals. Information in this space may include in-
structions about use with other chemicals or special situations where an extraordinary hazard 
may exist. Some manufacturers use this space for information like Keep Away From Children or 

















MSDS Interpretation Guide 
GLOSSARY OF COMMON MSDS TERMS 
-A-
Ethyl alcohol containing not more than 0.2 percent water by weight. 
An adverse health effect with a rapid onset. A simple example of an 
acute effect is an acid burn, which causes almost immediate skin 
irritation. 
The adverse health effects resulting from a single- or short-term over-
exposure to a substance. 
American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists 
Family of hydrocarbon compounds containing one hydroxyl (-OH) 
group. In general, alcohols are irritating to mucous membranes and 
usually produce some narcotic effect. 
Family of relatively reactive hydrocarbon compounds bonded with 
oxygen. These compounds are potential eye, skin and respiratory 
system irritants. Aldehydes are widely used in many chemical manufac-
turing and refining processes because of their reactive nature which 
means they can be used to produce a number of other chemicals. 
A large group of organic chemicals composed primarily of carbon and 
· hydrogen. Aliphatics are common in petroleum products and they are 
major ingredients of products like gasoline, paint thinner and natural 
gas. 
Family of hydrocarbon compounds which are derivatives of ammonia 
(NH3). These chemicals tend to have the characteristic ammonia smell. 
Aliphatic amines are often strongly alkaline (caustic) compounds which 
may be highly irritating to the eyes, skin and respiratory systems. 
See aliphatic amines. 
Normal or typical surrounding temperature and pressure conditions. 
American National Standards Institute 
A deficiency of oxygen in the blood. Overexposure to certain chemi-
cals may cause anoxia. Carbon monoxide, for a simple example, bonds 
with blood hemoglobin and prevents it from taking oxygen to the cells. 
Group of organic chemicals composed of carbon and hydrogen. Each 
chemical in the group has one six-member carbon ring which is known 
as an aromatic nucleus or benzene ring. Benzene, toluene and xylene 
are three of the many types of aromatic hydrocarbons. 
Vapors and gases which may cause unconsciousness or death by suffo-
cation (a lack of oxygen). Most simple asphyxiants are only harmful to 
the body when they become so concentrated that the amount of 
oxygen in the air is reduced to dangerous levels (18% or lower). As-
phyxiation is one of the principal potential hazards of working in 
confined spaces. 
Suffocation, see asphyxiants. 
Indicates the relative weightof chemical atoms (elements) when com-
pared with the weight of hydrogen atoms (e.g., carbon is 12 times 


















The initial temperature at which a substance will initiate self combus-
tion in the absence of an ignition source. 
-B-
The temperature at which a liquid changes to a vapor state at a given 
pressure. Boiling point is usually expressed in degrees Fat a pressure 
of 760 mm Hg (one atmosphere). Each liquid has a different boiling 
point at a given pressure. MSDS for chemical mixtures may indicate the 
initial boiling point of the product or the boiling range of the various 
components. 
See glycol ethers. 
-C-
The letter C has three meanings for the different contexts in which it is 
used. These meanings include carbon when used in conjunction with 
chemical formulas, degrees Centigrade or Celsius (°C) when used to 
indicate temperature and ceiling level when used in conjunction with 
chemical exposure standards. 




Chemical Abstracts Service is an organization which indexes informa-
tion published by the American Chemical Society in Chemical Abs· 
tracts. The company develops index guides used to locate information 
about the individual chemicals published in the Abstracts. CAS Num-
bers are unique numbers, assigned by the Service, which identify 
specific chemicals. Some MSDS include these numbers for chemicals 
as a way of identifying obscure chemicals or to clarify the identity of 
chemicals with unusual or misleading names. 
Cubic centimeter is a metric unit of volume equivalent in capacity to 
one milliliter (ml}. One quart is roughly equal to 946 cubic centimeters. 
SeeTCC. 
A type of chemical exposure standard established by OSHA and AC-
GIH which indicates the maximum allowable exposure level for a given 
chemical. Most chemicals do not have ceiling limits. 
Synonym for 2-ethoxyethanol (ethylene glycol monoethyl ether) which 
is a member of the glycol ether chemical family. See glycol ethers. 
See glycol ethers. 
See anoxia. 
A group of chemicals that are structurally related. The chemicals of a 
given family often have similar component parts and chemical charac-
teristics. Many chemical families are listed in the HAZPAK glossary, a 
























Chemical Transportation Emergency Center is a national center estab-
lished by the Chemical Manufacturers Association (CMA). CHEMTREC 
relays pertinent ~mergency information concerning specific chemi-
cals. CHEMTREC has a 24-hour toll free telephone number (800-424-
9300) for use by those who respond to chemical transportation emer-
gencies. 
An acne-like skin problem caused by overexposure to certain chlori-
nated compounds. 
Chemical compounds which have one or more chlorine atoms. See 
halogenated compounds. 
An enzyme associated with the nervous system. 
An adverse health effect with symptoms that develop slowly over a 
long period of time or which recur frequently. A simple example of a 
chronic effect is cirrhosis of the liver caused by long-term alcohol 
abuse. 
The adverse health effects resulting from long-term overexposure to a 
substance. 
See COC. 
Chemical Manufacturers Association 
Central nervous system 
Carbon monoxide is a colorless, odorless and tasteless toxic gas pro-
duced by the incomplete combustion of carbon. 
Carbon dioxide is a heavy, colorless and odorless gas produced by 
combustion and decomposition of organic substances. C02 will not 
burn and is relatively non-toxic, so it is often used as a fire extinguish-
ing agent. 
Cleveland Open Cup is one of several flash point test methods. 
See flammable and combustible liquid classifications. 
Pertaining to the cornea of the eye. 
Liquid or solid substances that cause destruction or alterations of skin 
at the site of contact. Acids, alkalies and oxidizers are examples of 
corrosive substances. 
Pertaining to the skin. 
See Dermal Toxicity. 
-D-
Breakdown of a material or substance by heat, chemical reaction, 
electrolysis, decay or other processes. 
Degrees Centigrade or Celsius (0 C) 
Degrees Fahrenheit (°F) 
Relating to the skin. 
















An inflammation of the skin. Dermatitis has many causes including 
disease, allergies and chemical overexposure. Many industrial chemi-
cals can cause dermatitis when they are used without appropriate 
gloves. 
U.S. Department of Labor 
U.S. Department of Transportation 
-E-
The excessive accumulation of fluid in tissue spaces. 
Pertaining to the glands which secrete hormones. 
The glands which produce hormones including the pituitary, thyroid, 
parathyroid, pancreas, adrenal, ovary and testis. 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
The science which deals with the study of diseases and health effects in 
specific populations in an effort to provide information about the 
causes. 
A large family of organic chemicals widely used in industry and com-
merce. Certain esters are found naturally in fruits (e.g., bananas) and 
account for the smell and taste of the fruit. Other esters are used in 
soap, perfume and general purpose solvents. Ethyl acetate and butyl 
acetate are examples of two esters often used in solvents and paints. 
A large family of organic compounds with many important industrial 
uses. Ethyl ether, commonly known as ether, has been used as a 
general anesthetic. Certain ethers (e.g., glycol ethers) have commer-
cial uses in solvents, paints, lacquers, cleaning and spotting agents. 
A term used to express the relative rate of evaporation for a chemical 
when compared to the known evaporation rate of a standard liquid. 
The standard liquid is usually normal butyl acetate (NBUAC or n-BuAc). 
Evaporation rates of chemicals derived using n-BuAc are classified as 
fast, medium and slow using the following guidelines: 
FAST Evaporating- Rates greater than 3.0 
MEDIUM Evaporating- Rates between 0.8 and 3.0 
SLOW Evaporating- Rates less than 0.8. 
-F-
Fahrenheit when used in the context of temperature. 
CLASS A: Fires involving ordinary combustible materials such as paper, 
wood and cloth. Also includes some fires involving rubber and plas-
tics. 
CLASS 8: Fires involving flammable or combustible liquids, flammable 
gases, greases and similar materials. Also includes some fires involving 
rubber and plastics. 
CLASS C: Fires involving energized electrical equipment. 
CLASS D: Fires involving combustible metals such as magnesium or ti-
tanium. 














CLASS lA FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS 
Have flash points below 73°F (22.8°C) and boiling points below 100°F 
(37.8°C). 
CLASS IB FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS 
Have flash points below 73°F (22.8°C) and boiling points at or above 
100°F (37.8°C). 
CLASS IC FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS 
Have flash points between 73°F (22.8°C) and 100°F (37.8°C). 
CLASS II COMBUSTIBLE LIQUIDS 
Have flash points between 100°F (37.8°C) and 140°F (60°C). 
CLASS lilA COMBUSTIBLE LIQUIDS 
Have flash points between 140°F (60°C) and 200°F (93.3°C). 
CLASS IIIB COMBUSTIBLE LIQUIDS 
Have flash points at or above 200°F (93.3°C). 
Compressed gases which will ignite in air at concentrations of 13% or 
less by volume. Also those gases which have a flammability range in air 
of 12% or more regardless of lower flammable limit (lfl). 
See flammable and combustible liquid classifications. 
Solids which ignite readily and burn vigorously as a result of friction, 
moisture absorption or spontaneous chemical changes. 
The numerical difference between the upper and lower flammable 
limits. 
The initial temperature at which a liquid will produce enough flamma-
ble vapor to ignite in the presence of an ignition source. Flash point 
can be used to categorize the potential fire hazards of flammable and 
combustible liquids as follows: 
Severe Fire Hazards include liquids with flash points below 100°F 
(37.8°C). 
Moderate Fire Hazards include liquids with flash points between 
100°F (37.8°C) and 200°F (93.3°C). 
Slight Fire Hazards include liquids with flash points above 200°F 
(93.3°C). 
The shorthand notation used by chemists to identify specific chemi-
cals. A simple example is carbon dioxide which has the chemical 
formula COz. 
-G-
Gram is a metric unit of weight. One ounce equals 28.35 grams. 
A ventilation system for removing air and contaminants from an entire 
work area. 
Group of five related ethers that are colorless liquids with a slight odor. 
Glycol ethers are occasionally used in solvents, paints, lacquers and 
cleaning compounds. The synonym cellosolve is frequently used for 




















The group of atoms known as halogens includes chlorine, bromine, 
fluorine and iodine. 
Chemicals that contain one or more halogen atoms (e.g., carbon te-
trachloride contains four chlorine atoms). 
All chemicals listed by OSHA in 29 CFR 1910, Subpart Z, Toxic and 
Hazardous Substances (i.e., Chemicals with OSHA Standards). All 
chemicals which have published ACGIH Threshold Limit Values (TLVs) 
are also considered hazardous chemicals under the OSHA Hazard 
Communication Standard. Additionally, any chemical which is consid-
ered a carcinogen or potential carcinogen by OSHA, NTP (National 
Toxicology Program) or IARC (International Agency for Research on 
Cancer). 
See polymerization. 
Pertaining to the liver. 
Class of organic compounds that are composed exclusively of carbon 
and hydrogen atoms. This class of compounds includes several 
hundred thousand different chemicals. 
-I-
International Agency for Research on Cancer 
Capable of being set afire. 
Materials which could cause dangerous reactions from direct contact 
with one another are defined as incompatible. 
The study and control of occupational factors that may cause sickness, 
impaired health or significant discomfort of employees. 
State of intoxication or disorientation characterized by symptoms in-
cluding loss of balance, lack of coordination or drunken behavior. 
Inebriation can be caused by excessive exposure to alcohol and certain 
other organic chemicals. A state of inebriation caused by chemical 
exposure is often a symptom of overexposure. 
Chemical substances which do not react or are physiologically inactive. 
The reaction of tissues to injury or irritation characterized by symp-
toms (i.e., inflammatory responses) like pain, tenderness, redness, 
swelling, heat and edema. The symptoms may be confined to the site 
of injury or irritation (i.e., localized inflammatory responses) or in 
some cases to the entire body (i.e., systemic inflammatory responses). 
See inflammation. 
The process of eating, drinking or inadvertent consumption which 
involves taking a substance into the body through the mouth. 
The process of drawing air into the lungs (i.e., breathing). 
The respiratory hazards which may result from overexposure to the 
gases, vapors, fumes, mists and dusts of many chemicals which enter 
or affect the body through the respiratory system. 
Chemical substances which may cause inflammatory responses or 







LEL, lei or LFL, lfl 
Local Exhaust Ventilation 
Lower Explosive Limit 
Lower Flammable Limit 
Melting Point 
Methyl Cellosolve 
Methyl Cellosolve Acetate 
mglkg 
-K-
Kilogram is a metric unit of weight equivalent to 2.205 U.S. pounds. 
A family of organic compounds which are similar in their chemical and 
toxicological characteristics. Ketones are flammable, colorless liquids 
with pungent odors similar to acetone. Ketones are widely used in 
general purpose solvents. 
-L-
liter is a metric unit of capacity (volume) equivalent to 1.057 U.S. 
quarts. 
Chemical substances which irritate the eyes and cause tears to form 
(e.g., tear gas). 
Lethal Concentration 50 is the minimum concentration of a chemical 
that will kill 50% of a group of test animals. LC5o values may be 
expressed in units of parts per million or milligrams per cubic meter. 
Lowest known lethal concentration. 
Lethal Dose 50 is the minimum amount (dose) of a chemical which will 
kill 50% of the experimental test animals when administered a single 
time. LD5o values are expressed with units of milligrams of chemical 
per kilogram of animal body weight. LD5o data typically indicates the 
type of animal and method of dose administration (e.g., Rat-Oral LD50 
=50 mg/kg). 
Lowest known lethal dose. 
The lower explosive limit or lower flammable limit of a vapor or gas is 
the minimum percent concentration of the substance in air that will 
explode or produce a flash of fire when an ignition source is present. 
At concentrations below the LEL or LFL the substance is too lean to 
burn. 
A ventilation system designed to capture and exhaust contaminants 




Meter is a metric unit of length equivalent to 39.37 inches. 
Square meter is a metric unit of area equivalent to 10.76 square feet. 
Cubic meter is a metric unit of volume equivalent to 35.315 cubic feet 
or 1,000 litres. 
The temperature at which a solid chemical changes to a liquid. 
See glycol ethers. 
See glycol ethers. 
Milligrams per kilogram is a metric unit often used to express toxico-
logical dose. 















NBUAC, or N-BuAc 
NFPA 
NFPA704 
Milligrams per cubic meter is a metric unit for expressing concentra-
tions of dusts, gases or mists in air. 
Capable of being mixed or dissolved. 
Milliliter is a metric unit of volume equivalent to one cubic centimeter 
(i.e.,1/1,000ofaliter). 
Millimeter is a metric unit of length equivalent to 1/1,000 of a meter. It 
is occasionally used as a shorthand for mm Hg (see below). 
Millimeters of mercury is a metric unit of pressure. 
See formula. 
SeeMW. 
Millions of particles per cubic foot is a rarely used unit for expressing 
concentrations of dust particles suspended in air. 
A substance or agent capable of altering the genetic material in a living 
cell. 
Capable of causing or inducing a cellular mutation. 
Mucous secreting linings of respitatory, gastrointestinal and urinogeni-
tal passageways. 
Molecular weight indicates the relative weight of a chemical molecule. 
The molecular weight of a substance is the sum of the atomic weights 
of the atoms that constitute the molecule. 
-N-
Sodium hydroxide or caustic soda which is a strong base. 
Unconsciousness or stupor produced by overexposure to certain 
chemicals. 
Normal butyl acetate. See evaporation rate. 
National Fire Protection Association 
Standard System for the Identification of the Fire Hazards of Materials 
is a chemical labeling system developed by NFPA. The system uses 
standardized diamond shaped labels or placards to indicate the appli-






NFPA 704 labels typically consist of four quadrants that contain coded 
information concerning the fire, health, reactivity and special hazards 
of the product. Sample label 2 above only has three quadrants. This 
type of label is sometimes used when the product does not have any 
special hazards that would be listed in the fourth (special hazards) 
quadrant. The label quadrants have different background colors (as 
shown) which indicate the specific type of hazard covered by each of 
the quadrants (e.g., a quadrant with a blue background indicates 
health hazard information). The fire, health and reactivity quadrants 
use coded numbers from 0 to 4 that indicate the relative degree of 
potential hazard associated with the product. The larger the number, 
the greater the potential hazard. The special hazards quadrant uses 
three coded symbols to indicate any special hazards associated with 
the product. The letters (A. -D.) in the quadrants of the sample labels 
above are not NFPA standardized symbols. The letters only indicate the 
appropriate key for each quadrant. The keys for the four label qua-
drants follow: 
A. Fire Hazard Quadrant (Red Background) 
Number Hazard 
0 - Will not burn. 
1 - Will only ignite if preheated. 
2 - Will ignite if moderately heated or exposed to high am-
bient temperature. 
3 - Will ignite under most ambient conditions. 
4 - Will readily vaporize and burn at ambient conditions. 
B. Health Hazard Quadrant (Blue Background) 
Number Hazard 
0 - No hazard beyond that of ordinary combustible materials. 




- Hazardous with intense or continuous exposure. 
- Extremely dangerous even with short-term exposures 
which may cause serious injury. 
4 - Deadly, even with very short-term exposures. 
C. Reactivity Hazard Quadrant (Yellow Background) 
Number Hazard 






- Mildly reactive with water and unstable if heated or sub-
jected to elevated pressure. 
- Normally unstable and may undergo violent chemical 
changes but does not detonate. 
- Shock, heat or water contact may cause detonation or 
explosive decompression. 
- Extremely unstable; capable of detonation or explosive 
decompression at ambient conditions. 
D. Special Hazards Quadrant (White Background) 
Symbol Hazard 

























Pertaining to the kidney. 
Pertaining to the kidney. 
The basic structural and functional unit of the kidney. 
See neuropathy. 
A nerve cell, the structural and functional unit of the nervous system. 
Any dysfunction of the nervous system. 
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health 
National Toxicology Program 
-0-
Pertaining to the sense of smell. 
Pertaining to the mouth or region of the mouth. 
Adverse effects resulting from taking a substance into the body via the 
mouth. 
A chemical term indicating almost all compounds that contain one or 
more carbon atoms. Certain materials which contain carbon are not 
considered organic compounds. Some of these include certain oxides 
of carbon (e.g., carbon monoxide), graphite and carbide. Organic 
compounds comprise the vast majority of chemicals handled by news-
paper employees. 
See oral. 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
A type of chemical reaction with the potential to produce significant 
amounts of energy (e.g., the explosion of gunpowder). Controlled 
oxidation reactions are widely used in industry for chemical pro-
cessing, adhesive materials and cleaning. Uncontrolled oxidation 
caused by a strong oxidizing agent can be very dangerous. Care should 
always be taken in handling and storage of any strong oxidizers. Oxida-
tion reactions occur simultaneously with reduction reactions. 
A major type of chemical reaction which involves the simultaneous 
oxidation and reduction of two or more substances. This type of reac-
tion can result in significant amounts of heat and energy. Oxidation-
Reduction reactions are sometimes called REDOX reactions. 
Chemicals which are readily reduced in the presence of reducing 
agents. Oxidizing agents either yield oxygen or gain electrons during 
an oxidation-reduction reaction. 
-P-
Polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons are a group of chemicals that have 
two or more aromatic nuclei (i.e., six-member carbon rings). Naphtha-












Poison, Class A 







Permissible exposure limit is the legal exposure limit established by 
OSHA for regulated chemicals. PEL are published by OSHA in 29 CFR 
1910.1000. When exposures are maintained at or below the PELs, OSHA 
believes that nearly all workers may be repeatedly exposed day after 
day with no adverse effects. PELs are based on the best available 
information from industrial experience, experimental human and ex-
perimental animal studies. 
See peripheral neuropathy. 
Dysfunction of the peripheral nerves (i.e., sensory, motor, reflex and 
vasomotor nerves). 
See PM. 
The percentage of a liquid or solid (by volume) that will vaporize or 
evaporate at a given temperature (typically 70°F). Certain chemicals like 
butane, gasoline and mineral spirits are 100% volatile. Other chemi-
cals, such as paint, are only partially volatile (i.e., the paint thinner will 
evaporate but the pigment will not). 
Various organic chemicals which result from refining (distillation) of 
crude oil (petroleum). All refined petroleum oils, fuels and many 
common solvents (e.g., Stoddard Solvent and mineral spirits) are pe-
troleum distillates. 
A measure of chemical acidity or alkalinity. The pH scale goes from 1 
(extremely acidic) to 14 (extremely caustic). Solutions like distilled 
water which are essentially neutral have a pH near 7. Chemicals which 
are not water soluble do not have a pH. 
Pensky-Martens Closed Cup is one of several flash point test methods. 
See PAH. 
Term used for extrmely poisonous gases or liquids. These chemicals 
are so toxic that even small amounts mixed with air are potentially 
dangerous to life. 
Term used for liquid, solid, paste or semi-solid substances which are 
potentially very toxic if they come in contact with the body. 
A reaction in which small chemical molecules combine to form larger 
molecules (polymers). Hazardous polymerization is an uncontrolled 
reaction where polymer formation occurs rapidly and releases large 
amounts of energy. 
See peripheral neuropathy. 
See PAH. 
Parts per billion is a unit for expressing concentrations of gases and 
vapors in air. PPB indicates the number of molecules of gas or vapor 
contained in a billion molecules of air. PPB may also be used to express 
the concentration of a substance in a liquid or solid. 
Parts per million is a unit used for expressing concentrations of gases 
and vapors in air. PPM indicates the number of molecules of gas or 
vapor contained (n a million molecules of air. PPM may also be used to 
express the concentration of a substance in a liquid or solid. 















Pounds per square inch is a unit of pressure. For certain technical 
situations, pressure may be expressed in units of psig (pounds per 
square inch gauge) or psia (pounds per square inch absolute). 
Pertaining to the lungs. 
-R-
A chemical transformation or change involving the interaction of two 
or more chemicals to form one or more new substances (e.g., a reac-
tion between hydrogen and oxygen produces water). 
A measure of the tendency for a substance to undergo an uncontrolled 
chemical reaction with the release of energy. Undesirable effects in-
cluding pressure buildup, temperature increase and the formation of 
noxious, toxic or corrosive by-products may occur in conjunction with 
an uncontrolled chemical reaction. 
See oxidation-reduction. 
Chemicals which are readily oxidized in the presence of oxidizing 
agents. Reducing agents either combine with oxygen or lose electrons 
during an oxidation-reduction reaction. 
A type of chemical reaction which occurs simultaneously with oxida-
tion. 
Pertaining to the kidneys. 
The breathing system including the lungs, trachea (windpipe), larynx, 
mouth, nose and the associated portions of the nervous and circula-
tory systems. 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 
-5-
Inorganic chemicals typically composed of two charged ions (groups of 
atoms). One ion has a positive charge and the other a negative charge. 
These ions tend to separate when dissolved in a liquid such as water. A 
simple example is sodium chloride (table salt) which is composed of 
positive sodium ions and negative chloride ions. 
The process by which an individual is rendered sensitive to an allergen 
or chemical. 
The uncontrolled, allergic like responses that occur when a sensitized 
individual is exposed to the sensitizing agent (i.e., sensitizer). 
A substance or event which induces sensitization or elicits a sensitiza-
tion response (allergic reaction). The first exposure to a sensitizer 
typically causes little or no reaction. However, subsequent exposures 
may cause marked adverse responses which are not necessarily limited 
to the contact site. 










A notation occasionally used in conjunction with PEL or TL V exposure 
standards to indicate that a chemical is readily absorbed by the skin, 
mucous membranes· and eyes. This notation is used to identify the 
need for appropriate measures (i.e., gloves and eye protection) to 
prevent inadvertent skin or eye absorption of the chemical. 
See Sensitizer. 
See Dermal Toxicity. 
A term expressing the percentage of a material (by weight) that will 
dissolve in water at room temperature. Categories used to express 
varying degrees of solubility include: 
Negligible Less than 0.1% soluble 
Slight 0.1 to 1.0% soluble 
Moderate 1 to 10% soluble 
Appreciable Greater than 10% soluble 
Complete 100% soluble 
An alternative method of expressing solubility in water is sometimes 
used which indicates the number of milligrams (mg) of a material that 
will dissolve in a liter (I) of water (i.e., mg/1). Categories used to express 
varying degrees of solubility include: 
Negligible Less than 20 mg/1 
Slight 20 to 200 mg/1 
Moderate 200 to 1 ,000 mg/1 
Appreciable 1,000 to 10,000 mg/1 
Complete Over 10,000 mg/1 
A liquid which will dissolve or disperse other substances. 
The relative weight of a substance as compared to the weight of an 
equal volume of water. For a simple example, assume that a certain 
volume of a chemical weighs 8 pounds and an equal volume of water 
weighs 10 pounds. The chemical has a specific gravity of 0.8 (i.e., 8 
divided by 10 equals 0.8). Insoluble materials with specific gravities less 
than 1.0 tend to float in a layer above water. Insoluble materials with 
specific gravities greater than 1.0 tend to sink and form a layer under 
water. 
An expression of the tendency for a material to remain unchanged. A 
material is usually considered stable if it remains in the same form 
under typical conditions of use and storage. 
Short term exposure limit is a term used by the ACGIH when referring 
to the airborne concentration of a substance to which workers can be 
exposed to continuously for a short period of time without suffering 
adverse health effects. A STEL is defined as a 15-minute time-weighted 
average exposure which should not be exceeded at any time during 
the work day even if the eight-hour time-weighted average is within 
the TLV. STEL exposures should not be longer than 15 minutes for a 
maximum of four such periods per day with at least 60 minutes be-
tween exposure periods. The STEL is designed to supplement the TLV-
TWA where there are possible acute effects from a substance whose 
effects are mainly chronic. 























Materials used to change the surface chemistry of liquids. A simple 
example illustrating the action of surfactants is the effect of detergents 
on water. Water and oil do not ordinarily interact with one another. 
However, when detergents are added to water the surface chemistry is 
changed and water is able to dissolve oil. 
An accepted name or expression which may be used as an alternative 
name for something. In chemistry, synonyms are additional names by 
which certain chemical compounds are known. For example, methyl 
alcohol is also known by the synonyms methanol and wood alcohol. 
Adverse effects to the liver or kidneys resulting from overexposure to a 
chemical substance. May also refer to effects of a substance which is 
absorbed by an organ of the body independent of the site of entry. 
-T-
See TCC and TOC. 
See TCC and TOC. 
Tag (Tagliabue) Closed Cup is one of several flash point test methods. 
The lowest dose of a substance known to produce any toxic effect. 
A substance capable of causing damage to a developing embryo or 
fetus. 
Capable of causing or producing damage to a developing embryo or 
fetus. 
A Threshold Limit Value is a recommended exposure standard estab-
lished by ACGIH. The legal exposure standards applicable to newspa-
pers are established by OSHA. However, TLVs are intended to be used 
as guidelines for good practices. When exposures are maintained at or 
below the TLVs, ACGIH believes that nearly all workers may be repea-
tedly exposed day after day with no adverse effects. TLVs are based on 
the best available information from industrial experience, experimen-
tal human studies and experimental animal studies. ACGIH establishes 





An increased ability to withstand irritating materials. Tolerance to many 
irritants develops over a period of time with repeat exposures. 
Tag (Tagliabue) Open cup is one of several flash point test methods. 
Poisonous or pertaining to poisons. 
The adverse effects resulting from overexposure to a toxic material. 
The study of the harmful effects of toxic chemicals on living organisms. 
The registered trademark name or commercial trade name for a 
material (e.g., VARSOL®). 
TWA 










Time-weighted average is an 8-hour exposure limit (TLV) established by 
ACGIH. TWA values correspond to OSHA Permissible Exposure limits 
(PEL). TWA values are the most common type of TLV. When exposures 
are maintained at or below the TWA values, ACGIH believes that nearly 
all workers may be repeatedly exposed day after day with no adverse 
effects. TWAs are based on the best available information from indus-
trial experience, experimental human studies and experimental animal 
studies. 
~U-
Upper explosive limit or upper flammable limit of a vapor or gas is the 
maximum percent concentration of the substance in air that will ex-
plode or produce a flash of fire when an ignition source is present. At 
concentrations above the UEL or UFL, insufficient oxygen exists to 
support combustion. 
Microgram is a metric unit of weight equivalent to 1/1,000,000 of a 
gram. 
Tending toward uncontrolled, violent decomposition or other un-
wanted chemical change during normal handling or storage. 
-V-
The relative weight of a given volume of vapor or gas when compared 
to the weight of an equal volume of air which is assigned a value of 1.0 
(i.e., air = 1). Materials lighter than air have vapor densities less than 
1.0. Materials heavier than air have vapor densities greater than 1.0. All 
vapors and gases will mix with air, but the lighter materials will tend to 
rise and dissipate. Heavier vapors and gases tend to sink and are likely 
to concentrate in low places or confined spaces. 
The pressure exerted by a saturated vapor above its own liquid in a 
closed container at a given temperature. The units of vapor pressure 
are usually mm Hg. Vapor pressure increases with increasing tempera-
ture. 
Pertaining to the blood vessels. 
The liquid portion of paint or ink which is the carrier of the pigment. 
Oil is a common vehicle for paint and inks. Water is used as a vehicle 
for latex paint and water-based inks. 
A system or equipment for circulating fresh air in and foul air out of an 
area. 
Chemical substances which cause blistering. 
Chemicals which are readily vaporized or changed to a gas are known 
as volatile. These chemicals also tend to readily evaporate at compara-
tively low temperatures. 
Haza~dous Mate~ial Identification System (HMIS) 
l J::"•=· ··-··-· 
HAZARDOUS MATERIAL IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM 
The Hazardous Material Identification System <HMIS> was 
developed by the National Paint & Coatings Association <NPCAJ, a 
Washington D.C.-based trade association.1' The Hazardous Material 
Identification System provides a uniform, comprehensive to inform 
employee of the hazards encountered in the performance of their 
jobs, and promotes the safe use of those hazardous substances. 
HMIS labels and placards provide information on: 
A. chemical identity - may be chemical or common name 
B. degree of acute health~ flammability and reactivity hazards-
each label or placard contains three horizontal bars blu~ 
for health, red for flammability, yellow for reactivity each 
with its separate numerical coding 
The degree of hazard for each catagory is expressed in a 
numerical rating, on a scale 0 to 4, with 0 denoting a minimal 
hazard, 4 a severe hazard. The 0-4 rating system is described 
as follows for each of the three types of hazards. 
1. National Paint & Coatings Association, 
1500 Rhode Island Ave., N.E. 




4- Deadly: even the slightest exposure substanc<:.~ 1.uou·1 d 
be threatening. Only specialized protective clothing, 
for these materials, should be worn. 
3- Extreme Danger: serious injury would result form exposure to 
this substanc~~. Do not -~::<pOSE! rJ.ny body ~.~ur·facf.~ to th,:::s<.::: 
materials. Full protective measures should be taken. 
2- Dangerous: exposure to this substance would be ha.z.::tr·dous to 
health. Protective measures are indicated. 
1- Slight Hazard: irritation or minor injury would result from 
exposure to this substance. Protective measures are 
indi.:::.::tted. 
0 No hazard: exposure to this subst:o::ti""IC<.':! o)ff-E!r·s no s i g n i f :i. c a .. n t: 
r·i.sk .to he.::i.l th. 
FLAMMABILITY HAZARD 
4- Flash Point Belo1.11 73° F: this subst.::l.no:::e :is ver·y fl·::l.ITim·::tbl,"'• 
volatilt~, or· d<.:::p,:::nding on its s t •:~. te.. E:=< t r·<::.•m<.~! 
caution shou ·1 d be in hand"! in!) or· sto:or·:i.ng of ttH?.S<::~ 
ma.t<:~r·ials. 
Flash Point Below 100° F: flammable, volatile or explosive 
undE·r· almost •::~.11 nor·ma l conditions. Exercise 
gr·E!•::l. t c•::l.ution in s to r·.:~.g<.~.· or· hand"! :i ng 0 ·f: these rna te r· i a·l ~-~ . 
2 - Flash Point Bel OW 200 0 F: rnoder·•::tte"l y hE!O:~.t-~d conditions m•::ty 
J.gnit<::~ this substance. Caution procedures should be employed 
in hand"! ing. 
1(:.0 
1 - Flash Point Above 200° F~ this substan~e must be preh~ated to 
ignite. Most combustible solids would be in this catagory. 
0- Will Not Burn: substances that will not burn. 
REACTIVITY HAZARD 
4- Hay Detonatel substances that a~e readily capable of detona-
tion or explosion at normal temperatures and pressures. 
Evacuate area if exposed to heat or fire. 
3- Exp,osive: substances that are readily capable of detonation 
or explosion by a strong initiating source, such as heat~ 
shock or water. Monitor from behind explosion resistant 
barriers. 
2 ~ Unstable: violent chemical changes are possible at normal or 
elevated temperatures and pressures. Potentially violent or 
explosive reaction may oc~ur when mixed with ~ater. Monitor 
from a safe distance. 
1 Normally Stable: stibstances that may become unstabl~ at 
elev~ted temperatures and pressures or when mixed with 
water. Approach with caution. 
0- Stable: substances which will remain stable when exposed to 
heat, pressure or water. 
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Th{;~ HMIS 'labE~·Is ;:lnd p'iacar·ds a'lso pr-ov:i.d<.~ :infor·m.::tt:ion on~ 
C. proper personal protective equipment a white bar- at the 
bottom of the label or placard contains a letter- representing 
one or more per-sonal protective devices that must be used when 
handling that substance. The following letter scheme is used: 
A = Glasses 
B = Glasses & Gloves 
C = Glasses 7 Gloves & Synthetic Apron 
D =Face Shield, Gloves & Synthetic Apron 
E = Glasses, Gloves & Dust Respirator 
F = Glasses, Gloves, Synthetic Apron & Dust Respirator 
G = Glasses, Gloves & Vapor Respirator 
H = Splash Goggles, Gloves, Synthetic Apron & Vapor 
Respirator 
I = Glasses, Gloves & Dust/Vapor Respirator 
J = Splash Goggles, 
Respirator 
Gloves, Synthetic Apron & Dust/Vapor 
K =Air Line Hood, Gloves, Full Suit & Boots 
X = Ask you supervisor for guidance 
D. chronic health hazards 
:1.62 
Original container should indic0.1.bo• tar·qf?t or·q0.1.n~.• .. ·- -
Tar·q'"!t or·ge.n information identified on th<..~ m·:tnufe.ctur·<r=r·""s "!--.a_be·l 
as well as the MSDS should be resummarized on the HMIS label. · The 
HMIS label is shown below in Figure 1. 
Newspo..\'e'. 'B\£An\(~t 
! 
Kc\ \~(" wc:\.s '-' 
PERSONAL PROTECTION 
Slyle NC·LS02 Pr lnleo t>y LA.B t LM A.SH~. CHICAGO. ll 60046 
Figure 1. HMIS label 
The above label is 1terpreted as follows: 
2. The health rating of 2 means that exposure to the c~emical is 
Dangerous: exposure to the substance would be hazardoDs to 
health. 
3. The flammability rating of 4 indicates that the substan~e is 
Highly Flammable: the substance is volat~le or explosive 
depending on its state, extreme caution should be used when 
hand"! ino;1. 
4. Th<? r·e<:tct:i.vitv r·e.ting of ·l 
Normally Stable~ substance 
t\':!ITip\':!r·0.J.tur-,"~s. 
indicates t:h;'.l.t the ,sub!;;tanc\?. 1.s 
may become unstabJe ~ at bele~ated 
The pers~nal protection rating indicates that glasses, gloves 
and a synthetic apron should be worn whi,e handling the 
sub~>ta.nc<..~. 
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HMIS RATINGS FOR CHEMICAL PRODUCT LIST 
DEPARTMENT: Photogr-aphy Ar-ea 
Chemical Pr-oduct Health Flammability Reactivity Pr·otection 
Rapid Fixer- 1 1 0 
Par·t A 
Rapid Fixer- 2 0 0 B 
Par-t B 
SII Activator- 2 0 0 B 
SII Deactivator- 1 1 1 
Dektol Developer- 1 0 0 B 
Acufine Developer- 1 0 0 B 
R-76 Developer- 1 0 0 Gloves 
DD-2.5 Tr-ansfer- 1 0 0 A 
Developer-
Or-bit Bath 1 0 0 
Photo-Flo 200 1 0 0 
Fi 1m Cleaner-
Stabilization 1 0 0 B 
Pr-ocess Cleaner-
:1.61.~ 
HMIS RATINGS FOR CHEMICAL PRODUCT LIST 
DEPARTMENT: Composition Area 
Chemical Product Hea 1 th. Flammability Reactivity Pr-otection 
RCD-5 Developer 1 0 0 A 
RF-20 Rapid Fix 1 0 0 
RFH Liquid Hardener 1 0 0 A 
Sprayway Formula 40 1 1 0 
·Glass Cleaner 
1(:.5 
HMIS RATINGS FOR CHEMICAL PRODUCT LIST 
DEPARTMENT: Press Area 
Chemical Product Health Flammability ·Reactivity Protection 
RF-20 Rapid Fix 1 0 0 
RFH Liquid Hardener 1 0 0 A 
GPP LD-40 Developer 1 0 0 
Part A 
GPP LD-40 Developer 1 0 0 A 
Part B 
R-30 Replenisher 1 0 0 
Part A 
R-30 Replenisher 1 0 0 A 
Part B 
Process Cleaner 2 1 0 c 
Gum Arabic 1 0 1 A 
NGS Plate 2 2 0 c 
Sensitizer 
Black Bristle#7 2 2 1 c 
Plate Developer 
Newspaper Blanket 2 4 1 c 
& Roller Wash 
Neutrofount 1 0 0 
Lo Rub Black Ink 1 1 0 B 
Colored Ink 1 1 0 B 
lt.t. 
HMIS RATINGS FOR CHEMICAL PRODUCT LIST 
OEPARTMENT: Ci~culation A~ea 
Chemical P~oduct Health Flammability Reactivity P~otection 
Duplicato~ Fluid 1 4 0 c 
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Wo~k P~actices Fo~ Routine & Non-Routine Tasks 
by ope~ational a~ea 
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WORK PRACTICES FOR ROUTINE & NON-ROUTINE TASKS 
DEPARTMENT: Photography Area 
35 MM Film Development 
Routine Task - Snlution Preparation 
Orbit Bath 
1. Put on the appropriate personal protection. Gloves are 
recommended. 
2. Following the label directions, mix fresh orbit bath 
solution in the 1 gallon stora1e conta~ner. 
3. Upon use, pour into the film container, avoiding contact 
with the eyes, then discard down the drain when finished. 
4. Clean and/or dispose of the protection worn. 
5. Wash hands upon completing the task~ 
Photo-Flo 
1. Put on the appropriate personal protection. Goggles and 
gloves are recommended. 
2. Following the label directions, mix fresh solution in 
the appropriate container. Avoid splashing the solution 
due to eye and skin irritation. 
3. Discard the spent solution down the drain. 
4. Clean and/or dispose of the protection worn. 
5. Wash hands upon completing the task. 
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Fixe I"' 
1. Put on the appl"'opPiate pel"'sonal pl"'otection. Goggles and 
g 1 oves .ape l"'ecommended. 
2. Following the label dil"'ections, mix fpesh fixeP in 
the appi"'Opl"'iate containel"'. 
3. Upon use, poul"' solution into the film containeP avoiding 
splashes and spills. 
4. Aftel"' use in the film containel"', poul"' the solution back 
into the ol"'iginal 
weeks. 
stol"'age containel"' and l"'euse fol"' 2 
5. Discal"'d the spent solution down the dPain. 
6. Clean and/oP dispose of the pPotection wol"'n. 
7. Wash hands upon completing the task. 
D-76 Developel"' 
1. Put on the appPopPiate pePsonal 
l"'ecommended. 
pPotection. Gloves aPe 
2. Following label diPections. mix fl"'esh developel"' in the 
appl"'opl"'iate containeP. 
3. Upon use. pouP into the film containel"' avoiding splashing 
OP spilling of the solution. 
4. Discal"'d down the dPain aftel"' each use. 
5. Clean and/oP dispose of the pl"'otection woPn. 
6. Wash hands upon completing the task. 
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Acufine Developer 
1. Pu~ on the appropriate personal protection. Goggles and 
gloves are recommended. 
2. Following the label directions, ~ix fresh developer in 
the appropriate container. 
3. Upon use, pour into the film container avoiding splashi.ng 
and spilling. 
4. Discard down the drain after each use. 
5. Clean and/or dispose of the protection worn. 
6. Wash hands upon completing the task. 
Ektamatic Processing 
Routine Task - Solution Preparation 
Activator & Deactivator 
1. Put on the appropriate personal protection. Goggles and 
gloves are recommended. 
2. Pour the ready to use solutions into their appropriate 
plastic quart bottles. Use caution when pouring the two 
solutions near each other. They are highly reactive. 
3. Place each quart bottle on the processor using caution 
not to mix solutions. Wipe up any spills made in between 
transfer of the activator and deactivator to the pro-
cesser. 
6. Clean and/or dispose of the protection worn. 
7. Wash hands upon completing the task. 
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Process Cleaner 
1. Put on the appropria~e personal protection. Goggles and 
gloves are recommended. 
2. Pour the ready-to-use solution into the processor once 
all other solutions have been removed. 
3. Let the processor run for the appropriate amount of time. 
4. Discard the process cleaner down the drain when finished. 
5. Clean and/or dispose of the protection worn. 
6. Wash hands upon completing the task. 
Non-Routine Task - Discarding Solutions 
Activator &: Deactivator 
1. Put on the appropriate personal protection. Goggles and 
gloves are recommended. 
2. Upon discarding the spent solutions., use extreme caution 
not to mix the activator and deactivator. 
3. Pour the activator down the drain first. Flush the drain 
with large amounts of water. 
4. Pour the deactivator down the drain last. Flush the drain 
with large amounts of water. 
5. Clean and/or dispose of the protection worn. 
6. Wash hands upon completing the task. 
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T~ay Development 
Routine Task - Solution P~epa~ation 
Dektol Develope~ 
1. Put on the app~op~iate pe~scinal p~otection. Goggles and 
gloves a~e ~ecommended. 
2. Following the label di~ections, 
the app~op~iate containe~. 
mix f~esh develope~ in 
3. Upon use, pou~ the solution into the developing t~ay and 
disca~d when the soluti~n is exhausted. Avoid splashing 
due to eye and skin i~~itation. 
4. Clean and/o~ dispose of the p~otection wo~n. 
5. Wash hands upon completing the task. 
PMT P~ocessing 
Routine Task - Solution P~epa~ati~n 
1. Put on the app~op~iate pe~sonal p~otection. Goggles and 
gloves a~e ~ecommended. 
2. Upon use, pou~ the ~eady-to-use solution into the p~ocess 
t~ay and disca~d when the solution is exhausted. 
3. Clean and/o~ dispose of the p~otection wo~n. 
4. Wash hands upon completing the task. 
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WORK PRACTICES FOR ROUTINE & NON-ROUTINE TASKS 
DEPARTMENTi Composition Area 
Composition Processor For Typeset 
Routine Tasks -Changing the Solutions 
1. Put on the appropriate personal protection. Goggles and 
gloves are recommended. 
2. Drain the developer into the portable plastic developer 
container beneath the processor. The spent developer is 
then disposed of down the drain in the sink in the 
janitor?s closet. 
3. Drain the fixer into the portable plastic fix container 
beneath the processor. The spent fixer is then disposed 
of down the drain in the sink in the janitor~s closet. 
4. Rinse both containers after spent solutions are disposed 
of. 
5. Following the label directions 7 mix fresh fix solution in 
the portable plastic fix container. Be careful to avoid 
splashing of the RF-20 fix solution and RFH liquid 
hardener. Irritation will 
the eyes or skin. 
occur if contact is made with 
6. Following the label directions 7 mix fresh developer in 
the portable plastic developer container. Be careful to 
avoid splashing on the skin or in the eyes. 
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7. P~ur the fresh fixer into the appropriate processor 
tray first. Wipe up any spills outside of .the fixer 
tray so as to not contaminate the fresh developer. 
8. Pour the fresh developer into the appropriate processor 
tray. 
9. Relocate the portable plastic containers back beneath the 
processor. 
10. Clean and/or dispose of the protection worn. 
11. Wash hands upon completing the task. 
Non-Routine Task - Repair of the Processor 
Wet Plenum 
1. Put on the appropriate personal 
required. 
protection. Gloves are 
2. Remove the roller mechanism 2 allowing existing developer 
and fixer to drain back into the solution tanks. 
3. Immediately rinse the roller mechanism in clean water 2 
taking precaution not to contact the eyes or skin with 
the chemicals on the roller. 
4. Perform the necessary repair and reinstall the roller 
mechanism in its original working position. 
5. Cl•an up all spills on or near the processor. 
6. Clean and/or dispose of the protection worn. 
7. Wash hands upon completing the task. 
Dry Plenum & Drive Mechanism 
1• Use caution to avoid contact with the chemical solutions. 
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WORK PRACTICES FOR ROUTINE & NON-ROUTINE TASKS 
DEPARTMENT: P~ess Area 
NO SMOKING IN THE PRESS ROOM OR PLATE MAKING AREA 
Lith Processo~ 
Routine Tasks - Changing the Solutions Twice Per Week 
' 1. Put on the app~opriate personal protection. Goggles and 
gloves are recommended. 
2. Following the label di~ectionS 7 mix fresh replenisher 
using Parts A & B in the ~eplenishment container. Use 
caution not to splash the solution while mixing due to 
possible irritation to the skin and ey~s. 
3. Following the label directions 7 mix fresh fix and 
hardener in the replenishment container. Use caution not 
to splash • 
. 4. Relocate b9th replenishment cont~iners back into their 
working positions. 
5. Clean and/or dispose of the protection worn. 
5. Wash hands upon completing the task. 
:!.76 
Non-Routin~ Task - Cleaning the Lith Proc~ssor 
1. Put on th~ appropriate personal protection. Goggles, 
glov~s and an apron are recommended, 
the natur~ of th~ proc~ss cleaner. 
~specially due to 
2. Drain th~ chemical tanks by opening th~ valv~s. 
3. Fill the tanks with wat~r and add processor cleaner. Use 
an extreme amount of caution to avoid eye and skin 
contact with th~ process cleaner. 
4. Run th~ processor for 24 hours. 
5. Drain the ch~mical tanks by opening the valves. 
6. Following the label directions, mix fresh developer 
in the now empty replenishment container. 
7. Using a chemical beaker, remove the necessary quantity of 
the developer and pour it into the appropriate chemical 
tank. Use caution to avoid spills. 
8. Pour the excess developer down the drain. 
9. Following the label directions, mix fresh fix to go 
into the chemical tank. Use a chemical beaker to transfer 
the fixer to the tank. 
10. Follow the directions above for the routine task of 
replenishing the replenisher and fix solutions that go in 
the portable containers beside the processor. 
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Plate Making 
Routine Task - Sensitizing Plates 
1. NO SMOKING IS ALLOWED! 
2. Put on the appropriate personal protection. Goggles 7 
gloves and an apron are recommended. 
3. Turn on the ventilation fan in the area. 
4. While sensitizing the plates 7 use caution to avoid eye 
and skin contact with the solution. 
5. Clean and/or dispose of the protection worn. 
b. Wash hands upon completing the task. 
Routine Task - Plate Processing 
1. NO SMOKING IS ALLOWED! 
2. Put on the appropriate personal 
gloves and an apron are recommended. 
protection. Goggles, 
3. Use caution when adding the developer to the sponge in 
the plate processor. Avoid eye an.d skin contact with the 
developer and make sure there are no flame sources near 
the developer. 
4. Use caution when adding gum arabic to the second sponge 
in the .plate processor. 
5. Clean and/or dispose of the protection worn. 
b. Wash hands upon completing the tasks. 
:L 78 
Press 
Routine Task - Blanket Cleaning 
1. NO SMOKING IS ALLOWED! 
2. Put on the appropriate personal 
gloves and an apron are recommended. 
protection. Goggles, 
3. Use the red printers rags to clean the blankets. 
4. Pump an adequate amount of cleaning solvent from the 
portable solvent container that is located near the sink 
in the press room onto the cleaning rags. 
5. Upon cleaning the blanket, containerize the red printer's 
rags in the designated container. 
6. Clean or dispose of the protection worn. 
7. Wash hands upon completing the task. 
Routine Task - Neutrofount Transfer 
1. NO SMOKING IS ALLOWED! 
2. Put on the appropriate personal 
recommended. 
3. Following the label dir~ctions, 
protection. Gloves are 
mix fresh neutrofount 
solution in the Baldwin fountain mixing container. 
4. Relocate the container back into its working position. 
5. Clean and/or dispose of the protection worn. 
6. Wash hands upon completing the task. 
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Routine Task - Ink T~ansfer 
1. NO SMOKING IS ALLOWED! 
2. Put on the appropriate personal protection. Goggles and 
gloves are recommended. 
3. Pump th• ink int~ th• ink f~untains using cauti6n to 
avoid eye and skin contact with the ink. 
4. Clean.and/or dispose of the protection worn. 
5. Wash hands upon completing the task. 
Non-Routine Task - Transfer of Blanket Wash 
1. NO SMOKING IS ALLOWED! 
2. Put on the appropriate personal . protection. Goggles 7 
gloves and an apron are recommended. 
3. Use caut~on when transferring the blanket wash into the 
intermediate container from the original 
Avoid.eye and skin contact with the solvent. 
4. Clean and/or dispose of the protection worn. 
5. Wash hands upon completing the task. 
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container. 
Non-Routine Task - Cleaning Press Parts 
1. NO SMOKING IS ALLOWED~ 
2. Put on the appropriate personal 
gloves and an apron are recommended. 
protection. Goggles 7 
3. Pour an adequate amount of cleaning solvent into an 
appropriate tray. Use caution not the splash the solvent 
on the skin or into the eyes. 
4. Upon cleaning the necessary parts 7 containerize the spent 
solvent in the designated container. 
5. Clean and/or dispose of the protection worn. 
6. Wash hands upon completing the task. 
1.::::1. 
WORK PRACTICES FOR ROUTINE & NON-ROUTINE TASKS 
DEPARTMENT: Circulation Area 
Duplicator Machine 
Routine Task- Adding Duplicator Fluid 
1. NO SMOKING IS ALLOWED! 
2. Put on the appropriate personal protection. Gloves are 
recommended. 
3. Pour the duplicator fluid into the designated tray. Use 
caution not to splash on the skin or into the eyes. 
4. Clean and/or dispose of the protection worn. 





IN CASE OF A FIRE 
1. EVACUATE THE BUILDING IMMEDIATELY - DO NOT ATTEMPT TO 
CONTAIN OR MINIMIZE THE,FLAME. 
2. Evacuate the building through designated exits that are 
farthest way from the fire. 
3. DO NOT attempt to gather any materials from the facility. 
4. Call the fire department IMMEDIATELY 
5. Inform the fire department of the nature of the fire and 
the source of the fire if known. 
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IN CASE OF A CHEMICAL SPILL 
Spills Containing Blanket Wash 
1. Evacuate unnecessa~y pe~sonnel. 
2. Put on the app~op~iate pe~sonal p~otection befo~e 
attempting to contain and ~emove the spill. 
2. Put out o~ shut off any/all sou~ces of flame. Tu~n off 
any unnecessa~y elect~ical equipment. 
3. NO SMOKING ALLOWED WHEN WORKING AROUND OR NEAR BLANKET 
WASH. 
4. Notify the fi~e depa~tment when fi~e o~ explosion haza~ds 
a~e possible. 
5. Open the a~ea up to p~ovide adequate ventilation 7 tu~ning 
on ceiling fans. 
6. Fo~ small spills 7 ~emove the sou~ce of the spill, wipe up 
with blanket wash ~ags and then containe~ize the ~ags 
when finished. 
6. Fo~ la~ge spills 7 ~emove the sou~ce of the spi11 7 call 
the fi~e depa~tment. If app~oved by the fi~e depa~tment, 
flush the a~ea with wate~. 
Spills Containing Ink 
1. Put on the app~op~iate pe~sonal p~otection. 
2. Put out o~ shut off any/all nea~ by sou~ces of flame. 
3. Open the a~ea up to p~ovide adequate ventilation. 
4. Collect la~ge spills with a shovel, using d~y sand and/o~ 
an abso~bent mate~ial to abso~b the ink. 
5. Clean the spill a~ea with dete~gent solutions. 
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IN CASE OF A CHEMICAL SPILL 
Spills Containing Photographic Chemicals & Plate Developing 
Solutions 
1. Put oh the appropriate personal protection. 
2. Consult the Material Safety Data Sheets for special spill 
or leak procedures pertaining to the chemical involved in 
the spill. 
3. Open the area up to provide adequate ventilation, turning 
on ceiling fans. 
4. Remove the source of the spill. 
5. Unless special procedures are outlined for the particular 
chemical, mop up or use the wet vacuum and then dispose 
of down the drain. 
6. Use caution not to combine reactive chemicals when 
cleaning up spills. 
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APPENDIX B 
Bozeman Daily Chronicle"'s Employer Information 
1.87 
Special Compliance Forms 
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LETTER REQUESTING MSDS 
Dear- Sir-/Madam: 
As a par-t of our efforts to comply with OSHA Hazard Communi-
cation Standard., I wbuld like tQ -requ~st Material Safety Data 
Sheets <MSDS> for those products currently being purchased 
from you co~pany. The following is a list of tonditions of 
purchase that we are implemen~ing with all of our chemical 
suppliers in an effort to achieve efficient compliance: 
* MSDS are to be as co~plete as is technically feasible; 
* Any trade secret claims must be clearly stated on MSDS; 
* Trade - secret products must have 24~hour em•rgency phone 
numbers available on the MSDS; 
·*Any product supplied to use thais is non-hazardous and/or 
not covered by an MSDS, must be accompanie~ by a letter 
indicating that the product is not covered by the OSHA 
Communication Standard; andi 
* When MSDS are updated to incorporate new information or a 
new pr·oduct for·mulation, please pr·ovid\~ new MSpS as soon 
as possible. 
As you realize., the above provisions are requ~rements of the 
federal Hazard Communication Standard which was effective 
November 25., 1985 for chemical manufacturers and distributors. I 





is a list of the 
require MSDS., or 
products we pur-chase from your 
an appropriate letter., for each 
Again., I appreciate your cooperation and 'lo~k forward to 
continued business with your- company. 
Sincerely., 
EMPLOYEE INFORMATION REQUEST FORM 
Please Print: 
1. Name 2. Work Location 
3 •. Job Title 4. Phone Number 
5. Supervisor 
Describe briefly the substance you are exposed to or are 
requesting further information on concerning the health and 
safety hazards of this substance in the workplace: 
1. Trade Name 
2. Chemical Name or Ingredients <If known> 
3. Manufacturer <Name and Address. If known) 
4. Does the substance have a 1 abel? ___ Yes ___ No 
5. Physical form of the substance: __ Gas __ Liquid __ Solid 
__ D•Jst __________________ O.ther 
6. Any other information which will identify the substance < the 
circumstance of exposure. other characteristics of the 
substance7 etc.>. 
7. If you have specific questions, write them below. 
Received by: 
Signatur-e: Employee Representative _______ _ 
Date: Date _____________________________ _ 
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EMPLOYEE REQUEST: 
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
EMPLOYEE"S NAME REQUEST DATE 
EMPLOYEE,.S REPRESENTATIVE TITLE 
EMPLOYEE,.S TITLE DEPARTMENT 
THE SUBSTANCE OR SUBSTANCES 
FOR WHICH I REQUEST A COPY OF 
THE MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
IS <ARE>: 
EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE REPRESENTATIVE"$ SIGNATURE 
Request Status 
Requested Copy<s> Re.ceived ____________ Date_.,_ __ 
(signature> 
Requested Copy<s> Unavailable ________________ Date ______ _ 
<signature> 
The unavailable copy<s> of the Material Safety Data Sheet(s) 
have been requested from, and will be furnished by, the 
supplier. 
Date _____ _ 
< compliance officer) 
RIGHT TO KNOW TRAINING LOG 
COMPANY SUBJECT 
TRAINING OFFICER DATE OF TRAINING 
EMPLOYEE NAME DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE 
CONTRACTOR ACKNOWLEDGEMENT LOG 
All contractors working for the Bozeman Daily Chronicle must 
sign this acknowledgement log prior to starting their contracted 
work duties 7 if their duties require them to work around or be 
exposed to any of the hazardous chemicals listed for use in any 
of the Bozeman Daily Chronicle's four operational areas. A 
contractor signature indi~at•s that the contractor has read and 
fully understands the information listed in the employee informa-
tion binder. 
CONTRACTOR NAME REPRESENTATIVE SIGNATURE DATE 
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Fede~al & State Safety and Health Acts 
On Nov~":!mber· 25, 1985 two laws became effective in order to 
help ensure the safety and 900d of hJor·ker·s. Th<?. Hazard 
Communication Standa~d wa.s .::tdopt<::!d by the fed<.~ral Ckcupa.t.iona·l 
Safety and Health Administration and the Employee and 
Community Hazardous Chemical Information Act was passed by the 
state of Montana. Both laws are intended to enhance worker and 
community safety by re~uiring all employers to make information 
available on all chemicals and their associated hazards 
workplace. These pro C<!~d tJ r·es ·for· t h.e · <.'!!rrtp ·1 oyer· to 
follow so tha.t they provide a full cove r·a.g<?. of in 1: or· ma. t ion 
on hazardous workplac<?. chemicals. 
Both i nh~nded to help protect workers~ h<?.alth 
although there are s<?.veral policy areas th;;:~.t differ· betw<.~<.~n th<?. 
two laws. The Montana law follows OSHA~s federal standard with 
the exceptions of area cov<?.raae and community access to informa-
tion. The OSHA standard applies only to workers in 20 standard 
industr·ia·l classifications. Printers und<::!r· 
standard industrial classification (SIC) code of #27. The Montana 
law covers all workers who may be exposed to hazardous chemi~als 
in their areas of work. The Montana law also addresses the issue 
of co rnm u n i t y saf~ty. Under this law, the community has access to 
haza.r·dous US<.~d in the 
community. There is one major difference in the formal require-
ments of the two laws. OSHA~s standard requires that a written 
hazardous communication program be developed to ensure the 
dissemination and explanation 
Montana/s law does not. 
of chemical information while 
In adhering to both federal and state laws, the following 
requirements are met by The Bozeman Daily Chronicle: 
1. A written hazardous communication program is developed 
for employee access; 
2. Material Safety Data Sheets are obtained from the 
manufacturers of all chemicals used in the workplace; 
3. A complete chemical list is developed from the Material 
Safety Data Sheets that are obtained, covering all 
chemicals used in the workplace; 
4. Work practices for routine and non-routine tasks involv-
ing the use of hazardous chemicals are developed for 
employee access; 
5. Emergency procedures for fire and unforeseeable chemical 
disasters are developed for employee access; 
6. Community Right-To-Know information is supplied to the 
clerk and recorder of Gallatin county for public access; 
and 
7. Employee training sessions are given for all employees 
that work around or may be exposed to hazardous chemicals 
in the workplace. 
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Employee Rights 
that work around or with hazardous chemicals 
are covered by one or· the oth~.~r· the tlJ.JO 
men t: :i on~~-· d. It is the responsibility 0 f t h~~ employer to provide 
chemical information to the employees. All workers have the right 
to acc<..~ss the lA!or-kp.l.::tce 
wo r· ke r· can be for·ced to wor-k with a hazardous 
chemical if the employer does not have an MSDS for the particular 
chemical within 5 working days of the wor-ker/s request. This 
provision i~ covered by state law. 
All workers have the right to hazardous chemical training on 
the potential hazards of and safe work practices for- uJor·kpl ac~? 
chemicals. Personal prot<:.~ct ion in the way of goggles, gloves, 
apr·ons, r·•.?.spir·ator·s, ~'?tc. must to th.e LL'or·ker·s for· 
their safety and health protection. 
f.~ny uJor·ker- has the right to file a written complaint to the 
local health officer or the county attorney if he/she feels that 
the is not adh<.?.r· ing to the provisions 6f either the 
st•::~.te ·l·:~.lJ.JS. I·f thE.' compla.int is chos<..~n 
upon, an investigation of the complaint must take place within 5 
working days of the of the comp1.3.int. Within lO 
day:.- o·F th•2 :initia·l ·Fi"lin9, r.i comp.IE .. t<.?. r-~'?por·t that d•.?.tails. th-.~· 
findings of the investigation must be completed. The employer 
must be notified of any violation that the investigating official 
determines as valid. The employer has lO wor·king da.ys to tak~.~ 
corrective action before prosecution can occur. The employer- may 
not fire, demote, discipline or discriminate against any employee 
who files a complaint. 
Th~.~ Production Manager on specific for·ms ·For· 
employees to complete when they request further chemical informa-
tiort. For·tTtS a.re ava.i latr'l<::! to request MSDS as well as chemical 
exposure information. 
Methods of Implementation 
The Bozeman Daily Chronicle uses a number of methods to help 
health and safety laws. Both 
wr·itt<?n and V<?r·ba.l infor·mation concE-rning hazards and safe work 
provided to all employees working around or with 
hazardous chemicals. 
A written hazard communication pr·o9r·am i~:. 
emp 1 oyee~; thr·ough the Production Manager or· 
employE-e information t h a t a. h."! 1 0Co3.t<?d 
avai l;;.tbl~::: to a'll 
by W·3.Y of thE! 
thr·oughout th1::: 
tJJo r· k p 1 ac<r=. Th•.::: wr·itt<?n comm•.Jn i ca.t ion program develops 
procedures that must b<? fo 11 OW<.."! d in or·d1:::r· that 
pr·ovid·~ a.dequ•3.te infor·mation to a. '11 
program outlines the following ar<?as; 
1. {ill oi: th<? pr·ogr·am r·<.."!Cor·ds u!.;ed 
fE-deral and stat<? laws~ 
in or·der· 
t h~::: <?mp 1 oyer·!:'· . 
to COITtply tJJith 
2. Employee training and educational materials; 
3. ContainE-r labeling and area placarding; and 
4. Contractor notification. 
Chemical lists and material safety data sheets are provide 
in the employee information binders in order for the employees to 
have an underst~nding of chemical types, names and specific 
details on chemical hazards. The details· and format of the 
chemical lists and MSDS are discussed in detail later. 
Container labeling and area placarding are used as a means 
of informing the worker of chemical identities as well as hazards 
and safe work practices. All containers should be properly. 
labeled so as to provide the reader with information concerning 
chemical identity and health and/or physi ca 'I hazar·ds. Ar·ea 
placarding provides the .worker with a general idea of the degree 
of hazard that is presented to him/her by chemicals present in 
the ar·eo'3 .• L.3.bel ing r·equir·ements and the ar·ea placar·di.ng sy!!.'t<?.m 
are defined in the employee information binder!!.' and will be 
discussed in detai 1 later·. 
Employee training is provided to all empioyees wo~king 
around or with hazardous chemicals in the workplace. The hazard-
OIJS o:hemical tr·aining inform the worker 6n the 
following ar·eas: 
1. Methods and observations that may be used to deteci the 
pr·esence or· release of hazardous che~icals in the 
UJO:or· k p 1 ac~'?; 




3. Protective measures that an employee can take to help 
eliminate or reduce exposure to hazardous chemicals, 
including work practices, personal protection and 
emergency procedures; and 
4. The details of the hazard communication program as 
developed by the employer, including information access, 
Material Safety Data Sheet interpretation, and a labeling 
and area placarding system description. 
Work practice guidelines and emergency procedures are 
developed for employee access in the information binders. These 
guidelines procedures are designed to help ensure reduced 
chemical exposure and increased worker safety. 
Primary Training 
Introduction To The Chemical List & MSDS 
**At this point it is time to introduce the empldyee to the 
chemical list that covers their operational area of work. ** 
The chemical list is compiled according to proBuct type, 
chemical product, and the manufacturer~s name, address and 
telephone number. The chemical product name cross-references to 
the chem1cal name on the MSDS~ 
**Now introduce the MSDS- all the MSDS for the chemicals 
on the list need not be introduced. Rather, pick several of the 
MSDS to explain and interpret. Use the 
to detail the contents of the MSDS. ** 
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MSDS interpretation guide 
Int~oduction To The Label & Placa~d System 
** Now int~oduce the Haza~dous Mate~ial Identification 
System <HMIS) as outlined in the employee information binder. 
Show the employees an example of what the label looks like as 
well as the info~mation represented on the label. Have the H1IS 
ratings for the chemical list, as outlined in the employee 
information binder, and explain how the rating for several 
chemicals we~e obtained. ** 
**Now explain the requirements of containe~ labeling. 
a chemical containe~ on hand to demonstrate labeling informa-
tion. ** 
Have 
The purpose of the label is to p~ovide visual warning about 
the haza~ds of the chemical in the container. Container labeling 
must indicate the product name as it appears on the MSDS. Origin-
al container labels must also state the hazardous chemical 
ingredients. the approp~iate warning, and the name and address of 
the manufacturer. Container labels should indicate specific 
target organs that may be affected by exposure to the hazardous 
chemical. Any container that is not properly 1abe1ed should be 
noted to the Production Manager in order for him/her to replace 
the original label with a HMIS label. 
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Haza~ds Of The Wo~kplace Chemicals 
**At this time the hazards of workplace chemicals should be 
t;:o::-::pl·3.lnt?.d. ** 
{~ chemical is defined as toxic or hazardous if it has the 
capacity to prodijce personal injury or illn ... ~ss to ma.n thr·ou9h 
ingestion, inhalation, or absorption through any body surface. 
The h·::tza.l~dous chemic•3.l can e::-::ist a!:; ·3. ~.,ol id., ·3. ·1 iquid, or· a. 
qas. One must be aware that a chemical, in s ta. te., may be 
harmless but upon changing to another state it becomes life-
thr·e;.:t ten i ng. 
A chemica·! i rnp o s~7: phys i ca·l and health hazards to an 
individual. A chemical is given a health hazar·d r·a.t ing 
is statistically significant evidence based on at least one study 
that acute or chronic health effects may occur upon exposure. The 
types of h~alth hazards are: 
l. a.cutt?.ly toxic 




6. sensitizing agent 
A chemical is given a physical hazar-d r·a t i ng 
valid evidence that it is a combustible liquid, •:ompr·essed gas, 
explosive~ flammable, an organic peroxide, an oxidizer, pyro-




5 •. i=lammable/•::ombustible 
**One should have a working kriowled~e of the definitions of 
the various types of health and physical 
pertinent terms can be defined. ** 
hazards so that the 
** Roub~s o·F entry Qf the hazardous chemical should be 
expl·3.ined. ** 
Tth~r·e ar·e thr·ee main .:• r .. commc•n ways in which hazardous 
chemicals can enter the human body. They are skin contact, 
ingestion and inhalation. Liquids and powder chemicals can get on 
the skin by accidentally spilling or thrQugh a job process. P4~t­
icular chemicals will cause the skin to burn or b~come irrita-
ted. Other chemicals ca~ penetrate the skin and cause internal 
damage. Chemicals can also be swallowed or introduced intQ the 
body by way of one/s fingers. Lastly, tQxic dust and vapors can 
be t~king in by merely breathing. This rQute of ent~y is diffi-
cult because a worker may not knQW that he/she is 
~~:(>:::: 
inhaling a hazardous substance. Particular precautions should be 
tak~:::n such as pr·;,:~.cticing good or· a.'! hyg i ~:::ne, ·F o '! ·1 ow in 9 ·1 .-:~.be 'l 
directions and following safe.work practices in •:.r·der· 
the elimination of hazardous substances enterihg the body. 
the HMIS ratings for· th-c: ch•:?ITtica·! "I ist •?.J.nd 
~xplain the hazard ratings for each rating c~mbination present on 
the rating sheet. ** 
Measure of Prevention & Protection 
** At this time introduce the work practices for routine and 
non-routine tasks that r~quire the use of hazardous chemicals. 
The <e:nt:ir··= set ot= pr·act:ices n<.;~ed not t•e £~on.<r.-:: over· 
g•.:::ner·a 1 r· ~:::qui r· ~~mE: n t s of following l;:~.b<..~l dir·ection~_;, usin9 
good oral hygiene and referring to the MSDS for special handling 
r·~:::quir·ements for· SIH;ocific chemicals. Stress the Importance of 
being fully aware of th<:."': char·ac tE: r· is tics and dir·ections that 
accompany a.ny C!"t\'!!ITI i Ca 1 n ** 
** f..) 1 s 0 intr·oduct? the ernp 'l•:.yees to the various means of 
personal protection that are available to ~ach employee for· use 
with chemical handling and exposure. Once again refer to the HMIS 
ratings for the chemical e>::pla.in th~ various personal 
pr·ot,:;:ct ion r· ,:;: c orrtiTt\'!! n d;,1. t ion~-; th·::t t ;,:~.ccornpany the us,:;: o·F C<E!r·tai n 
the HMIS marking system t h.::~. t i <:; 
inc·luded in i nfor·rnat ion binder· to explain the protection 
•: o mb i n .:1. t i o n s • ** 
Chemical Detection 
of methods to help 
presence of a hazardous ch~"'mi •::a 1. I ·F an employee encounter·s an 
odd or strong odor in any operational area, he/she should notify 
the Production Manager before attempting to contain or clean up a 
possible spill or leak. Any employee encountering •a.n 
MUST NOT attempt to test smell the possible leak or spill. Upon 
determination of a chemical presence, personal protection should 
be put on before attemping to C•)r·r·~-=ct pr·ob1~=~m. Visua.1 
obs~?.r·va t ion sh•)I.Jld .;o.lso pr·ompt any 
employee to first contact the Production Manager. Upon determin-
ing the source of the release, take the necessary precautions to 
contain or minimize the release. If any doubt r·em;a.ins as to th<.?. 
type o~ nature of a chemical release, contact the fire depart-
rnE!nt.. 
Emergency Procedures 
**At this time, go over the emergency procedures in detail. 
Explain the importance of worker safety. ** 
Closing Comments 
** Be f o r·e emp "loyf:!eS ·3.r·e dismissed from the training 
session. make sure that all of th~O'ir· questions 
addr·ess<::.•d or· been for· investigation. If 
r· e s <.::!a.r· c h nf.~~O' d s to be done on var·j.ous topics and questions, be 
that within a reasonable amount time the inquiring 
no fur·thf:~r· questions are asked. 
to h·:tV~.~ each sign the employee training log 
a.cknowl.E:dging their· under·standing info r· m.3. t ion 
r·E!l <?ased to th~O'rn. It is suggested that a brief 6 or so question 
written test be administered to employee as a record of 
their understanding of the chemical information just discussed. 
Th<2 wr·itten test could prove very useful in the case of an 
inspection by eith<2r federal or state investigators. ** 
END OF TRAINING SESSION 
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Community Right-To-Know Requirements 
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COMMUNITY RIGHT-TO-KNOW REQUIREMENTS 
Montana/s Employee and Community Hazardous Chemical Informa-
tion Act requires The Bozeman Daily Chronicle to submit the 
i nfor·ma t ion to the clerk and recorder of Gallatin 
county for recording: 
a) a copy of the most current Material Safety Data Sheet for 
each hazardous chemical in the workplace; 
The Right-To~Know Law requires that The Bozeman Daily 
Chronicle must certify each MSDS that is received with a chemical 
shipment. A sample cer·tificat:i•:.n for·rn for· Mater·ial Sa·FE!ty Dat .. :t 
Sheets is shown in Figure 1 of this section. Any form or method 
can be used to certify the MSDS as long as the certification is 
legible and contains all the necessary certifi-
cation information. Once an MSDS for a specific chem1cal has been 
recorded in Gallatin county, other employers need not record the 
MSDS for that chemical, even if it is used in the workplace. The 
l:.?>::ception to this ''one r·ecor,ding'' r·r.Jle tvoul d occur· if •::t. r·I!'?ViSE!d 
or up-dated MSDS is prepared and shipped with that chemical a.t a 
Certification for Material Safety Data Sheet 
STATE OF MONTANA ) 
) ss: 
County of ____________________ ) 
I hereby certify that this is a true and exact copy of the 
MSDS provided by the manufacturer of the chemical named on this 
sheet and that this chemical is present in the workplace of 
located at 
<address of workplace) in 
<city/town> 
Signature of Employer/s Representative 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this day of 
19 
Notary Public for the State of Montana 
Residing at 
Seal My Commission Expires 
Figure 1. Sample MSDS Certification 
b) an acknowledged copy of ea.ch neuJ •3.nnu•3.l 
list must contain the following information for each 
hazardous chemical present in the workplace: 
* The chemical name of each chemical present; 
*All generally used common names of each chemical. cross-
r·(-? f•? r·e n c~? d to the chemical name; 
*The work area in which each chemical is normally stored or 
used. 
The Bozeman Daily Chronicle must prepare, update and record 
this list at least once a year. 
c) a list acknowledged by of 
titles and telephone numbers of knowledgeable representa-
t h~. emp ·1 oy<::~ r· or· th-E! chemical manufacturer who 
can be contacted for further information or in case of an 
E!m<.::~ r· :;~en cy. 
At the present time there is a $5.00 f i l i ng f•?E! tJ.Ji th the 
13.::~. ·1 1 at in county cler·k and recorder for each page of information 
that is recorded. The county c1er·k must in de:=< th<.::~ r·ecor·dE!d 
information by workplace name; all entries for a workplace must 
be grouped together in the index. The clerk must separately index 
•3.11 of for which material safety data sheets have 
beE!n r·E!COr·ded. 
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All infor·ma.tion by the county cler·k is pub·! ic 
i nfor·rna t ion for inspection during normal working 
hours. The local fire chief(s) r·,7!qu i r·ed to 
rrt•:tintained by the county cl,;;r-·k •:!l.nd r·<:.~cor·d,~r- on 
' 
'JJO r· k p 1 act~ h>:1za.rdous ch,;;mical!.;. The local chief must be 
pt~r·m:i tt<::.•d insp~.~ction of ha-:c:•a.r·dous ch,;;micals in any 
!uorkp 1 ac,=! for- the pur-poses of planning fir-e department 
activities or in case of an emer-gency. As a r-esult of an inspec-
tion, the local fire chief may note and r·l'~por·t, for· possiblE! 
action by the county attorney or- other- appr-opr-iat~ law enforce-
rn..:~ n t offici a. 1 s, .a.ny violation by an employer of a provision of 
the Montana Employee and Community Hazar-dous Chemical Information 
Act or- any other law pertaining to hazardous chemicals or fir-e 
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Requirements 
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U.S.ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY REQUIREMENTS 
Waste management is controlled on th~ federal level by the 
EPA. The Bozeman DailycChronicle does generate liquid an~ solid 
wastes and therefore regulations enforced by the EPA must be 
adhered to. Most of the solid wastes are consumed in process but 
s orne liquid waste is generated. Liquid wastes presently being 
generated by The Bozeman Daily Chronicle include photographic 
chemicals and plate processing solutions. At the pre~ent time all 
these wastes literally go down the drain. Solid wastes being 
generated include minimal .amount of waste ink, lubricating dils, 
spe~t cleaning solvent and paper cleaning towels filled with 
waste ink and cleaning solvent. 
The EPA has not established federal regulations covering 
disposal of the liquid wastes (effluent) typically produced by 
newspapers with ~he exceptio~ of photographic processing wastes. 
Subchapter N of EPA Standa~d 40 CFR <Part 459) establishes 
effluent guidelines and standards for photographic processing 
point sources. Hazardous waste lists covering waste generation 
from specific and non-specific sources, which appear in 40 CFR 
Part 261.31 and Part 261.32 do not indicates. regulation of 
photographic or plate processing wastes. In order for 40 CFR Part 
459 to be applicable to effluent control, a photographic process-
or must process more than 150 sq. meters (1,600 sq. feet) of 
photographic material per day. As indicated by the figures listed 
under· "Photogr·aphi•: Pr·ocess l)uantity", included at the end of 
this information section, The Bozeman Daily Chronicle does not 
process more than 1,600 sq. ft of photographic ~aterial per day. 
Subchapter N of 40 CFR <Part 401) indicates that the effluent 
guidelines and standards are written in accordance with the 
Federal Water Pollution Contrbl Act. To the best of my judgment 
it appears that all of the Bozeman Daily Chronicle's liquid 
photographic waste is exempt from EPA hazardous waste storage, 
treatment and disposal regulations. There are a number of federal 
regulations other than The Clean Water Act that must be checked. 
At the end of this information section on EPA requirements, 
a summar·y .:•f Th~?. Bo;~eman Daily Chr·oni(.:le'·s gener·ator status is 
in~luded. Of the approximate 470 kilograms of liquid waste that 
is generated monthly, almost the entire amount is due to spent 
photographic chemicals. The Bozeman Daily Chronicle would ~hen 
·fall below the "smal"l status due to generation o·F 
liquid waste, spent cleaning solvents and waste 
ink. 
Bozeman has pretreatment and treatment guidelines for wastes 
being intr·oduced int.:• the local sewer system. At the pr-esent 
time, the cit~ of Bozeman follows the . feder·a 1 
guidelines with additional attention to 6 heavy metals. Cadnium, 
chromium, lead, zinc, copper and platinum ~re the only waste 
constituents that are tightly controlled. At the present time the 
city of Bozeman does not have parts per million limits on waste 
intr·odu•:ed ~nto the sewer system. It appears that 
the Bozeman Daily Chronicle~s disposal of photographic and plate 
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processing wastes is in accordance with city regul~tions. 
The Bozeman Daily Chronicle's disposal of waste ink, spent 
solvents and used cleaning rags must be in accordance with EPA 
regulations. Waste ink is negligeable leaving the spent solvent 
and used cleariing rags to be containeriz~d for propkr disposal. 
The blanket wash contains acetone and therefore a compatible 
container must be used for disposal of the waste. The original 
solvent container should be examined and a container of compat-
ible material and construction type should be used to accumulate 
and di~pose of the waste solvent. It is not recommended that the 
waste solvent be accumulated in its respective container for more 
than 90 days before it is properly disposed. The container must 
be properly labeled during accumulation as well as properly 
labeled for transport during disposal. Due to The Bozeman Daily 
Chronicle's generator status, proper disposal of the spent 
solvent includes disposal to the city landfill if the ~aste 
product is accepted by them. Otherwise, a hazardotis waste 
disposal facility must be located and used. 
The waste rags used for press cleaning must also be disposed 
of properly. It is recommended that The Boz~man Daily Chronicle 
thoroughly understand the services of the rag cleaning facility 
in order to determine where the liability for the hazardous 
material contained in the rags does fall. If the liability does 
fall on The Bozeman Daily Chronicle, extra precautions should be 
taken to ensure safe handling and transport of the rags to· the 
cleaning facility. 
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Ink that is sto~ed for reuse is not cover·<i.~d und<.."!r· Ef'(.:.) 
~egulations due to the fact that the ink is not a waste product 
at this point in the printing p~ocess. ReusablE· ink should b~'~ 
stored in containers similar to the containe~s of original 
shipment. The storage containers must then be labeled to comply 
tJJ i t h o:::;HA. 
Fur·ther· infDrmation concerning the generation, 
treatment and disposal of EPA regulated haza~dous waste can be 
in The Code Of Federal Regulations <40 & 49). The code 





GENERATOR STATUS DETERMINATION 
Figures are in gallons/month unless otherwise specified. 
USE 
PRESS ROOM 
Varn Products-Gum Arabic 1 
Anchor/Lithkemco-NGS Plate Sensitizer 1 
Anchor/Lithkemco-*7 Plate Developer 2 
Hurst-Blanket Wash 1:3 
Alta Chem-RF-20 Rapid Fix 2<) 
Alta Chem-RFH Liquid Hardner 1 
General Photo-GPP LD-40 Developer Part A .416 
General Photo-GPP LD-40 Developer Part B .416 
Alta Chem-R-30 Replenisher Part A :20 
Alta Chem-R-30 Replenisher Part B 20 
Kodak-Process Cleaner 1/6 qt 
NDI-Neutrofount 1.5 
USPI-Lo Rub Black Ink ::::84 





















Alta Chem-RFH Liquid Ha~dene~ 
PHOTOGRAPHY ROOM 
TKO Chem- Orbit Bath 
Kodak-Photo-Flo 200 
Kodak-Rapid Fixe~ Pa~t A 













•••. , t::• 





















Amer Sten--Su~e-Rite Duplicato~ Fluid 1 qt 1 qt 




(125 X 8.4) I 2.2 = 478 kg/month 
Blanket Wash Towels 
Use 20 lbs of towels I month <20/2.2> = 8.6 kg/month 
Use 13 gals of blanket wash /month 
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PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESS QUANTITY 
162 SQ FT--Typeset Paper 
45 Sq Ft--Page Film 
.5 Sq Ft--35 mm 
11 Sq Ft--PMT Room 8X10 
8 Sq Ft--PMT Room 11X14 
8.5 Sq Ft--TP6 8X10 
20.5 Sq Ft--TP6 11X14 
255 Sq Ft of Photographic Material Processed Per day 
**** Does not come close to the 1 7 600 Sq Ft Minimum Per day for 
requirement of 40 CFR 459 
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